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Abstract

Contemporary devices rely on an increasing amount of software to implement
their respective functionality. Hence, the software including its correct execution
are key assets in modern systems. A huge portfolio of attack techniques, ranging
from remotely mountable software attacks to local attacks that utilize physical
access, endanger these assets and need to be mitigated. However, countermeasures
deployed in current systems mainly focus on the prevention of pure software
attacks. Attack types that (locally or remotely) exploit physical properties of a
device are often neglected although they are applicable to mobile devices and
threaten software in the emerging cloud computing, IoT, and Industry 4.0 contexts.
The exploitation of side-channels (e.g., timing, power) and fault injection are
two prominent examples of physical attacks. Unfortunately, modern processor
architectures provide basically no support for protecting software against such
physical attacks.

In this thesis, we work towards fixing this shortcoming of current architectures
and present several novel techniques that enable secure software execution in the
context of physical attacks. In particular, to protect the code, we showcase two
hardware-supported Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) schemes which enforce that
executed instructions are genuine and in correct sequence. Both techniques have
been implemented in real processor designs, come with appropriate toolchain
support, and are tested in simulation and/or on actual FPGA/ASIC hardware.
Additionally, building upon such CFI schemes, a novel software-only technique for
remote attestation has been developed. The new technique effectively incorporates
all common existing approaches and can further be used for online licensing.

In the domain of protecting data against illegal access and tampering, two
approaches for improving the memory subsystem are part of this thesis. Firstly,
an open-source hardware framework for building as well as researching transparent
memory encryption and authentication modules is presented. This framework can
be used to protect data and code against disclosure and tampering via physical
attacks. Secondly, a novel approach for building randomized set-associative CPU
caches has been devised. Caches following this design approach have similar
performance as contemporary designs but are considerably harder to attack via
timing side-channel attacks (e.g., cache attacks).
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1
Introduction

Essentially every electronic device, which is built nowadays, is controlled by soft-
ware that gets executed by one or more general-purpose processors. The reasons
for this trend towards software and processor-based designs are manifold. For
example, changing software is typically much simpler than updating specialized
hardware that is built for one specific purpose. Relying strongly on software also
makes it possible to easily fix errors and add features, even when the device is
already deployed in the field. Furthermore, production and development costs can
be reduced compared to custom hardware designs. These savings are achieved
since general-purpose processors, as well as the majority of required peripherals,
are widely available as cheap commercial off-the-shelf components. As the result,
although the casing and the intended use case may differ, the architecture of
modern devices—ranging from comparably small smart home gadgets to complex
systems like self-driving cars—gets remarkably similar to a standard computer
architecture. Therefore, the functionality of a device is primarily determined
by the huge and highly complex software stacks, which are embedded into the
device’s firmware.

Unfortunately, exactly this huge amount of complex code is also a problem in
practice. Writing software, which is both complex and correct is still very hard,
especially when high performance and efficiency are needed. This is particularly
problematic, because bugs in software not only degrade the user experience but
also lead to all kinds of security problems. In fact, the majority of notable security
incidents that we know of today were possible due to the exploitation of software
bugs. However, even with perfectly bug-free application software, security of
modern electronic devices is still an issue.

In particular, with the increasing use of mobile devices (e.g., smart phones,
tablets) and the rise of cloud computing, the Internet-of-Things (IoT), and

1
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Industry 4.0, more and more software gets executed in completely unknown
environments. Trust becomes a serious issue in such scenarios given that even
foundational invariants (e.g., code is executed as programmed) can easily be
violated by the respective device user/owner. Without further protection, a
cloud provider, for example, can access the data of its users or tamper with the
performed computations. After all, cloud providers control the most privileged
software of the system (e.g., hypervisor, operating system) in addition to having
direct physical access to the machine including sub-components like Hard-Disc
Drives (HDDs) and Random-Access Memory (RAM). Moreover, on contemporary
hardware, even completely unrelated third parties are able to mount attacks due
to co-location of different applications on the same hardware, which is common
in cloud computing.

At the other end of the spectrum, IoT and Industry 4.0 device vendors face
very similar challenges given that their products are operated on-premise of the
respective customers. Malicious users can exploit the implied physical access to
arbitrarily tamper with a device and its software. In an industrial application,
for example, this endangers all of the vendor’s software Intellectual Property
(IP) that is deployed in the shipped Programmable-Logic Controllers (PLCs)
and enables the production of counterfeited machinery. Exactly the same threat
scenario also holds true for IoT device vendors that, for instance, specialize in
smart home equipment. Finally, without proper authentication of code and data,
even supply chain attacks that install arbitrary malware on genuine hardware
are facilitated.

Problem Statement
The modern computing landscape is changing rapidly towards mobile devices,
cloud computing, Industry 4.0 and the IoT. In such applications, correct and
secure execution of software—one of the most valuable assets of every modern
device—is of utmost importance. Unfortunately, ensuring that code is exe-
cuted in this way is hardly possible on contemporary general-purpose processor
architectures.

In more detail, most widely used architectures have been optimized for threat
models that only consider software-based attacks. In such a scenario, access
control mechanisms (e.g., memory management/protection units, privilege modes)
are, for instance, sufficient to ensure that the integrity of code is maintained and
that secrets cannot be accessed arbitrarily. The hardware aspects, on the other
hand, are largely neglected under the assumption that all components—including
the processor—behave according to the functional specification.

This simplistic approach is already problematic in purely software-based
attack scenarios as it does not include side-channel attacks (e.g., for stealing data
from co-located cloud users). However, solely relying on functional correctness
is clearly insufficient as soon as a device is operated under the physical control
of an untrusted third party. Adversaries with direct access can, in addition
to mounting software-based attacks, also physically tamper with a device (e.g.,
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inject faults, probe signals on a bus, measure power consumption). Flipping a
single bit in an opcode of an instruction, for example, can already be sufficient
to bypass a security check and completely compromise a system. Data in RAM
is similarly vulnerable given that one changed bit, for instance in a page table, is
typically enough to circumvent all common access control schemes.

Summarizing, current computing architectures—although commonly deployed
in such settings—are not sufficiently prepared for malicious environments that al-
low physical attacks. The used processor cores lack necessary hardware-support to
enforce the correct execution of instructions and the utilized memory subsystems
fail to provide the desired confidentiality and authenticity properties.

Motivation and Related Work
To provide additional context, the following section elaborates in more detail on
the challenges in terms of security that modern devices face. In particular, we
introduce the most relevant nomenclature as well as attack strategies and briefly
summarize currently deployed countermeasures.

Software Attacks
The term software attack, in this thesis, denotes all attack types that solely
rely on the functional behavior of a system and can exclusively exploit bugs
(e.g., missing or wrong checks) in the implementation and design. In our attack
model for software attacks, we assume that the targeted device is operated in a
protected environment under nominal conditions and is behaving according to
its functional specification. Physical access and interaction with the system is
permitted but restricted to its official input and output interfaces. As a result,
both local (e.g., via a tampered USB stick), as well as remote exploitation over the
Internet, is possible in a software attack. Moreover, functional system simulation
(e.g., in a virtual machine or instruction set simulator) is sufficient to evaluate
and reproduce such a software attack. The basic goal of attackers that perform
software attacks is to alter a device’s behavior, or even to gain full control over
the device.

Software attacks are currently the prevailing attack type for embedded and
mobile devices, as well as for workstations and servers. Considering that soft-
ware bugs are a very common problem, a wide range of attack techniques and
countermeasures have been developed over time.

Historically, code-injection attacks have been the most direct approach to
achieve arbitrary code execution. However, since Data-Execution Prevention
(DEP) is supported on most common platforms using the No-eXecute (NX) bit
of the Memory-Management Unit (MMU), code-injection attacks are hardly
possible anymore. Code-reuse attacks that alter the control flow of a program,
like for instance return-to-libc [Ner01; Sol97], Return-Oriented Programming
(ROP) [Sha07], Jump-Oriented Programming (JOP) [Ble+11], and Counterfeit
Object-Oriented Programming (COOP) [Sch+15], have been found as effective
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alternative attack techniques. As countermeasures against code-reuse attacks,
mainly cheap probabilistic methods like Address Space Layout Randomization
(ASLR) and stack canaries [Cow98] are widely used. More sophisticated tech-
niques based on Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) [Aba+09], on the other hand, are
often too coarse grained [Car+15; Dav+14; Gök+14] or too expensive to gain
adoption. Moreover, even when the control flow is properly enforced, data-only
attacks like Data-Oriented Programming (DOP) [Hu+16] are still possible.

Taking a step back and looking at the software security problem more ana-
lytically shows that the key to basically every commonly used software attack
technique is the lack of memory safety [Sze+13]. The main reason for this prob-
lem is that C and C++, the most widely used system programming languages,
do not enforce memory safety by default. Unfortunately, also retrofitting full
memory safety, using, for example, a combination of SoftBound [Nag+09] and
Compiler Enforced Temporal Safety (CETS) [Nag+10], seems to be too slow
for widespread adoption. Partial memory safety, like provided by SafeStack,
Code-Pointer Integrity (CPI), and Code-Pointer Separation (CPS) [Kuz+14], can
therefore be used as compromise between performance overhead and protection.

Modern processor architectures currently only give little support to address
the memory safety issue effectively. Intel’s MPX is the only widely deployed
hardware extension which supports, for example, bounds checking with fine
granularity. However, performance-wise the advantage of using MPX compared
to software-only approaches is still negligible [Ole+17]. The currently predomi-
nant software security approach supported by hardware are Trusted-Execution
Environments (TEEs) [Mae+18] like Intel’s SGX [Hoe+13; McK+13] and ARM’s
TrustZone [ARM09]. However, these TEEs are more or less comparable to yet
another privilege level of the processor and do not address the original memory
safety problem. Subsequently, using such a TEE requires to partition an appli-
cation into secure and insecure parts but does not prevent attacks within the
individual partitions [Bio+18; Lee+17; SWG19].

Large software vendors therefore approach the problem of software security
by implementing bug bounty programs (e.g., Facebook [Fac], Google [Goob],
Microsoft [Mic]) that encourage users to search and responsibly disclose problems
in their products. Subsequently, security updates are provided based on the
reported vulnerabilities, given that the respective product is still supported by
the manufacturer. Unfortunately, this is not always the case. Especially in
the smart phone sector (e.g., Android) the lack of longtime support by many
vendors is a serious issue, which leaves a multitude of devices [Gooa] deliberately
vulnerable to software attacks [Det].

Devices which are built solely on open-source software often do not have
this problem, assuming that a strong community supports the respective gadget.
However, also open-source software has its issues. Although many vendors rely
on free software components in their products, comparably little resources are
invested in maintenance and security audits by the respective commercial users.
This is critical given that even a single bug in a commonly used open-source
library can have a devastating impact. The simple buffer over-read CVE-2014-
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0160 [Cor13] in the OpenSSL library, which is more widely known as Heartbleed,
is a prime example for this problem. Interestingly, since Heartbleed, several
other security vulnerabilities have been branded with fancy names and logos
(e.g., Shellshock [Cor14], Dirty COW [Cor16]). However, note that the risk
potential of a vulnerability is not necessarily related to its media coverage. Many
other vulnerabilities, based on sometimes even more dangerous but less known
bugs, can be exploited too.

In summary, independent of the specific reasons, regular reports on data
breaches (e.g., LinkedIn [Sil12], Sony [Cor11; Pic14], Yahoo [CIS16], Equifax
[Off18], Marriott [Roo19]), large scale cyber-attacks (e.g., DDoS against Dyn
[Inc16] using the Mirai [Ann16] botnet), and hacked devices (e.g., iOS jailbreaks
[Wik], WiiU [fai14], Playstation 4 [fai15]) clearly show that the problem of
secure software in the context of software attacks is far from solved on current
architectures.

Physical Attacks
Unfortunately, having correct software is only a necessary but not sufficient
requirement for building an overall secure system. For correctness, software
relies on the fact that it is executed by the processor exactly in the intended
way. Under normal operation conditions, as in our software attack model which
idealizes the hardware, this is assumed to be true despite the fact that hardware
bugs are common too. Unfortunately, the situation changes dramatically as soon
as an adversary has physical access to the respective device. In such a potentially
malicious environment, an attacker can perform physical attacks by tampering
with the device in every possible way.

In this thesis, we use the term physical attack to denote attack types that
exploit this reality and take into account that hardware is far from ideal in
practice. The physical attack model complements the previously defined software
attack model by extending it with unrestricted access to a device including
its internal building blocks and its physical properties (e.g., timing behavior,
power consumption, all kinds of emanation). Adversaries that operate within
this model are, in the strongest interpretation, only limited by physics and their
own abilities—they are allowed to perform any measurement/modification they
can achieve. However, unrestricted capabilities are far too strong in practice.
Researchers, therefore, often focus on finding solutions in more realistic subsets
of the model by restricting the attack capabilities to certain operations (e.g.,
reading, writing), and by introducing security boundaries (e.g., signals on a chip
cannot be arbitrarily probed).

Note also that software attacks, which operate in a subset of our physical
attack model, are commonly not considered to be physical attacks. They are
considered as an individual attack class distinguished by the type of exploited
vulnerabilities or the needed type of access to the target—classical physical
attacks require physical access whereas software attacks do not. However, these
simple classifications fail to be sufficient given that more recent attacks manage
to introduce/exploit similar effects as classical physical attacks using software.
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Considering that also the needed countermeasures are similar, we consider these
new attack types to be physical attack variants, denote them as software-controlled
physical attacks, and selected our attack models accordingly.

In literature, physical attacks are often restricted/distinguished based on the
characteristics of the performed attacks [Sta10] (e.g., active vs. passive, invasive
vs. non-invasive) or using special nomenclature (e.g., fault attacks, side-channel
attacks). Fault attacks are, for instance, active physical attacks that intentionally
violate presumed invariants of a device to introduce faults into the performed
operations. Commonly used attack vectors for injecting faults are, for example,
supply voltage [Aum+02], maximum frequency [AK97], the allowed temperature
range [Sko02], and the tolerated amount of injected photoelectric [SA02] or
ElectroMagnetic (EM) [Sam+02] energy. Especially in the context of processors
and software execution, fault attacks have been shown to be very powerful.
Adversaries can, for example, use precisely timed voltage and clock glitches to
deterministically skip and repeat instructions [KH14; KSV13].

Countermeasures [Bar+04] against fault attacks, are typically either sensor or
redundancy based. Hardware sensors try to detect the event of the fault injection.
Adding sensors is easy but has the disadvantage that unorthodox injection
techniques, for which no sensors have been integrated, can stay undetected.
Redundancy-based schemes, on the other hand, try to detect or even correct
the actual fault, i.e., the effect of the injection. Therefore, redundancy-based
approaches work against any potential fault injection technique. In theory,
approaches which are also used for soft-error detection [Gol+06] can be used
in the context of fault detection as well. However, it has to be noted that,
unlike random soft errors, fault attacks can be very controlled [Sel+15]. Simple
approaches like direct duplication are therefore not sufficient. Furthermore,
implementations in pure software are also hardly possible given that not a single
instruction can be executed reliably without special protection.

Side-channel attacks [Sta10] are also attack types that are typically considered
as passive physical attacks. The basic idea of side-channel attacks is to infer
information about internally processed data solely by observing related externally
visible signals during the operation. In the simplest case, this external signals can
be some data bus over which confidential information is transmitted into another
microchip. However, as soon as cryptography is used, most probably power
consumption [KJJ99] or EM radiation [Agr+02] are observed. Using the captured
information, subsequently, the internal state is revealed using statistical techniques
and signal processing [MOP07]. As countermeasures against side-channel attacks,
typically various types of hiding [MMS01] (reduces the signal-to-noise ratio) and
masking [GP99] (splits and randomizes information into shares) are used.

Unfortunately, state-of-the-art processor architectures feature very little pro-
tection against physical attacks. In fact, only the latest high-end Intel (as part of
SGX [Gue16]) and AMD (SME [KPW16]) processors consider physical attacks
at all. Both companies recognize the previously described trust problem in cloud
scenarios and support transparent RAM encryption. This is sufficient to address,
for example, cold boot attacks [Hal+08]. However, fault attacks and side-channel
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attacks, on the other hand, are still not really considered a problem by most
vendors. Subsequently, other physical attacks like, for instance, the reset glitch
attack on the Xbox 360 [fre] or the NAND mirroring attack on the iPhone [Sko16]
are still widely applicable.

Software-controlled Physical Attacks. To make matters worse, recent at-
tacks even show that mounting a physical attack does not necessarily require
physical access to a device.

Rowhammer-based [Kim+14] fault attacks, for example, exploit that fast
and highly controlled accesses to selected memory cells in modern Dynamic
Random-Access Memory (DRAM) can cause bit flips in neighboring memory
cells. After reverse engineering the involved mapping functions, adversaries
can craft access patterns that trigger this behavior to inject faults into DRAM.
Note that such attacks do not necessarily require native [SD15] code execution
capabilities but can also be mounted remotely using JavaScript [GMM16] or via
the network [Lip+18a; Tat+18]. Also devices (e.g., a Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) [Wei+19b]) in the same System-on-Chip (SoC) can be used for
fault injection and DRAM with error-correcting codes is vulnerable [Coj+19] too.
Finally, these faults can be used to mount Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks on
SGX [Jan+17] and for escalating privileges by modifying page tables [SD15] or
instruction encodings [Gru+18]. In terms of countermeasures [Lou+19], using
more conservative refresh rates as well as probabilistically refreshing neighboring
rows [KNQ15] appear to be the most reliable approaches.

Other examples for software-controlled fault attacks are the recent voltage (e.g.,
Plundervolt [Mur+20], V0LTpwn [Ken+19], Voltjockey [Qiu+19a; Qiu+19b])
and clock (e.g., CLKSCREW [TSS17]) glitch attacks against TEEs. These
attacks exploit that TEEs, like SGX and TrustZone, should be secure even with
a compromised Operating System (OS) running in ring 0 on x86 or in privilege
level 1 on ARM. However, operating systems are typically in charge of controlling
the Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [Wei+94] capabilities of
modern processors. An attacker with control over the OS can, hence, misuse
the DVFS for overclocking/undervolting the processor to inject faults into TEE
computations.

Side-channel attacks [Spr+18] are a rather active research field of the software-
security community too. Modern mobile devices feature a multitude of different
sensors (e.g., accelerometer, gyroscope, ambient light) that can be accessed from
software and facilitate sensor-based side-channels attacks. Such attacks, for
instance, permit to track a user by fingerprinting sensors [Dey+14], to infer
the location of a device [Han+12], and to log key as well as pin inputs [CC11;
Spr14] without requiring any special privileges. Typical approaches to counter
sensor-based side-channels attacks [Spr+18] are stricter permission systems and
limiting the sampling frequency. However, the overall problem is still unsolved
given that both strategies only make exploitation harder at the cost of reduced
usability/functionality for genuine applications.

Finally, in the context of processors and software execution, timing-based
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side-channel attacks [Koc96] have to be mentioned. Cache attacks, probably the
most famous type of software-controlled timing side-channel attacks on processors,
were extensively studied by the community in recent years resulting in a sizeable
portfolio of attacking techniques [Ber05; GBK11; Gru+16b; OST06; YF14] and
countermeasures [WL07; WL08]. Unfortunately, industry opted to ignore these
types of attacks for a long time due to the cost of the mitigations. However,
recent advances in transient execution attacks (e.g., Meltdown [Lip+18b], Spec-
tre [Koc+19]), which often exploit cache covert channels for data exfiltration,
definitely increased interest in cache attack countermeasures.

Contribution and Outline
In this thesis, we tackle the problem of secure and trusted software execution in
malicious environments that include physical access to a device. While the primary
focus of our work is the prevention of physical attacks, also software attacks are
mitigated whenever possible. To make progress towards the ambitious goal of
building more secure systems, our approach is to augment contemporary system
architectures with minimal hardware extensions. These hardware extensions
serve as security-anchor on which further countermeasures can be built efficiently
in software. Following this methodology, we developed several techniques that
can be used to build efficient general-purpose computing architectures that are
hardened against physical tamping.

We structured our contributions into two main parts based on to the protection
the individual approaches provide. Part I focuses on extensions to the core of
a processor, which ensure that code is always executed in the correct sequence.
These extensions either prevent the successful execution of wrong code by design
or permit to establish trust into a device by making its software execution locally
and/or remotely attestable. In Part II, on the other hand, protecting arbitrary
code and data against direct modification as well as indirect exposure (e.g., via
side-channel attacks) are the central topic. The approaches in this context are
mainly modifications to the memory subsystem and can be deployed completely
independent of our processor core extensions.

The following paragraphs outline the contributions in the individual parts and
chapters in more detail. Additionally, an illustration of the presented techniques
in relation to the affected attack classes is provided in Figure 1.1. Note, however,
that a connection between a scheme and an attack category does not necessarily
imply that all attacks within the respective category are mitigated.

Part I: Providing Control-Flow Integrity and Attestation. In Chap-
ter 2, we present our first contribution [WWM15] on code protection by bringing
CFI into the context of fault attacks. For this work, we analyzed requirements
for successful fault detection and evaluated various building blocks according to
the determined criteria. The resulting countermeasure is effectively an extension
of an old soft-error detection technique into the security context. Last but not
least, we have shown the practicability of the concept using a demonstrator
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Figure 1.1: Graphical mapping between the presented techniques and the attack
classes which are affected by the countermeasure.

that comprises a marginally modified ARM Cortex-M3 clone and a suitable C
compiler toolchain based on LLVM.

Our second contribution [Wer+18], presented in Chapter 3, builds on our
previous work and extends the fault attack countermeasure with sponge-based
Authenticated Encryption (AE) techniques. By doing so, we gain a code pro-
tection scheme, named Sponge-Based Control-Flow Protection (SCFP), which
not only is able to detect fault attacks but also delivers a configurable amount
of confidentiality and authenticity. SCFP with a sufficiently large sponge, fur-
thermore, also can be used to protect code against software attacks. This is
possible given that SCFP is actually very similar to CFI techniques that are used
to prevent code-reuse attacks. To demonstrate the viability of the concept, we
extended a RISC-V processor with SCFP support and developed a corresponding
LLVM-based toolchain.

Finally, in Chapter 4 we describe how schemes like SCFP, which decrypt code
in execution order, can be used as foundation for remote attestation schemes
that establish trust in computations performed on remote compute nodes. In this
chapter we show that common static and path remote attestation schemes can be
built purely in software using SCFP as hardware security anchor. Additionally, by
taking advantage of the inherent balancing needed for encrypted code execution, a
novel graph attestation mode as well as an online licensing approach are proposed.

Part II: Counteracting Physical Attacks on the Memory System.
In Chapter 5, we present our first contribution [Wer+17] in the data pro-
tection domain—MEMSEC, an open-source framework for building transpar-
ent memory encryption and authentication modules. The developed encryp-
tion/authentication modules feature an AXI4 bus interface and can be used in
FPGA and Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) designs to protect data
in memory against tampering. The framework is written in VHDL and enables
easy prototyping of different encryption and authentication modes. As ciphers,
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AES, Prince, and Ascon are used in different modes (e.g., ECB, CBC, XTS) of
operation. Evaluation has been performed under real-world conditions using a
Xilinx Zynq SoC FPGAs where the entire memory traffic of ARM processors
running Linux is processed.

Last but not least, in Chapter 6, we elaborate on our cache attack coun-
termeasure ScatterCache [Wer+19b]. In the novel ScatterCache design,
we combine lightweight cryptographic primitives with per-way addressing lo-
gic, which yields a randomized and skewed set-associative cache. The resulting
cache is drop-in compatible with existing set-associative caches, but has the
added benefit of complicating eviction-based attacks considerably. The design
additionally features an optional software-controlled tweak, i.e., the Security
Domain IDentifier (SDID), that enables ScatterCache-aware operating system
to control if data, while shared memory in RAM, should also be shared in the
cache. Performance evaluation has been performed using the gem5 full system
simulator and a custom-made cache simulator.

Finally, we conclude this thesis in Chapter 7 by summarizeing our achievements,
discussing opportunities for future work, and by presenting all our (co-)authored
publications.
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Integrity and Attestation
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Executing code correctly is next to impossible on contemporary processors
when physical attacks are considered given that even a single bit flip is sufficient
to completely change the semantic of a program. Furthermore, neither local nor
remote support for retrospectively detecting if any tampering has been performed
is available.

We address these two problems in this first part of the thesis and present two
processor core extensions that provide fine grained CFI. Additionally, building
upon the second CFI scheme, a novel remote attestation technique is discussed.
The content of Part I is largely based on two publications [Wer+18; WWM15] that
have been extended based on two internal manuscripts. The enumeration below
maps the individual chapters to the respective papers, clarifies my contributions,
and acknowledges the work of my collaborators.

• Chapter 2 is primarily based on the following publication that was presented
at CARDIS 2015 in Bochum (Germany):
Mario Werner, Erich Wenger, and Stefan Mangard. “Protecting the
Control Flow of Embedded Processors against Fault Attacks.” In: Smart
Card Research and Advanced Applications – CARDIS. 2015, pp. 161–176.
doi: 10.1007/978-3-319-31271-2_10

I am the main author of this paper, wrote the majority of the text, per-
formed all experiments, and implemented the GPSA hardware extension
as well as all software components. Erich Wenger contributed to the text
and programmed the used ARMv7-M processor along with Thomas Unter-
luggauer. Stefan Mangard supplied the original idea and supported the
project in many discussions. Conceptually, this paper is a followup to my
master’s thesis but shares neither the implementation nor text.

• Chapter 3 is primarily based on the following publication that was presented
at EuroS&P 2018 in London (United Kingdom):
Mario Werner, Thomas Unterluggauer, David Schaffenrath, and Stefan
Mangard. “Sponge-Based Control-Flow Protection for IoT Devices.” In:
European Symposium on Security and Privacy – EuroS&P. Best Paper
Award. 2018, pp. 214–226. doi: 10.1109/EuroSP.2018.00023

Again, I am the main author of this paper and developed the main con-
cepts (e.g., instruction stream encryption, software handling, RISC-V ISA
extension). Furthermore, I wrote the majority of the text, performed all
experiments in HDL simulation, and developed the core components of the
software toolchain. Thomas Unterluggauer contributed to the project with
text and, together with Stefan Mangard, in many productive discussions.
David Schaffenrath designed Remus, our RISC-V processor with SCFP
support, as part of his master’s thesis at the Institute for Integrated Sys-
tems (IIS) at ETH Zurich. Therefore, also Frank K. Gürkaynak, Germain
Haugou, Beat Muheim, and Prof. Luca Benini—David’s supervisors and
colleagues at ETH Zurich—contributed to the HDL design too. Finally,
Robert Schilling supported me in maintaining the software toolchain, and

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-31271-2_10
https://doi.org/10.1109/EuroSP.2018.00023
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Florian Mendel and Christoph Dobraunig provided guidance on the involved
cryptographic primitives and modes.
Additionally, from an internal manuscript, chip area and power consumption
results for the Patronus ASIC were added to this thesis. The area results
have been provided by Frank K. Gürkaynak and the power measurements
were performed by Alfio Di Mauro, both from ETH Zurich.

• Chapter 4 is entirely based on an unpublished manuscript of which I am
the main author. I contributed the main part of the text, the idea for graph
attestation and licensing as well as the HDL simulation results. Thomas
Unterluggauer contributed to the text, the software implementation and
the analysis.
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Protecting the Control Flow of

Embedded Processors against Fault
Attacks

Fault attacks are a very active field of research since the seminal publication of
the Bellcore attack [BDL97] in 1997. The basic idea of such a fault attack is to
operate devices outside their specified operation conditions in such a way that
faults occur during critical operations. For instance, unless countermeasures are
implemented, observing only few faulted executions of a keyed cryptographic
primitive can already be sufficient to reveal the used secret key. A comprehensive
introduction to fault attacks and countermeasures for cryptographic primitives
can be found in [JT12].

However, while most of the research on fault attacks focuses on attacking and
securing cryptographic primitives, it is important to point out that securing a
cryptographic primitive is not sufficient to secure a system. For example, the
Xbox 360 has not been compromised because of a fault attack on a cryptographic
primitive. It has been attacked successfully because it was possible to use a glitch
on the reset line to make the system bypass the signature check of the loaded
software [fre]. In case of such attacks on the control flow of the executed software,
often a single successful fault induction is sufficient to compromise the security
of a system completely (e.g., by branching to an administrative function, by
obtaining root privileges, or by skipping all kinds of security checks). Attacks on
the control flow also allow to bypass certain countermeasures for cryptographic
computations. In [WWM11] for example, techniques for multiple fault inductions
are discussed to first induce a fault in a cryptographic computation and then to
bypass the comparison with a redundant computation.

14
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When we started to work on this topic, only very few publications dealt
with the challenge of securing the control flow of software against fault attacks
and none of them seemed to be suitable for wide deployment. The software-
based approaches [LHB14; Sch+10], for instance, either only allowed to detect
integrity violations at a coarse level of granularity—where some modified, missing,
or repeated instructions stay undetected—or introduce huge overheads. The
hardware-based approaches [Aro+06; RCS02; RS05] looked more promising but
still incur significant complexity and overheads (e.g., one signature per basic
block)—in particular when larger programs are protected.

Contribution. In this chapter, we discuss how we improved upon related
work in this regard and present an efficient hardware-supported technique to
ensure control-flow integrity, even in the presence of fault. Our technique builds
upon Generalized Path Signature Analysis (GPSA) that has been introduced
in the context of soft errors by Wilken and Shen [WS88; WS90]. We, therefore,
investigate the requirements for fault detection in the setting of fault attacks and
adapt the scheme of Wilken and Shen accordingly. Furthermore, we present an
implementation of the resulting countermeasure using state-of-the-art hardware
(i.e., an ARM Cortex-M3 compatible processor) and software (LLVM compiler
infrastructure).

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to actually implement a
Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) scheme based on GPSA. Our prototype implemen-
tation is primarily software-oriented, increases the processor size by merely 6.4 %,
and detects every fault on the instruction-stream with 99.9 % probability within
three cycles. The runtime overhead of the protected applications ranges from 2 %
to 71 %. The majority of this overhead is caused by our software-heavy handling
of conditional branches. Subsequently, cryptographic primitives, which typically
have a low number of conditional branches, can be protected with comparably
low costs.

Outline. This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 gives an introduction
on control-flow integrity and the existing work of Wilken and Shen. Section 2.2
presents how we adapt the scheme to the setting of fault attacks. Our prototype
implementation is discussed in Section 2.3 and the corresponding evaluation
results can be found in Section 2.4. Finally, the chapter is concluded in Section 2.5.

2.1 Control-Flow Integrity in Fault-Tolerant
Computing

The detection of faults in the control flow of a program requires to include
redundant information about the control flow into the program. The concept of
GPSA by Wilken and Shen [WS88; WS90] is a very efficient technique to add
this redundancy. In the following subsections, we first define the problem of
control-flow integrity and then discuss the concept of GPSA.
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2.1.1 Control-Flow Integrity
The control flow of a program refers to the order in which its instructions,
branches, and function calls have to be executed. Two instruction types can be
distinguished in this context. First, sequential instructions, like arithmetic and
memory operations, that only have indirect influence on the execution sequence.
They are executed in strictly sequential order and have exactly one subsequent
instruction. Second, control-flow instructions, like branch and call, that alter
the execution sequence directly. Control-flow instructions have one or more
subsequent instructions and can select which one is executed next.

A program is typically structured into code fragments which consist out of
an arbitrary number of sequential instructions (zero or more) followed by up
to one control-flow instruction. Such fragments are denoted as basic blocks. A
basic block is a strictly sequential piece of code which can only be entered at the
first and exited after the last instruction. All basic blocks of a program form the
so-called Control-Flow Graph (CFG). The edges in a CFG are always directed
and describe in which way the control flow can be transferred from one basic
block to another. Ensuring CFI during the execution of a program means that
all instructions in a basic block are executed by the processor as defined in the
original program (i.e., no instructions are skipped or altered) and that no new
connections are added to the control-flow graph (i.e., no other branches are done
than those defined at compilation time).

Control-flow integrity does not include the protection of the decision which
path is taken in a CFG. This requires protecting the integrity of the data that
is used for the decision. However, it is important to note that data integrity
cannot be achieved without control-flow integrity. CFI is the basis for further
countermeasures, like data integrity. For example multiple computations and
comparisons can be done to ensure data integrity and the techniques for CFI
make sure that all these operations are indeed executed by the processor.

2.1.2 Derived Signatures
Derived signatures are a common technique in fault-tolerant computing to detect
violations of the integrity of the control flow. The basic idea of a derived signature
is to add a small piece of hardware to the processor executing the software that
should be protected. Upon the execution of each instruction, the hardware
updates a checksum based on the executed instruction and the corresponding
control signals of the decoder. In the literature on CFI in fault-tolerant computing,
such a checksum is called “derived signature”. It is important to note that it is
not a cryptographic signature. Nevertheless, in order to be consistent with the
existing literature, we also use the term derived signature to denote a checksum
that is calculated in hardware based on a sequence of executed instructions.

In order to check such a derived signature when a program is executed, it
is necessary to have corresponding reference values. Derived signatures depend
on the executed instructions and the initial value of the signature. As both are
known at compilation time, reference values can be calculated when a program
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Figure 2.1: Signature based checking methodologies.

is created. Typically, the reference values are embedded into the program by
instrumenting the binary, either during compilation or in a post-processing step.

Derived signatures can for example be checked at the end of every basic block.
This is shown in Figure 2.1a. The figure shows a control-flow graph with six basic
blocks, labelled %1 to %6 that include a while loop. At the end of each basic
block a signature check is done and therefore a reference value for each basic block
has to be added to the program. This is for example done in [Aro+06], [RCS02]
and [RS05]. However, this leads to a significant overhead, which can be avoided
when using generalized path signatures. Furthermore, there is no protection for
the connections of the basic blocks.

2.1.3 Generalized Path Signature Analysis
In [Nam82], the so-called Path Signature Analysis (PSA) has been introduced.
PSA checks the integrity not only for a basic block, but along paths through a
control-flow graph. This significantly reduces the overhead. Wilken and Shen
in [WS88; WS90] extended PSA into GPSA in order to optimize the overhead.

The basic idea of GPSA is to insert signature updates into the program code
in such a way that independent of the used paths in a CFG, the signature value at
a given instruction is always the same. This idea is illustrated in Figure 2.1b. At
the end of basic block %4, there is an update that makes sure that the signature
at the beginning of %5 is the same independent of the fact whether it is reached
via %3 or %4. The update at the end of %5 ensures that the signature at the
beginning of the while loop is independent of the fact whether it is reached via %1
or %5. The values that need to be stored in the program code to do the updates
are called justifying signatures [WS88] and they are calculated at compilation
time—just like the reference values for the checks.
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The concept of GPSA optimizes the number of total justifying signatures in
a CFG and can also be extended to protect function calls. In case of function
calls, there is an additional justifying signature necessary for each function call.
For details, please refer to [WS88].

GPSA does not require to have a check in every basic block and allows to
place signature checks at arbitrary positions in the program. These checks are
denoted as vertical signature checks. At minimum, it is necessary to insert one
signature check at the end of the program as it is done in Figure 2.1b. Depending
on the application, a trade-off has to be made between between runtime and
memory overhead on the one hand and the detection latency on the other hand.

2.1.4 Continuous-Signature Monitoring
Wilken and Shen proposed Continuous Signature Monitoring (CSM) as an al-
ternative concept to the manual placement of signature checks and to solve the
latency problem of vertical signature checks. The idea of CSM is to check the
signature, or at least parts of it, on every executed instruction. Implementing
CSM on top of GPSA is therefore as simple as checking hbits of the |S|-bit
runtime signature on every executed instruction.

It has been proposed to use spare bits in the instruction encodings or to em-
bed reference information into the error-correction/detection bits of the memory
system. However, these approaches are not applicable to most modern proces-
sor architectures given their dense instruction encodings and the lack of error
detecting memory.

2.2 Control-Flow Integrity in the Setting of
Fault Attacks

Fault attack detection is per se very similar to the detection of soft errors. The
main difference between the two is the fault model. Soft errors occur randomly at
a low frequency. Fault attacks on the other hand can be very controlled. When
comparing different checksums for derived signatures, it is therefore important to
not only look at average detection probabilities but to also keep the worst case
scenario in mind.

This section elaborates on the required properties that are needed in order
to make the schemes of Wilken and Shen ready for fault attacks. We define
functional requirements for both, the signature and the update function, which
make single faulty instructions detectable with certainty. We further show that
the actual function selection has an huge impact on the detection capabilities.
The best of the evaluated functions can detect up to 7 faulty bits in the instruction
stream across two cycles with certainty.
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2.2.1 Signature Function Selection
The calculation of derived signatures can be modeled using a compression func-
tion f which is used in a Merkle-Damgård-like mode of operation. The next
signature Sj+1 = f(Sj , Ij) is calculated based on the preceding signature Sj and
the current instruction Ij . Collisions across multiple iterations of the signature
function are unavoidable given that the signature value S has fixed size. However,
choosing a signature function with specific properties can at least provide certain
worst-case guarantees.

Functional Requirements

The signature function f needs the following properties in order to make a single
faulty instruction Ij ⊕∆Ij

detectable with certainty, independent of the actual
error ∆Ij

and the number of faulty bits HW (∆Ij
).

• Reliability: Every error in the instruction stream (∆Ij 6= 0) has to result in
a signature error (∆Sj+1 6= 0) given that the original signature was correct
(∆Sj

= 0). Note that this requirement can only be fulfilled if |S| ≥ |I|.

Sj+1 ⊕∆Sj+1 = f(Sj , Ij ⊕∆Ij ), ∀∆Ij 6= 0→ ∆Sj+1 6= 0 (2.1)

• Error preservation: An error, absorbed into the signature Sj ⊕∆Sj
, must

not be eliminated by an error-free sequence of inputs (∆Ij
= 0). This

requirement allows to arbitrarily delay the checking of a signature. Conse-
quently, the number of necessary signature checks can be reduced.

Sj+1 ⊕∆Sj+1 = f(Sj ⊕∆Sj
, Ij), ∀∆Sj

6= 0→ ∆Sj+1 6= 0 (2.2)

• Non associativity: The order in which instructions Ij , Ik are absorbed by
f must have an influence on the resulting signature value.

∀Ij 6= Ik → f(f(Sj , Ij), Ik) 6= f(f(Sj , Ik), Ij) (2.3)

• Invertibility: Depending on the concrete implementation of the scheme,
invertibility may also be a requirement. The signature function should
therefore be invertible in S given Sj+1 and Ij . Our implementation for
example uses this property to be able to place signature updates at arbitrary
places along a path through the CFG. A different implementation, which
enforces that signature updates are only performed at merging points in
the CFG, would be able to cope without this property.

Sj = f−1(Sj+1, Ij), ∀Sj+1,∀Ij (2.4)

Choosing the Signature Function

Classical choices for checksums in the setting of fault-tolerant computing are
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) and Multiple-Input Signature Registers (MISRs)
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Figure 2.2: Comparison between CRC-32 and MISR-32.

with various polynomials. MISRs as well as CRCs fulfill the mentioned require-
ments. However, they are not equally suited when fault attacks with high control
over the injected fault are considered.

For the evaluation of different signature functions, we evaluated the number of
bit-flips required to introduce a fault on one instruction ∆Ij and to compensate it
with a fault on a subsequent instruction ∆Ij+t

. The sum of the bit-flips required
for both faults q(j, t) = HW (∆Ij

) + HW (∆Ij+t
) is a measure for the attack

complexity. The quality function q has been chosen in this way to take into
account that exact knowledge of the injected fault is needed in order construct
and subsequently inject the compensating fault. Average as well as worst-case
performance is important when fault attacks are considered.

A comparison between the signature functions CRC-32 and MISR-32 (identical
polynomial) based on the probability density function of q(j, t) at t = 1 is shown
in Figure 2.2a. CRC-32 as well as MISR-32 have an expected number of bit-flips
of 32. The expected value for q(j, t) in general is identical to the degree of
the reduction polynomial for both MISR and CRC codes. Performance in the
average case is therefore identical which makes them equally suited for soft-error
detection.

The worst-case performance on the other hand is different. The comparison
in Figure 2.2b (min(q) ∀∆Ij

,∀∆Ij+t
) shows that the CRC-32 is superior to the

MISR-32 regarding worst-case performance. The used CRC enforces that at least
7 bit-flips are needed in order to construct a collision. The MISR on the other
hand can already be defeated using 2 bit-flips within the first 31 instructions.
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This weakness is caused by the simple structure of the MISRs which makes them
not suited as signature functions in the fault attack context. A more extensive
comparison between various polynomials regarding worst-case performance can
be found in Table 2.1.

2.2.2 Update Function Selection
The second function which is required in GPSA and CSM implementations is
the so-called update function. This function is needed in order to balance the
various paths through the control-flow graph. The update function u calculates
the next signature Sj+1 = u(Sj , Jj) based on the preceding signature Sj and a
justifying signature constant Jj . The update function has to fulfill the following
requirements in order to be usable for GPSA.

• Full control: All possible signature values Sj+1 have to be constructible
given an arbitrary Sj and a justifying signature Jj . Note that, the size of
J must be larger or equal to S (|J | ≥ |S|) to modify each bit in S.

Sj+1 = u(Sj , Jj), ∀Sj+1,∀Sj ,∃Jj (2.5)

• Error preservation: An error, absorbed into the signature Sj ⊕∆Sj , must
not be eliminated by an error-free justifying signature (∆Jj

= 0). It would
otherwise not be possible to arbitrarily delay the actual checking.

Sj+1 ⊕∆Sj+1 = u(Sj ⊕∆Sj
, Jj), ∀∆Sj

6= 0→ ∆Sj+1 6= 0 (2.6)

• Invertibility: Given Sj+1 and Sj , it must be possible to efficiently compute
the justifying signature Jj .

Jj = u−1(Sj , Sj+1), ∀Sj ,∀Sj+1 (2.7)

A simple function which fulfills all those requirements is the binary xor function.
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Table 2.1: Performance (min(q) ∀t = [1, 50], ∀∆Ij , ∀∆Ij+t) of different polynomials.
The polynomials are given in reversed representation.

Type Polynomial min(q) t

CRC-8 0xAB 2 11
CRC-16-ARINC 0xD405 4 10
CRC-16-CCITT 0x8408 4 1
CRC-16-CDMA2000 0xE613 4 32
CRC-16-DECT 0x91A0 2 15
CRC-16-T10-DIF 0xEDD1 4 7
CRC-16-DNP 0xA6BC 2 9
CRC-16-IBM 0xA001 4 1
CRC-32 0xEDB88320 7 11
CRC-32C (Castagnoli) 0x82F63B78 8 2
CRC-32K (Koopman) 0xEB31D82E 6 34
CRC-32Q 0xD5828281 8 2
MISR-32 0xEDB88320 2 1
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2.3 Prototype Implementation
We implemented GPSA and CSM on the basis of a state-of-the-art microprocessor
architecture (an ARM Cortex-M3 compatible processor) and modern compiler
technology (LLVM). The resulting implementation supports all C language fea-
tures and common programming practices. Our prototype implementation is
therefore not only a theoretic construct, but practically usable. The implemen-
tation supports separate compilation of C files and enables the use of static
libraries. It also allows to randomize the signature values of identical programs
(diversity) on different devices. This makes it harder to extend attacks against
an individual towards multiple devices.

In this section, we discuss the necessary hardware modifications (which
are minimal), the necessary modifications of the to-be-protected software, and
elaborate on the modifications of the toolchain.

2.3.1 Hardware Architecture
The presented implementation is based on a clone of the ARM Cortex-M3
microprocessor architecture. Its performance-to-energy ratio makes this processor
an interesting candidate for many embedded application areas, including smart-
card applications. Hence, they are often used in malicious environments. The
processor uses 3 pipeline stages to implement the ARMv7-M instruction set that
supports both Thumb and Thumb-2 instructions.

As depicted in Figure 2.3, the processor was extended with a memory-mapped
signature monitor which is tightly integrated into the design. This monitor
automatically computes |S| = 32-bit signatures absorbing the 16–32-bit large
Thumb and Thumb-2 instructions Ij . The CRC-32C code has been implemented
as signature function based on the analysis presented in Section 2.2.1. Via the
memory interface, the monitor enables the Central Processing Unit (CPU) to
perform signature updates, signature replacements, and signature assertions.
Assertion failures can either trigger an interrupt or reset the system.

To support the automatic computation of derived signatures, the CPU only
had to be modified to forward the currently executed instruction to the monitor.
To perform continuous signature monitoring, the fetch unit of the processor was
modified. The signature bits are stored in a block at the end of the program.
The base address of this signature block has been embedded into the interrupt
vector table, similar like the initial stack pointer. At start-up, the base address
is automatically initialized. During run-time, the fetch unit always loads the
instructions in combination with the reference values. An instruction is only
forwarded to the decode stage, once both the instruction and the reference value
are valid.

2.3.2 Source Code Modifications
All signature modifications are performed in software, which in turn are monitored
by the derived-signature monitor in hardware. Performing the necessary software
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transformations manually is a challenging and error prone task. It is clearly
favorable to automatically perform the transformations within the tool-chain,
which makes the whole instrumentation process transparent for the programmer.
Consequently, modifications of the application C source code are minimal. In
the best case, a to-be-protected software does not have to be modified at all.

The programmer can insert vertical signature checks as assert_signature()
function calls into critical sections of the program. All remaining work is per-
formed by the compiler which automatically replaces these function calls with
actual signature checks. The use of function calls for the annotation has the
advantage that clang, LLVM’s C front end, can be used without any modification.

Assembly code on the other hand requires a little more work (as usual). The
programmer has to place signature updates by hand when branches, loops, and
function calls are encountered. However, no actual derived signature calculation
has to be performed by the programmer. Additionally, if the programmer forgets
a signature update, the toolchain will automatically notify her.

2.3.3 Software Modifications
Related work [Aba+09; RCS02; RS05; ZS13] usually performs the software
transformations either during compilation or by applying a dedicated post-
processing tool after linking. In this work, both techniques are combined in order
to generate a protected executable. The compiler is responsible to insert signature
updates based on GPSA and to insert signature assertions. A post-processing
tool consecutively computes the derived signatures and patches the executable
with signature update and reference values.

LLVM Compiler Modifications. The compiler has been built using the
LLVM compiler infrastructure which already has great support for the targeted
ARMv7-M architecture.
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A machine function pass has been added to the ARM back-end in order to
perform the following transformations:

• Insertion of asserts: Every call to the assert_signature() function is
replaced by an actual vertical signature check. A signature check is per-
formed as a memory-write operation of the expected signature to a certain
pre-defined monitor address and is composed of three instructions. (LOAD
address, LOAD value, STORE value)

• Insertion of signature updates: Signature updates are inserted to make the
runtime signature independent of the executed path through the control-
flow graph. The placement of signature updates is performed efficiently by
computing the spanning tree of a function’s undirected control-flow graph.
Signature updates are, similar to checks, a write of the justifying signature
to the memory mapped monitor.

The smart placement of the machine function pass in the optimization pipeline
allows us to reuse much of the original compiler’s functionality and therefore
benefit from the available optimizations as well. Register allocation is for example
still handled using stock LLVM functionality.

An additional component which had to be adapted is the run-time library. The
compiler relies on its functions for standard operations (e.g., clearing memory)
or to perform computations which are not natively supported by the processor.
It was therefore necessary to instrument this library with justifying signature
updates to generate a working GPSA-hardened program.

Post Processing Tool. As a result, the compiler generates a binary with
all necessary signature updates/assertions that still lacks the correct signature
constants. The signature values can only be computed once the program is
linked and all instructions have been finalized. The compiler never has access to
this information in a traditional separate-compilation design-flow. We therefore
perform the derived signature calculation using a post-processing tool.

A recursive disassembling [ZS13] approach was used to recover the control flow
and the location of the signature constants. LLVM’s disassembling machinery
simplifies this step considerably. Based on the control flow it is possible to identify
the constant pools (i.e., constant islands) in the binary. Tracking the monitor’s
addresses using data-flow analysis techniques consecutively reveals the location
of the instructions which modify the signature values.

The actual calculation of the derived signatures relies on all this recovered
information. The signature values are computed by initializing each function
with a random initial signature, and consequently flooding the control-flow graph
of each function. As a result, all justifying signatures, assertion constants, and
reference signatures for the CSM are embedded into the executable.

Another feature of the post-processing tool is its static code analysis functional-
ity of the binary. Only correctly instrumented binaries pass the derived signature
calculation. Error messages notify a programmer about wrongly instrumented
assembly code.
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2.4 Evaluation
As this is the first published, practical implementation of both GPSA and CSM
in the context of fault attacks, we are excited to report performance results based
on qualitative characteristics as well as practical benchmarks.

2.4.1 Error-detection Coverage
Based on the previously stated requirements on the signature functions, every
single fault on the instruction stream changes the runtime signature with certainty.
Using vertical checks, any runtime-signature error can be detected. On the
contrary, CSM checks hbits of the runtime signature per cycle. Therefore, the
probability to detect an error is 1 − 2−h. As any error propagates within the
signature register, the probability to detect an error is way beyond 99.9 % after
3 checks of h = 4bits.

If an attacker targets two instructions, she could possibly hide the error by
colliding the signature value. It was shown in Section 2.2.1 that the attacker
has to flip 32bits on average or 8 bits in his best case when a CRC-32C is used
as signature function. Even using advanced attack setups, the probability for
introducing a fault with precise bit-flips across multiple cycles is very low.

2.4.2 Error-detection Latency
An error can only be detected at the time of the vertical signature check when
GPSA is used without CSM. It is up to the programmer to insert these vertical
checks next to the critical pieces of code. This allows to perform very controlled
checks and consecutively reduces overhead. However, it is possible that, due to
bad check placement, vertical signature checks by itself detect an error once it
already has been exploited.

CSM solves this problem given that it checks parts of the signature register
after every executed instruction. With an increasing probability any error is
detected after a few iterations.

2.4.3 Monitor Complexity
One of our design goals was to only introduce minimal hardware overhead. All
operations beside derived signature calculation are performed entirely in software.
We evaluated the monitor complexity after synthesis for UMC’s 130 nm Low
Leakage process using Cadence 2009 tools. The standard cell library for this
process comes from Faraday. Without the monitor, our processor is 36,957Gate
Equivalent (GE)1 large. Adding the monitor for GPSA increases the size of the
processor by only 1469GE, respectively by less than 4 %. Adding support for
CSM additionally increases the size of the fetch unit which results in a total core
size of 39,319GE. The modifications to support GPSA and CSM therefore are
minimal and account to merely 6.4 % hardware overhead.

11 GE conforms to the area of a 2-input NAND gate with driving strength 1.
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2.4.4 Memory Overhead and Processor-Performance Loss
Memory overhead and processor-performance loss highly depend on the executed
program. These characteristics are mainly determined by the number of branches,
function calls, and vertical signature checks.

Qualitatively speaking, a single signature update costs around 10 bytes of
memory and 6 cycles in our software-centered implementation. A function call
costs around 14 bytes of memory and 10 cycles. Using CSM, the introduced
redundancy is proportional to the size of the code within the text section of the
executable. For h = 4 per 16-bit Thumb instruction, up to 25 % of redundant
Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) has to be added.

For a quantitative, empirical evaluation, we tested multiple programs: a
coremark benchmark (one iteration), an AES-256 roundtrip (encryption followed
by decryption with check), and a 160-bit Elliptic-Curve Cryptography (ECC)
example performing a scalar multiplication with optional ASseMbly (ASM) op-
timized finite-field arithmetic. The coremark benchmark has been optimized
for speed (-02) given that this yields the best performance. The crypto al-
gorithms have been optimized for size (-0s). Additionally, link-time garbage
collection (-ffunction-sections -fdata-sections and -Wl,-gc-sections)
has been used to preserve only the absolutely necessary code and data segments.
A synthesizeable VHDL model of the hardware, evaluated using Cadence NC
Sim, has been used to execute the benchmarks.

The raw numbers and the relative overhead in terms of runtime as well as
Random-Access Memory (RAM) and NVM size are summarized in Table 2.2.
The evaluation was performed in two steps. First, our GPSA implementation
is compared against the unmodified LLVM backend which is used as baseline.
Second, CSM is compared with the GPSA version given that it extends GPSA’s
checking capabilities.

RAM. The RAM overhead of GPSA is below 10 % in all evaluated programs.
For coremark it is even merely 3 %. This overhead is solely a side effect of the
increased register pressure during function calls. The additional live variables
force the compiler to spill more values and therefore slightly increase the memory
usage on the stack. Using CSM on top of GPSA introduces no additional RAM
overhead given that the code itself stays absolutely unchanged.

NVM. Overhead on the NVM side ranges from 29 % for the AES test case to
79 % for ECC. This overhead is composed of the actual signatures (justifying
+ reference) and the added code for signature updates and vertical checks. In
this software-centered implementation, the majority of the overhead is code. The
signatures account for 25 % NVM overhead at most.

The NVM overhead of CSM over GPSA on the other hand is purely signature
based. Only minor optimization potential remains.

Runtime. The most remarkable figure in this evaluation is probably the run-
time overhead. The overhead of GPSA ranges from 2 % for optimized ECC to
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Table 2.2: Empirical Results for GPSA and CSM regarding RAM, NVM, and run-
time overhead. Additionally, the NVM overhead solely for justifying and
reference signatures is given.

Program RAM NVM Runtime Justifying Reference
Byte Byte Cycle Signatures Signatures

Baseline
Coremark 2,444 9,384 547,294 — —
AES-256 248 3,212 48,581 — —
ECC 444 4,036 4,251,697 — —
ECC w/ ASM 400 4,824 2,836,180 — —

Overhead of GPSA (Relative to Baseline)
Coremarka 2.3 % 69.0 % 56.7 % 23.5 % 0.1 %
AES-256b 9.6 % 29.0 % 36.7 % 10.8 % 0.5 %
ECCc 9.0 % 78.9 % 33.3 % 24.5 % 0.3 %
ECC w/ ASM c 8.0 % 53.5 % 1.9 % 16.3 % 0.2 %

Overhead of CSM with h = 4 bit (Relative to GPSA)
Coremarka — 22.2 % 8.9 % — 22.2 %
AES-256b — 19.3 % 6.5 % — 19.3 %
ECC c — 21.9 % 7.6 % — 21.9 %
ECC w/ ASM c — 22.6 % 0.4 % — 22.6 %

aOne vertical signature check before and one after the benchmark.
bOne vertical signature check after every round of AES.
cOne vertical signature check after every processed bit of the scalar.
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(Relative to GPSA)

57 % for coremark. The software-centered approach taken in this implementation
is again one of the reasons for these high values. Each GPSA operation takes
between 6 and 10 cycles. Adding more hardware support could bring this values
down to around 2 cycles. However, even without additional hardware much better
results can be achieved. The 31.4 % difference between the ECC programs show
that there is still a lot of optimization potential on the compiler side as well.
Implementations of cryptographic primitives should be protectable at hardly any
cost given that their control flow is typically very sequential.

Enabling CSM on top of GPSA implies an additional overhead of up to 9 %.
However, this is rather low considering that horizontal signatures with 4-bit (25 %
redundancy per instruction) are used. Figure 2.4 shows how the runtime overhead
of CSM scales in dependence of the horizontal signature size h. Most astonishing
is probably that the overhead is still below 21 % even at 100 % redundancy (16-bit
per instruction). The processor’s Harvard architecture and the combination of
32-bit bus and 16-bit instruction set makes this possible.

2.5 Conclusion
We extended the CFI concepts of Wilken and Shen from the soft error to the
fault attack context in this work. To achieve this goal we not only analyzed the
functional requirements for derived signature calculation, but also performed an
evaluation of actual signature functions. Using a CRC with suitable polynomial,
any error in a single cycle and at least 7 bit-flips, spread across two cycles, can
be detected with certainty.

We further practically implemented the derived signature based GPSA and
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CSM techniques for a state-of-the-art processor. Additionally, a toolchain for
this platform has been created utilizing the LLVM compiler infrastructure. This
toolchain incorporates all necessary transformations and is completely transparent
for the programmer. As a result, arbitrary C programs can be protected by
simple compilation. The design’s low hardware overhead and the good detection
capability indicates that the combination of GPSA and CSM is well suited to
protect the control flow in the context of fault attacks.

However, GPSA is capable of providing even stronger guarantees. In the
following chapter, we extend the provided protection of GPSA into the software
attack context. Moreover, we evolve CSM to not only check that the code and its
control flow are genuine but to prevent the controlled execution of manipulated
code in the first place.



3
Sponge-Based Control-Flow Protection

for IoT-Devices

Fault attacks against processors, as thematised in the previous chapter, are a
huge threat to any embedded device and need to be mitigated. However, modern
Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices—ranging from consumer products in smart
home environments, over sensor nodes in modern cars, to control units in critical
infrastructures—face numerous additional security challenges that have to be
addressed too. The prevalent Internet connection of IoT devices, for example,
gives rise to remote software attacks on their exposed interfaces. Attackers can
try to find and exploit software vulnerabilities in these interfaces to take control
over IoT devices via code injection or code reuse attacks, like Return-Oriented
Programming (ROP) [Sha07] and Jump-Oriented Programming (JOP) [Ble+11].

To prevent these types of software attacks, different countermeasures have
been proposed, such as Data-Execution Prevention (DEP), return stack pro-
tection [Cow98; FPC09; Kuz+14], software diversification (e.g., Address Space
Layout Randomization (ASLR) [PaX01; Sha+04]) and Control-Flow Integrity
(CFI) [Aba+09]. To protect the authenticity and confidentiality of Intellectual
Property (IP), encryption and authentication of software binaries and Random-
Access Memory (RAM) can be used. Finally, to counteract physical fault attacks
on the control flow of the processor, countermeasure similar to our Generalized
Path Signature Analysis (GPSA) scheme (see Chapter 2) have to be deployed.

Unfortunately, current embedded devices hardly implement any of these
countermeasures. Moreover, existing countermeasures work well for their original
purpose in isolation, but for each of them, some of the attacks on IoT devices
remain feasible due to the vast amount of different attack vectors. As a result,
a variety of different countermeasures have to be deployed which can inhere
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significant overheads that are impractical for lightweight embedded devices.
Finally, the security analysis of combinations of countermeasures can also become
highly complex.

Novel countermeasures, that by themselves can counteract a combination
of software and physical attack vectors, are needed for such hostile environ-
ments. SOFIA [Cle+16; Cle+17b] was the first presented approach that fits
this category of countermeasures. By encrypting, authenticating and chaining
blocks of instructions using a stream cipher and Message Authentication Code
(MAC), SOFIA yields CFI as well as confidentiality and authenticity of software.
However, although SOFIA is reasonable efficient, memory and runtime overhead
are far from optimal due to the execution-block oriented design. Also the reset
triggered by the dedicated MAC verification—while beneficial for immediate
error detection—is a single point of failure.

Contribution. As an alternative approach to SOFIA, we present Sponge-Based
Control-Flow Protection (SCFP), a hardware-supported CFI scheme that enforces
the confidentiality and authenticity of software at execution time. SCFP is based
on our experience with GPSA and is well suited for IoT devices due to its low
memory and runtime overhead. The involved hardware extension continuously
decrypts and authenticates instructions at the latest possible point before the
processor’s decode stage. SCFP relies on cryptographic sponge constructions to
encrypt and authenticate software binaries with instruction-level granularity.

The use of sponge-based authenticated encryption in SCFP yields fine-grained
control-flow integrity and thus prevents code reuse attacks. By keeping the
software encrypted throughout all memory, SCFP completely thwarts code
injection attacks from within software, and effectively protects the IP of software
vendors. By decrypting instructions right before the decode stage of the processor,
SCFP resists tampering with code in memory, physical attacks on memory like
rowhammer [GMM16; Kim+14], and fault attacks that manipulate control flow or
instruction encodings. SCFP supports interrupt handling and is thus compatible
with operating systems.

SCFP also offers strong fault resistance without requiring an explicit verifica-
tion step that can potentially be bypassed using controlled faults. In particular,
any globally induced physical fault on the processor chip destroys the internal
SCFP state with high probability and leads to the execution of random instruc-
tions. Random code execution is a secure processor state, because it is hard to
control and exploit for an attacker, and has a low probability of being meaningful.
Nevertheless, timely detection of random execution is also supported.

SCFP is a highly flexible tool. We hence present two suitable sponge con-
structions as well as three different SCFP instances for different applications.
First, Authentic-Encrypted Execution (AEE) provides all security features at
cryptographic levels of security, i.e., above 80 bits. Second, AEE-Light reduces
memory overhead in trade for reduced software authenticity by using keyed
permutations. Third, Infective Execution (IE) is a very lightweight CFI scheme
to solely protect against code reuse and physical fault attacks on the control flow.
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For demonstration, we integrated AEE-Light with a RISC-V microcontroller
and evaluated a set of benchmarks on this chip by executing them both unpro-
tected and encrypted with AEE-Light. It shows that the average overheads in
code size and execution time of our AEE-Light instance are 19.8 % and 9.1 %,
respectively, and thus practical for many IoT scenarios. In terms of hardware
complexity, 35 % of the Central Processing Unit (CPU) core area has been de-
voted to SCFP support and power consumption is increased by 25 %. Note,
however, that for a full chip with AEE-Light support, overhead numbers are
much smaller due to the integrated peripherals and memory (e.g., caches).

Outline. This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 describes the concept
of SCFP and the application of authenticated encryption to the instruction stream.
Section 3.2 gives two sponge modes suitable for SCFP and Section 3.3 presents
different SCFP instances and their security properties. Section 3.4 discusses how
SCFP was integrated into the RISC-V processor Remus and details the necessary
extensions to the RISC-V Instruction-Set Architecture (ISA). Section 3.5 gives
evaluation results and Section 3.6 concludes this chapter.

3.1 Overall Concept
Sponge-Based Control-Flow Protection (SCFP) is a novel security concept for IoT
devices that is based on authenticated encryption from cryptographic sponges.
In this section, we introduce the threat model we assume for IoT devices and
present the architecture of SCFP. In particular, we describe how sponge-based
authenticated encryption is applied to an instruction stream and discuss the
adaptions required to support arbitrary code execution including control-flow
transfers and interrupts.

3.1.1 Threat Model and Assumptions
This work considers IoT devices which are threatened by both software and
physical attacks. In terms of software vulnerabilities, we assume a remote attacker
who has arbitrary read and write access to the memory due to bugs in the software.
Correspondingly, active physical attackers are assumed to have direct access to
the device. This direct access can be used to dump and manipulate external
memory, to probe and force signals on the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) (e.g., bus
signals between chips), or to inject global faults into the system (e.g., clock
glitches). On the other hand, micro probing and similar invasive techniques are
considered out of scope in this work. Similarly, side-channel leakage of hard- and
software implementations is not considered in this work.

Presumed targets for adversaries in this domain are to extract secret IP
(e.g., firmware code), to bypass security checks (e.g., by skipping one or more
instructions), or to achieve arbitrary code execution via code reuse or injection. In
other words, adversaries try to compromise the confidentiality and/or authenticity
of the code, either at rest or at runtime. Note, however, that Denial-of-Service
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Figure 3.1: High-level system architecture of a classic RISC processor which has been
extended for SCFP with a sponge-based AE decryption stage.

(DoS) as well as data-driven attacks are out of scope given that neither can be
solved via a CFI scheme.

This work assumes that SCFP is deployed as the only countermeasure to the
mentioned threats. Hence, if guarantees that exceed the capabilities of precisely
enforced CFI (e.g., resistance against control-flow bending [Car+15]) are required,
additional attack mitigation techniques (e.g., safe stack [Kuz+14]) have to be
utilized. Further, note that the hardware interface of SCFP is implemented in
such a way that there is no interface to access plaintext instructions, the sponge
state or internal SCFP signals. All this information is inaccessible in software.

3.1.2 Architecture
The idea behind SCFP is to encrypt programs at compile time using a sponge-
based Authenticated Encryption (AE) cipher. Decryption is then performed
within the CPU, instruction by instruction, just in time for execution. At its heart,
the sponge-based AE cipher uses an internal state z, which provides the foundation
for the CFI protection in SCFP. This state accumulates information about all the
processed instruction ciphertexts, which enforces that correct decryption is only
possible iff all previous instructions have also been genuine. Conceptually, with
every processed instruction ciphertext C, the plaintext instruction P as well as a
new internal state are derived using a permutation f following (P |z) = f(C|z).
As a result, the correctness of the plaintext instructions that get executed by the
CPU does not only depend on the fetched input (i.e., ciphertext), but also on the
history which has been accumulated within the internal state of the cryptographic
primitive.

If either the state (e.g., through a CFI violation or clock glitch) or the
ciphertext (e.g., through manipulation in memory) is erroneous, correct decryption
is not possible anymore and pseudo-random instructions are produced as plaintext.
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We consider the respective execution of random instructions a secure processor
state for two reasons. First, the probability of random code which is generated
by SCFP to be meaningful is extremely low, especially when attack gadgets of
multiple instructions are required. Second, attackers neither have control over
the random instructions being executed, nor can attackers directly observe what
the plaintext instructions are during random execution. This effectively hampers
any attacker attempts to execute harmful code. Besides, we will later show that
SCFP supports the detection of random code execution to add error handling as
desired.

From a processor architectural point of view, the ideal location within the
processor pipeline for performing the decryption is between instruction fetching
and decoding, as shown in Figure 3.1. The instructions are transferred from the
fetch to the decode stage exactly in the execution sequence, which also matches
the desired decryption sequence of SCFP. As the decode stage is the first to need
plaintext instructions, performing decryption right in front of the decoder is in
fact also the latest possible point for inserting SCFP and effectively minimizes
the number of components with plaintext code access to the decode stage itself.
All the other components, like peripherals, main memory, various caches, memory
buses, and even the fetch unit, operate on encrypted code only.

Figure 3.2 depicts the instruction-data dependencies between the different
pipeline stages for the processor from Figure 3.1. A traditional scalar processor
with a pipelined architecture only has dependencies between the different stages
(visualized horizontally) but not across multiple instructions (visualized vertically).
The processor basically decodes each instruction completely isolated from other
instructions. Dependencies between instructions are solely a result of data
dependencies in the program (e.g., via the register file) which can lead to pipeline
hazards and stalls. Extending the pipeline with an AE decryption unit breaks
this isolation between instructions and introduces an additional dependency via
the cipher state.

For scalar processors, it is additionally possible to feed the data independent
decoder signals of each executed instruction back into the cipher. Such feedback
extends authenticity protection up to the pipeline’s execute stage and can,
for example, be used as a link to fault countermeasures in the ALU. Note,
however, that the SCFP approach is not limited to scalar processors. Superscalar
microarchitectures can also be protected using SCFP with a coarser granularity,
e.g., decrypting multiple instructions instead of individual instructions in one
block.

3.1.3 Authenticated Encryption and Control Flow
Sponge-based authenticated encryption schemes use a single internal cipher state
for both encryption and authentication. This common state leads to the nice
property that the mapping between each encrypted and plain instruction depends
on the actual values of all previously processed instructions. Hence, to be able to
encrypt a program such that it can be executed on a processor that implements
SCFP, the exact sequence of executed instructions needs to be known at compile
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Figure 3.2: Data dependencies between two consecutive instructions within a processor
pipeline when SCFP is implemented. The decoder signals can optionally
be fed back.

time. However, exactly this property makes the combination of authenticated
encryption with control flow challenging.

More concretely, at compile time, the exact instruction sequence can only
be determined for a very limited number of programs. Basically, only programs
that have a completely data independent control flow (e.g., no data dependent
branches) can be trivially supported. Additionally, even genuine and intended
code reuse (e.g., loop bodies or functions) is not easily possible anymore. This is
due to the fact that after encryption, the ciphertext is fixed and correct decryption
of an instruction is only possible given the correct unique cipher state (and thus
execution history). Placing the sponge-based authenticated encryption scheme
into the processor pipeline therefore provides a solid foundation for SCFP and
thwarts code reuse by default.

The main idea to allow specific code reuse in SCFP and to make SCFP appli-
cable to general programs is to deliberately introduce collisions into the internal
state of the cryptographic primitive. These state collisions are conceptually a
white listing of permitted control flow transfers and have to be introduced exactly
at the required positions in a program. Note however that, in general, we want to
have as little collisions as possible since they weaken the cryptographic primitive.

The simplest and most efficient way to generate the required state collisions
is to inject additional metadata as correction terms into the cipher state at
certain points during the execution of the program. We denote this process of
deliberately adjusting the AE state as patching and the involved constants as
patch values. Via patching, we effectively cancel out divergences in the cipher
state which originate from taking different valid paths through the Control-Flow
Graph (CFG). As the result, correct decryption of a program under SCFP is
only possible as long as the execution adheres to the statically determined CFG.

It has to be noted that patching must be implemented as a differential update
of the AE state. Otherwise, if patching was implemented by simple replacement,
patching would destroy all the history which had been accumulated into the
state. Besides, the patching process must be able to modify the full sponge state
in order to create arbitrary collisions.
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Figure 3.3: Simple example of patching the CFG of an if-then-else construct in SCFP.

3.1.4 Patch Handling, Placement and Calculation
The patch values in SCFP are conceptually very similar to the justifying signatures
in the soft error and fault attack countermeasures based on Continuous Signature
Monitoring (CSM) [WS90; WWM15]. Therefore, also similar implementation
techniques can be used to find suitable patch locations as well as to determine
the concrete values of the patch constants.

More concretely, the task of the patch values in SCFP is to introduce cipher
state collisions at the merge points in the CFG of the program. Hence, all
differences which originate from traversing the statically determined CFG along
runtime data dependent paths have to be compensated. An example for patching
a simple if-then-else construct is shown in Figure 3.3. There, a patch value is
injected into the cipher state before the execution of Basic Block (BB) C (i.e.,
on the red CFG edge) such that the state at the beginning of BB D is the same,
regardless of whether the blocks A and B, or the blocks A and C (incl. the patch)
have been executed.

The exact way how such a patch value is encoded into the program and
how patches are processed during runtime strongly depends on the concrete
implementation of SCFP and is highly ISA specific. However, an intuitive way to
implement and think about cipher state patching is to consider the patch values
as part of specialized control-flow instructions. Similar to immediate operands in
standard instructions, the patch values are part of the instruction encoding and
get fetched like regular code by the processor during execution.

From the toolchain perspective, implementing SCFP consists of two steps.
In the first step, during compilation, patches have to be inserted at the correct
positions into the program by emitting suitable instructions with patch support.
In the second step, at link time or in a post processing phase, the program binary
has to be encrypted and the correct patch values have to be inserted into the
binary (i.e., similar to relocations).

For a program which comprises only branches and direct calls, a functional
solution for patch placement can be obtained by looking at the undirected CFG
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Figure 3.4: Example of a simple patching convention for direct function calls. Function
B can be called from both, function A and C.

of the full program. Every cycle in this graph has to be broken by introducing
a patch for the cipher state. Therefore, the minimum number of patches and
possible positions can be obtained by comparing the CFG with its spanning tree.
Taking the function call graph into account, this approach is also applicable
to indirect and recursive function calls. Unfortunately, quite expensive whole
program analysis has to be performed to acquire the mentioned graphs.

Nevertheless, also compilation in multiple translation units can be supported
with SCFP when a well-defined patching convention is established around function
calls. Similar to a regular calling convention, having a patching convention allows
to correctly place patches in every function of the program in isolation. Within
each function, it is then typically sufficient to always patch when a branch is
taken as shown in Figure 3.3. Additionally, to cope with recursion, it has to
be ensured that at least one patch is performed before the recursion is entered.
Note, however, that the simplicity of the patching convention, compared to the
graph based approach, comes at the cost of an increased number of patch values.

To illustrate the concept, in the following, an exemplary patching convention
for direct and indirect function calls is presented.

Direct Calls

Every function which gets directly called from more than one call site within a
program necessarily requires patching. In particular, at least n− 1 patches are
required when n call sites exist. Interestingly, this situation is also similar to the
direct branch example in Figure 3.3 where one patch is required since two paths
in the CFG lead to BB D. However, placing patches at every call site except
one again requires access to the full program during compilation. To relax this
constraint, at the cost of one additional patch per function, patching can simply
be performed on every call site as shown in Figure 3.4. In this example, PatchA

has to be applied when the control flow returns from function B to function A.
Returning from function B to C uses PatchC , respectively.
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Note that, in most cases, having one patch per direct call is sufficient regarding
both functionality and security, because typical ISAs perform direct calls relative
to the program counter. In this case, the program counter relative offset is part
of the function call encoding and is different for each call site. This implies a
different, internal SCFP state for each call site. As a result, besides the required
state collisions at the call and return edges of the direct function call, there are
no other, undesired collisions being introduced to the program.

In general, it does not matter whether the patch value is applied at the return
operation or the call operation, as long as it is done consistently and aligned
with the way branches are patched. Applying patches is therefore possible either
after branches and on returns (as shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4), or before
merge points of branches and during calls.

Indirect Calls

Similar to direct function calls, also indirect function calls require patching.
However, determining the exact function which gets called at runtime by an
indirect function call is not always possible at compile time. Moreover, often
also multiple different functions get called from the same indirect call site during
the runtime of a program (e.g., comparison callback of qsort). Therefore, the
best one can do with static CFI such as SCFP is to determine a, possibly over
approximated, set of potential call targets and to enforce that only calls to
functions in this set are possible at runtime.

Our current approach to implement indirect function calls and returns with
SCFP is shown in Figure 3.5. In total, two patch values have to be applied
on every indirect control-flow transfer. The idea of this scheme is to use the
first patch (e.g., PatchA1) to reach a constant cryptographic intermediate state,
which is then updated to the actual entry state of the called function using the
second patch value (e.g., PatchD1). The constant intermediate state can be
freely chosen at encryption time and permits to restrict indirect calls to targets
which were encrypted for the same intermediate state.

In summary, for the patching convention in Figure 3.5, two patch values are
required for every indirect function call site as well as for every function which
can be called indirectly. At runtime, in total four patches get applied for every
indirect function call.

At the first glance, using four patch values for one indirect function call may
seem excessive given that two patches would already suffice to build a functioning
CFI scheme. However, using less patch values necessarily introduces undesired
collisions into the SCFP state which weakens the confidentiality and authenticity
properties of the scheme.

3.1.5 Initial State Derivation
In sponge-based AE ciphers with known permutation, the initial state is compa-
rable to the key in regular encryption schemes. It is common to derive this initial
state zI from a secret key k and public nonce N by applying their permutation
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Figure 3.5: Example of a simple patching convention for indirect function calls. Func-
tions A and C can call both, functions D and E at runtime.

f (e.g., zI = f(N |k)). Conceptually, we recommend using a similar approach for
deriving the initial state in SCFP. This ensures that, even when k is a device-
specific fixed master key, every program for that device is still encrypted under a
different initial state. Optionally, additional information like the start address or
the program vendor can be used during the derivation of the initial state.

Note that binding initial states to the machine key also serves as software
diversification. Namely, in case successful exploits against SCFP should be found
in a program on a certain device, they cannot simply be transferred to other
devices executing the same program.

3.1.6 Interrupt Handling
Unlike regular function calls, which are performed at precisely defined points
during program execution, interrupts can occur at any point in time. It is
therefore impossible to determine a unique differential update value for all the
states which permit to call an interrupt handler. We cope with this problem in
SCFP by treating interrupt handlers similar to the initial program entry point.
Therefore, we derive a new AE cipher state to re-initialize SCFP when entering
the interrupt handler. On the other hand, the SCFP state that is active before
entering the interrupt handler is, similar to the old program counter, saved in an
internal processor register. For the operating system, the SCFP state is therefore
simply one additional register which has to be saved and restored during context
switches. Note however that, to ensure that the confidentiality of the SCFP state
is maintained at all times, the old state value which is stored in the processor
register should be encrypted or similarly protected.

Implementing interrupt handling in this way effectively separates the protec-
tion of interrupt handlers from the regular code. This means that interrupts can
be processed successfully even when a regular program executes pseudo random
instructions due to an attack. On handler entry, this separation is desirable as it
allows us to recover from errors in software as well as to perform scheduling of
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programs via the operating system. On handler exit, on the other hand, we want
to propagate errors occurring during the execution of the interrupt handler into
the execution of the regular code.

We achieve this behavior by enforcing that the internal SCFP state has a
predefined secret value when returning from the interrupt handler. Similar to the
state derivation on interrupt entry, the secret handler exit state can, for example,
again be computed from the key, the nonce, and the address of the interrupt
handler. When returning to the regular code execution, the hardware can then
simply combine the current state z, the expected exit state e, and the state from
before the interrupt entry zentry from the register (e.g., z = z ⊕ e⊕ zentry). By
doing so, the entry value is only restored (z = zentry) correctly if also the handler
execution has been genuine (z = e).

3.1.7 Fast Error Recovery
As SCFP ensures security even without explicit fault checks, SCFP eliminates
the existence of a single point of failure. Namely, the probability of random code
execution in SCFP to be meaningful is extremely low. While this is one major
benefit of SCFP, it may still be desirable to provide a timely way to perform error
recovery after the processor started to execute a random instruction sequence.
Interestingly, the execution of pseudo random instructions in the error case
already provides one way to permit error recovery given that most processors are
able to identify invalid instructions. The concrete detection probability follows a
geometric distribution and can be computed when the ISA of the processor is
known. More concretely, given the probability pinv for a random instruction to
be invalid, the expected detection latency l is computed as l = 1/pinv. However,
considering that modern ISAs are often quite dense, recovery latency can be
comparably high.

Faster recovery can be achieved when additional redundancy bits are verified
on the execution of every single instruction. Sponges permit to implement this
additional integrity verification in an efficient and secure way by simply checking
the desired amount of state bits. No additional permutation calls, but only a
marginally bigger permutation is required. The strength, i.e., the number of bits,
for this verification can be freely chosen, but is typically rather weak for a single
instruction. However, the continuous nature of this check compensates for this
weakness quite fast. In general, the number of asserted bits allows to trade off
between the code size overhead and the recovery latency.

3.2 Sponge Constructions for SCFP
SCFP relies on a scalable and strong sponge-based authenticated encryption
cipher. This section introduces two eligible sponge-based constructions and
presents arguments for their security as well as guidelines for parameter selection.
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Figure 3.6: Decryption using a duplex construction similar to the one used in
SpongeWrap.

3.2.1 Constructions
Cryptographic sponges have become quite popular since Keccak has been an-
nounced as the winner of the SHA-3 competition. However, sponges can also be
used to build other cryptographic primitives. The Keccak designers themselves,
for example, already proposed an AE mode called SpongeWrap [Ber+11a] early
on and further pursued the idea with Keyak [Ber+16b] and Ketje [Ber+16a] in
the CAESAR competition [Ber19]. The sheer number of sponge-based submis-
sions [AJN16; And+16; Dob+16; Gli+15; Mor+15; SB15] to the competition
underlines the potential of this research direction. Additionally, Ascon [Dob+16]—
one of the sponge-based designs—has been selected for the final CAESAR portfolio
in the lightweight category.

Considering the success and general properties of sponges, the following
discusses two sponge-based constructions which have been adapted to support
the patching of SCFP. This approach allows us to profit from the substantial
amount of cryptanalysis performed on the various sponge constructions and the
underlying permutations. In general, we therefore recommend well-analyzed
permutations like Keccak-p. However, a more detailed discussion on suitable
instantiations of SCFP, including permutations, can be found in Section 3.3.

SpongeWrap-like Decryption Mode

The first construction, shown in Figure 3.6, is based on the duplex construction,
which has been introduced and proven to be secure in [Ber+11a]. This duplex
construction is used in SpongeWrap for both encryption and decryption. When
executing strictly sequential code, where no patching is required (Patchi = 0),
AE on the instruction stream is identical to SCFP. However, for generic code
SCFP must also implement branching. Therefore, additional support for the
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injection of patch values has to be added to the construction. Both the rate and
the capacity of the sponge make up the previously described SCFP state z and
must be modifiable by such a patch.

From the security point of view, these patch values can be considered as
Associated Data (AD). AD means data that is authenticated, but not encrypted.
It has been shown by Mennink et al. [MRV15] as well as Sasaki and Yasuda [SY15]
that it is secure to absorb AD into the capacity of a keyed sponge. Considering
that the construction in Figure 3.6 is a keyed full-state duplex sponge construction,
it is therefore secure to inject the patch values into the capacity. Updating the
rate with the patch is secure as well given that the rate is under the control of
an attacker via the ciphertext in any case.

The SpongeWrap-like construction has two neat features. First, its implemen-
tation is comparably simple since encryption is identical to decryption. Second,
the construction provides great flexibility as it permits to calculate and place
patch values on arbitrary places in the CFG. However, there are also some
drawbacks which have to be considered. For example, an attacker might be able
to precisely control the first fault given that errors in the ciphertext directly
propagate into the plaintext (∆Ci = ∆Pi). In a known plaintext attack, this
might even permit to inject one specific instruction before the plaintexts of
subsequent instructions are randomized.

Note also that, if the control-flow merges at instruction i and patches are not
applied directly before the merge point in the control-flow graph (i.e., Patchi−1 =
0), all instructions directly preceding the merge point (Pi−1) have to be identical.
This is due to the fact that, as soon as the instruction at the merge point is fixed
(i.e., Pi and Ci), also the plaintext of the predecessor Pi−1 is determined by the
dependency over the rate part of the sponge (Pi = Ci⊕ fr(Pi−1|x′i−1)). However,
this link can be broken by performing patches solely at merge points of the CFG
instead of placing them freely.

APE-like Decryption Mode

The second construction is inspired by another AE-mode of operation called
Authenticated Permutation-based Encryption (APE) [And+14]. The layout of
the APE construction itself is similar to the duplex construction in SpongeWrap.
However, APE is not inverse free, i.e., the inverse permutation f−1 is needed for
encryption when the permutation f is used for decryption. Moreover, the indices
of the cipher- and plaintexts have been rearranged compared to SpongeWrap.
Namely, in APE, the plaintext Pi, corresponding to a ciphertext Ci, is calculated
as Pi = Ci+1 ⊕ fr(Ci|xi).

The APE-inspired mode we propose in Figure 3.7 is calculated as Pi =
fr(Ci|xi) and modifies APE in two ways. First, Pi’s dependency on Ci+1 is
removed. This solves the problem of the SpongeWrap-like mode where attackers
can inject one specific instruction if they know the original value. Moreover,
this modification makes our construction behave more like a block cipher than a
stream cipher. Second, patching capabilities for the capacity are introduced to
make the construction suitable for SCFP. Note that the APE-like construction
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Figure 3.7: Decryption in an APE-like construction.

is superior to the SpongeWrap-like mode in this regard. It only needs patching
of the sponge’s capacity which corresponds to the SCFP state z. On the other
hand, the sponge rate is not chained any more.

The main drawback of the APE-like construction is that it is less flexible,
because the position of patches is fixed. Patches always have to be positioned
at branching points in the control-flow graph. This is a result of the encryption
that has to be performed in inverse direction to the decryption (i.e., inverse to
the execution sequence).

3.2.2 Parameter Selection
It has been shown that the duplex construction [Ber+11a] as well as the APE
construction [And+14] are secure against generic attacks which do not exploit
properties of the underlying permutation. The complexity of such attacks is
lower bounded by 2x/2 and depends on the capacity size x. To provide s-bit
security, x must thus be chosen as x ≥ 2 · s.

The size of the sponge rate depends on the actual implementation. The
majority of the rate is needed for the decryption of the instructions. The
instruction size i depends on the ISA and is typically 16 or 32 bits. However,
additional bits may be used for fast error recovery. To enable fast error recovery
of n bits without leaking parts of the plaintext nor reduction of the security, a
rate of r = i+ n bits, and a permutation size of b = i+ n+ x bits is needed.

The proofs in [And+15; Ber+11b] show that also smaller capacity sizes can
result in cryptographic security. They can be used to reduce the permutation
size while maintaining the security level, or to increase the security of a fixed
permutation. However, a limit on the data complexity, which strongly depends on
the implementation, is required to utilize these refined proofs. We therefore refrain
from proposing parameters based on the proofs in [And+15; Ber+11b] and leave
the exploitation to implementers knowing the respective system characteristics.
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3.3 Instantiations
The flexibility of SCFP allows to tailor its protection level to the needs of the
respective application by choosing a suitable permutation for the sponge-based
AE scheme. In this section, we hence introduce three different instantiations
of SCFP. First, AEE uses a large, unkeyed permutation to yield confidentiality
and authenticity of the program binary as well as CFI to prevent fault, code
reuse, and code injection attacks. Second, IE uses a small, unkeyed permutation
to form a lightweight CFI scheme to prevent code reuse and fault attacks only.
Third, the use of a small, keyed permutation in AEE-Light yields small overhead,
CFI and IP protection in trade for weaker authenticity. We first discuss the
properties of unkeyed permutations used in AEE and IE, and then proceed with
keyed permutations utilized in AEE-Light.

3.3.1 Unkeyed Permutations
When instantiating SCFP with unkeyed permutations, the cryptographic security
properties of SCFP are solely determined by the size of the sponge capacity
x. Neglecting the proofs in [And+15; Ber+11b], a security level of sbits re-
quires a sponge capacity of 2sbits. However, these are generic results without
consideration of the actual application.

In particular, the cryptographic security level s is mainly determined by
collisions in the cryptographic state. These can generically be exploited in Time-
Memory Trade-Off (TMTO) attacks with birthday bound complexity 2x/2 and
eventually allow state recovery and thus IP theft or forgery. However, to perform
these TMTO attacks, the attacker must also be able to observe the output of the
sponge, which is not the case for SCFP. Namely, the instructions decrypted by
SCFP are internally processed by the processor and never directly revealed to the
attacker. As a result, the complexity for state recovery for SCFP is 2x in practice.
In a similar way, the probability of arbitrary state collisions in a binary encrypted
and authenticated with SCFP is in general determined by the birthday bound,
i.e., 2−x/2. However, attackers do not have access to the decrypted instructions
and the internal state when using SCFP. Attackers are thus unable to observe
and detect internal state collisions. Hence, meaningful exploitation of internal
state collisions for SCFP is equivalent to state recovery and has complexity 2x

as well.
Software Attack Complexity. These considerations have a significant

impact on the actual attack complexities for code injection and code reuse attacks
when SCFP is in place, i.e., the CFI properties of SCFP. Namely, attackers
performing code injection or code reuse attacks require precise control over the
executed instructions to succeed. For example, attackers can modify a single
instruction with success probability 2r, but will neither be able to observe whether
they hit the right instruction, nor be able to modify the internal state such that
all successive instructions remain the same. This means that the attacker must
adapt all successive instructions too, because the processor will otherwise execute
random instructions. However, precise manipulation of n instructions has even
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higher complexity, namely 2n·r. Alternatively, attackers can try to learn the
internal state to correctly encrypt and inject their own program. However, this
has complexity 2x. A different example are modified jump targets in code reuse
attacks. As attackers manipulate addresses to jump to well-defined instructions
in the binary, the x-bit patch values must be adapted accordingly. However,
finding a correct patch value has complexity 2x too.

Fault Attack Complexity. The CFI properties of SCFP also increase the
attack complexities for fault injection attacks that manipulate control flow or
instructions prior to the decode stage. For example, simple instruction skips or
repetition have a success probability of 2−x. The same probability applies to
arbitrary control-flow errors, e.g., caused by a randomly faulted program counter.
On the other hand, performing a specific control-flow transfer via faults is as
hard as forcing the x capacity bits and the program counter (e.g., 32bits) to the
desired value. However, this is non-trivial since the sponge state is secret and
must be extracted or brute forced first. Furthermore, being able to control that
many bits precisely is quite hard in practice.

Instead of altering the control flow, fault attackers can also try to manipulate
code by injecting bit flips. For example, attackers can use clock or power glitches
to inject random bit flips into code. However, it takes roughly 2r tries to hit
one specific instruction with random bit flips. Therefore, another approach is to
use a small and limited number of precise bit flips in the fault attack instead.
Yet, exploiting precise bit flips in the encoded value is as hard as utilizing a
differential characteristic of the permutation. Only precise bit flips in the plain
instruction can be exploited directly. However, regardless of whether random
or precise bit flips are injected, bit flips in code modify the sponge state as
well. This randomizes the sponge output of all subsequent instructions and
therefore prevents further exploitation. Moreover, SCFP can also protect the
plain instructions against fault attacks as well by feeding the decoder signals
back into the sponge state.

Depending on the concrete security level s and choice of sponge parameters r
and x, we identify two different types of SCFP instances using unkeyed permuta-
tions. First, AEE denotes instances with cryptographic security levels, i.e., at
least 80bits, that offer CFI as well as confidentiality and authenticity of software
IP. Second, IE denotes instances below cryptographic security levels to enforce
CFI only.

Authentic-Encrypted Execution

AEE features cryptographic security levels for encrypting and authenticating
code. This automatically defeats adversaries which wiretap the communication to
the external memory chips without any need for further code encryption and/or
authentication. Moreover, software attacks are made harder too. As other CFI
schemes, AEE hampers return- and jump-oriented programming attacks. The
strong encryption and authentication further mitigates both code injection and
code disclosure attacks. AEE is therefore a replacement for established software
attack countermeasures like DEP (i.e., WˆX), CFI, and RˆX. In addition, by
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enforcing CFI AEE also prevents fault attacks on the processor chip that aim at
instruction or control-flow manipulation.

From a cryptographic perspective, AEE requires a permutation size of at
least 192bits to yield 80-bit security for a 32-bit instruction set. One suitable
permutation to instantiate AEE hence is Keccak-p[200,12] [Ber+16b] with 200-bit
state size and 12 rounds as used in Keyak. The exceeding 8 bits increase the
capacity and thus the security level to 84 bits. However, as elaborated before,
the specifics of AEE result in a complexity of 2168 for state recovery, control-flow
hijacking, and fault attacks on control flow. Similarly, a single instruction can be
successfully manipulated from software or using fault attacks with complexity
232, but the internal 168-bit state will cause the execution of random instructions
afterwards.

Infective Execution

Contrary to AEE, IE uses a small permutation and thus, from a cryptographic
point of view, cannot provide a strong level of security. In particular, IE behaves
like a context-sensitive instruction-set randomization rather than authenticated
encryption. IE thus fails to ensure confidentiality and authenticity of software
IP. However, the parameterization of IE forms a practical CFI scheme that
considerably complicates code reuse attacks as well as fault attacks on the
processor chip itself. Yet, the concrete instantiation of IE is highly application
specific.

For a 32-bit ISA, IE can, for example, be instantiated with 50-bit state size
and the Keccak-p[50,12] [Ber+16b] permutation (i.e., 12 rounds as in Keyak).
Using two bits for fast error recovery gives a sponge rate r = 34 bits and a sponge
capacity x = 16bits, which also corresponds to the size of the patch values.
From a cryptographic perspective, this IE instance yields merely 8-bit security.
However, the probability for successful code injection and manipulation of control
flow still is 2−16.

The main drawback of IE is that an attacker with access to the encrypted
binary can easily perform state recovery offline, in our example with complexity
216. State recovery eventually breaks the CFI property of IE for software
attackers. Namely, a software attacker knowing the secret, internal IE state can
compute correct ciphertexts and patch values, and inject these into the code
from within software when performing code injection or reuse attacks. However,
the complexity of physical fault injection on the processor chip itself is still
high enough for the parameterization of IE. Nevertheless, to ensure CFI for
software attackers as well, access to the encrypted binary must be limited. While
this restricts the attacker compared to the original threat model in Section 3.1,
access control can easily be enforced using two different mechanisms: (1) by
using execute-only memory, software attackers lose online access to the encrypted
binary, and (2) by storing the binary in on-chip memory, attackers with physical
access cannot read the encrypted binary any more. As a result, IE is particularly
interesting for tiny IoT devices without external memory and for smart cards.
Note, however, that state recovery, code analysis, and wide-spread deployment of
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attacks can easily be mitigated by using a different seed for IE on every device
as this causes the internal states, patch values, ciphertexts, and positions of
state collisions to change. Moreover, note that the probabilities for manipulating
control flow stated above are enough to enforce CFI and are indeed in the range
of entropy estimations of other techniques to prevent code reuse attacks, e.g.,
software diversification [Cle+17a].

3.3.2 Keyed Permutations
AEE enforces its security properties by using a sufficiently large permutation and
thus capacity. However, a sponge capacity providing cryptographic security levels
also implies larger AEE patch values and thus memory overhead. On the other
hand, IE yields lower memory overhead by using a small permutation, but cannot
sufficiently protect software IP and its authenticity. For this reason, an SCFP
instance with low memory overhead, but with similar security properties as AEE,
is desirable. One approach to tackle this problem are keyed permutations.

When using a keyed permutation, the security of SCFP does not only depend
on the sponge capacity x, but also on the security level sp of the permutation
itself. As for AEE and IE, the authenticity when using keyed permutations
is determined by the sponge capacity x, i.e., the authenticity level is x/2bits.
However, the complexity of learning the plaintext of the encrypted binary is
2x+sp and thus also depends on the security guarantees of the permutation with
respect to the permutation key.

Authentic-Encrypted Execution Light

We build on this observation and introduce AEE-Light to denote SCFP instances
based on keyed permutations. AEE-Light offers the same security bounds as
AEE with respect to authenticity and CFI. For example, control flow hijacking
and fault attacks on control flow have complexity 2x, whereas successful injec-
tion of a single instruction has complexity 2r. On the other hand, successful
recovery of the software IP or the internal state from the encrypted image has
complexity 2x+sp . By using a permutation with sufficiently high security level sp,
the confidentiality of software IP is hence guaranteed and state recovery, code
injection, and meaningful forgery are prevented. In particular, even if an attacker
recovers the x-bit internal state, meaningful injection or forgery of more than
one instruction still has complexity 2sp as the permutation key is unknown to
the attacker.

For 32-bit instructions, a suitable choice for the keyed permutation is the
64-bit block cipher Prince [Bor+12a], which uses a 128-bit key to offer sp = 96-bit
security. This results in a sponge capacity x = 32bits. State recovery using this
AEE-Light instance has complexity 2128 and is thus infeasible. This effectively
protects the software IP and prevents both code injection and analysis. Contrary
to that, IE from before uses a similarly small permutation but cannot guarantee
any of these features without further techniques to hide the encrypted binary.
However, while the cryptographic level of authenticity guaranteed by this instance
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of AEE-Light is only 16 bits, meaningful code reuse attacks and forgery are much
harder. Namely, the expected complexity to find the correct patch value is 232,
which is enough to enforce CFI and to prevent code reuse and physical fault
attacks. Besides, the sp = 96-bit security of the permutation further hardens any
attempts to tamper with the software binary in a meaningful way. In particular,
even though one single instruction can be manipulated with complexity 232,
meaningful modification of multiple instructions is significantly harder since
both the internal AEE-Light state and the permutation key are unknown to the
attacker.

3.3.3 Discussion
Table 3.1 summarizes the exemplary instances of AEE, AEE-Light, and IE. In
detail, Table 3.1 shows the respective attack complexities for Code Injection
Attacks (CIA), Code Reuse Attacks (CRA), Extraction of Software IP (ESIP), and
Fault Attack induced Instruction Skips (FAIS). AEE is the strongest variant with
168-bit security for all considered attacks. At the further end, IE is the smallest
variant and offers merely 16-bit security for the mentioned attacks. However, this
suffices to enforce CFI and prevent code reuse as well as fault attacks on control
flow when the code binary remains hidden. As a trade-off between these two,
AEE-Light uses keyed permutations to simultaneously attain small 32-bit patch
values, i.e., low memory overhead, and good security properties. In particular,
AEE-Light provides 128-bit security in terms of IP recovery and code injection,
whereas its security level with respect to code reuse and control-flow fault attacks
is 32 bits and thus sufficiently high for CFI.

Table 3.1: Examples of SCFP instances for a 32-bit ISA and the respective attack
complexities.

Conf. [bit] Attack Complexity [bit]
Permutation x sp CIAa CRAb ESIPa FAISb Type
Keccak-p[200,12] 168 — 168 168 168 168 AEE
Keccak-p[50,12] 16 — 16 16 16 16 IE
Prince 32 96 128 32 128 32 AEE-Light

aRequires the recovery of capacity and permutation key, i.e., x + sp bits.
bRequires to find and inject the correct patch values, i.e., xbits.
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3.4 RISC-V Implementation
Building a processor with support for Sponge-Based Control-Flow Protection
requires hardware as well as software modifications. In the following, we discuss
the processor architecture of our CPU core Remus, detail our extensions to the
RISC-V ISA, and introduce the used custom software toolchain.

3.4.1 Processor Architecture
Remus, our RISC-V core with SCFP extensions is based on an open-source
implementation of RI5CY [ETH17b], the processor core from the Pulpino System-
on-Chip (SoC) [ETH17a]. Remus implements the RV32I base ISA as well as the
M-extension which provides multiplication and division instructions. In addition,
major parts of the RISC-V privileged architecture draft Version 1.9.1 [Wat+16]1,
including Memory-Management Unit (MMU) with Sv32 support, Translation-
Lookaside Buffers (TLBs), and hardware Page-Table Walker (PTW), are sup-
ported by Remus. The RISC-V ISA [WA17] is particularly suited for this study
as it keeps a reserved encoding space for custom extensions, which we have used
to implement additional instructions to help with the SCFP implementation.

Figure 3.8 shows the 5-stage pipeline of the Remus core which features a dedi-
cated SCFP decryption stage between the fetch and decode stages of the original
RI5CY implementation. Our goal was to support one instruction per cycle opera-
tion with minimal impact on the overall performance. We have therefore selected
an AEE-Light implementation with 64 bits (i.e., 32bits capacity and 32 bits rate)
operated in an APE-like mode. To achieve the required throughput we used a
fully unrolled implementation of the low-latency block cipher Prince [Bor+12a]
as permutation.

Finally, to enable easier evaluation of SCFP, Remus has the capability to
enable and disable the additional SCFP pipeline stage during context switches. It
is therefore possible to execute standard RV32IM code in a 4-stage configuration,
similar to RI5CY, as well as SCFP encrypted code in a 5-stage configuration on
Remus. In combination with the preliminary privileged architecture support, this
makes Remus an ideal platform for evaluating SCFP with different bare-metal
and operating system workloads.

Remus was, furthermore, successfully integrated in an PULPissimo [ETH18]
platform-based microcontroller called Patronus. Patronus features a rich set
of peripherals including GPIO, timers, a uDMA controller as well as various
communication interfaces like I2C, I2S, JTAG, SPI, and UART. The final design
was taped out [Sch+18a] at ETH Zurich using UMC 65 nm technology and has
been manufactured as an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). Note
that extending the RISC-V core with SCFP did not change the target frequency
of 100 MHz.

1The latest version of the privileged architecture draft prior to the tape-out.
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Figure 3.8: Remus core pipeline with dedicated SCFP decryption stage and MMU.

3.4.2 RISC-V Instruction Set Extensions to support SCFP
As detailed in Section 3.1.3, when SCFP is employed, patch values have to
be injected into the cipher state to deal with arbitrary control-flow transfers.
In our implementation we opt for augmenting the control-flow instructions in
the RISC-V ISA with support for handling patch values. In a processor that
exclusively supports SCFP encrypted code, it is possible to completely replace
the original branch instructions with their extended counterparts.

However, while designing Remus, we wanted to retain full compatibility with
the RISC-V ISA. Instead of replacing the original control-flow instructions we
therefore added patching support by introducing new conditional branch (BPEQ,
BPNE, . . . ) and jump-and-link instructions (JALP and JALRP). Furthermore, we
have added a second variant of the BPEQ instruction called BPDEQ. This BPDEQ
instruction provides an extension point for linking software redundancy with the
SCFP state and can be used to protect data against fault attacks [SWM18].

To be able to reuse the fetch unit for loading the 32-bit patch values into the
SCFP stage the patch values are located either directly following the respective
instruction (PC + 4) or at the destination of the jump. The encoding for these
new instructions is shown in Figure 3.9 and is similar to the original encodings.
Note further that we deliberately decided against using 64-bit RISC-V instruction
encodings to embed the patch values because the BPxxx instructions alone would
already consume the entire 64-bit encoding space.

Listing 1 shows the functionality of the added BPxxx instructions. If the
branch is taken, the patch value is injected into the SCFP state, otherwise the
next 4 bytes are skipped as these hold the patch value. The BPDEQ instruction
in addition also injects the first comparison operand into the SCFP state. As
detailed in [SWM18], this second patching operation can be used to link data
redundancy schemes, e.g., AN-codes, with SCFP.

The pseudo code in Listing 2 describes the semantic of the JALRP instruction.
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01267111214151920242531

imm[12|10:5] rs2 rs1 x x x imm[4:1|11] 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 BPxxx
imm[12|10:5] rs2 rs1 0 1 0 imm[4:1|11] 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 BPDEQ

cond. custom-2
01267111231

imm[20|10:1|11|19:12] rd 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 JALP
custom-3

0126711121415192031

imm[11:0] rs1 0 0 1 rd 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 JALRP
JALR

Figure 3.9: BPEQ (000), BPNE (001), BPLT (100), BPGE (101), BPLTU (110), BPGEU
(111), and BPDEQ (010) implemented as 25-bit greenfield extension into
the custom-2 major opcode. JALP implemented as 25-bit greenfield exten-
sion into the custom-3 major opcode and JALRP implemented as 22-bit
brownfield extension into e JALR major opcode.

Similar to the regular JALR instruction, the target of the jump, i.e., the next
Program Counter (PC) value, is determined by Reg[rs1] plus imm offset and the
address of the next instruction is saved in the destination register rd. However,
additionally, two different types of patching are supported depending on the
Least Significant Bit (LSB) of the Target address. The first type, when the
LSB is zero, simply applies one patch, i.e., the TargetPatch, similar to the
BPxxx instructions. The second type, on the other hand, applies two patches,
i.e., SrcPatch and TargetPatch, with a sponge permutation in between. In any
case, the LSB in the destination register is set. Note that we can use the LSB to
decide on the patching methodology because it is guaranteed to be unused in
RV32I code due to the 4-byte alignment.

Defining JALRP in this way permits to easily implement the proposed patching
convention for function calls (see Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5) without requiring
separate functions, branches based on the call type, or call wrappers. Namely,
direct function calls, performed with JAL or JALR, patch once when they return
with JALRP. On the other hand, indirect function calls, performed with JALRP
and unaligned target address, patch twice on call and twice on return with JALRP.

Listing 1 Pseudo code for the BPxxx instructions.
Note: SP C denotes the SCFP state, P C the program counter
Note: P atchV alue is located at P C + 4
1: if opcode = BPDEQ then
2: SP C ← SP C ⊕ Reg[rs1] // apply patch
3: if Reg[rs1] {=, 6=,<,≥} Reg[rs2] then
4: SP C ← SP C ⊕ P atchV alue // apply patch
5: P C ← P C + signExtend(imm) // perform branch
6: else
7: P C ← P C + 8 // fall-through but skip patch
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3.4.3 Extensions of the RISC-V Privileged Architecture
An additional challenge in our SCFP implementation is to support context
switches as well as interrupt handling. We have added several Control and
Status Registers (CSRs) to control the behavior of the SCFP decryption unit
for each supported privilege level (i.e., machine, supervisor, user). For example,
CSRs that configure which 128-bit Prince key is used have been implemented
(i.e., xKEY0, xKEY0H, xKEY1, xKEY1H, where x is either M, S, or U for the different
processor modes). On trap entry and exit, depending on the entered privilege
mode, the correct key is transferred from these CSRs into the SCFP unit.

Furthermore, similar to the xEPC registers, xSPONGE registers have been added
that capture the sponge state when an exception or interrupt occurs. Depending
on the trap cause, either the state before or after decrypting the currently executed
instruction is saved. More concretely, traps due to executing ECALL capture the
state after decrypting the ECALL instruction which permits to continue with the
next instruction after trap handling. In all other cases, the current instruction
has to be replayed and therefore the state before the decryption is stored.

Note that the entry state of a trap handler is independent of the regular
execution state. It gets derived, similar to the JALRP instruction, by permuting
the zero state and the trap handler address followed by applying a TargetPatch
that is located at the trap handler entry point. This approach permits to preempt
and resume code at arbitrary points. Furthermore, this also enables us to detect
and recover from the random execution state that is entered when the processor
is under attack (see Section 3.1.7).

3.4.4 Software Toolchain
Generating binaries for our custom processor in AEE-Light mode requires a
custom toolchain. The initial version of this toolchain, as used for evaluation in
the EuroS&P paper [Wer+18] and for the reported results in Section 3.5, was
rather simple. We employed the standard RISC-V GNU toolchain which we only
extended with assembling support for our custom instructions. Additionally, a

Listing 2 Pseudo code for the JALRP instruction.
Note: SP C denotes the SCFP state, P C the program counter
Note: SrcP atch is located at P C + 4
Note: T argetP atch is located at AlignedT arget

1: T arget← Reg[rs1] + signExtend(imm)
2: AlignedT arget← T arget &∼3 // determine target
3: if T arget & 1 then
4: SP C ← SP C ⊕ SrcP atch // apply patch
5: SP C ← permute(SP C, AlignedT arget)
6: Reg[rd]← P C + 9 // set link reg.
7: else
8: Reg[rd]← P C + 5 // set link reg.
9: SP C ← SP C ⊕ T argetP atch // apply patch
10: P C ← AlignedT arget + 4 // perform jump
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post-processing tool has been developed which consumes the final elf binary in
order to perform the encryption of the code and to fill in the required patch
values.

Since the C compiler has not been extended with SCFP support, this early
toolchain can natively only handle assembler code which contains placeholders for
the patch values and uses our protected control-flow instructions. However, due
to the way we designed our instruction-set integration, it is quite easy to support
the protection of C programs via simple textual replacement of instructions on
the assembly level.

More concretely, when compiling C code for our processor, we first compiled
the C code to assembly, where we replace all ordinary control-flow instructions
through the protected counterparts and embed NOP instructions as placeholders
for the patch values. The resulting assembly files are then assembled and linked.
Finally, the resulting elf file is processed using our post-processing tool which
emits the encrypted binary. While not particularly intuitive to use, this simple
flow already suffices to demonstrate the practicality of SCFP as well as its strong
performance.

However, more sophisticated toolchain support has been developed in the
meantime. Our current tooling directly integrates the emission of SCFP instruc-
tions and placeholders into the RISC-V MC backend of LLVM. Building a C
program for our SCFP-enabled Remus processor is, subsequently, as simple as
recompiling and linking the binary using clang. As before, generation of the patch
values and the actual encryption is performed via our post-processing tool. Note,
however, that the compiler still not really aware of SCFPs cost model (e.g., loops
get more expensive due to the patching). Improve the performance even further
should, therefore, be possible by tweaking the heuristics of the compiler.

3.5 Evaluation
While SCFP protects software and its execution from a large set of attacks, SCFP
also has an impact on chip area, power, and performance. This section evaluates
the cost of adding AEE-Light support to the Remus CPU as well as the Patronus
chip in terms of chip area overhead and power consumption. Additionally, the
performance impact of AEE-Light is quantified by analyzing binary size increase
and execution time overhead on our RISC-V processor. Finally, the actual error
detection latency of our Remus CPU is evaluated. Our results demonstrate the
practicality of SCFP with a size overhead of 19.8 % and a performance overhead
of 9.1 % on average.

3.5.1 Area
The Patronus chip, including our Remus CPU, has been implemented in the
UMC65LL process with 8 metal layers and occupies a total area of 6.75 mm2

including I/O buffers. The Remus core contributes 0.120 mm2 (about 80 kGE)2,
21 GE conforms to the area of a 2-input NAND gate with driving strength 1.
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Figure 3.10: Die shot [Sch+18a] of the Patronus chip after bonding.

which is only a small fraction of the total SoC area. The majority of the chip
area is occupied by a total 640 kB of memory which is sufficiently large to run a
port of the SeL4 operating system. The Patronus chip includes several additional
blocks unrelated to the work described in this paper. The timing of the system
is dominated by the access speed of the large RAM macros, and therefore a
relatively conservative target clock frequency of 100 MHz for worst case corners
has been used in the design. A chip photograph of the manufactured Patronus
chip can be seen in Figure 3.10.

A detailed analysis of the active circuit area of Remus for different clock
constraints is presented in Table 3.2. It can be seen that the SCFP stage alone
contributes already between 19 and 32 % of Remus’ area, most of which is due to
the fully unrolled Prince implementation which requires between 15 and 29 % of
the core. Within a complete system, this overhead is much smaller as typically
the entire core occupies only a small part of the system. For example, in Patronus,
Remus occupies less than 5 % of the total area.

3.5.2 Code Size and Runtime
We used our software toolchain to instrument, compile and encrypt a set of C
benchmarks to evaluate our implementation of AEE-Light. Several benchmarks
from the PULPino repository [ETH17a] were used: AES in CBC mode (aes_cbc),
a 2-dimensional matrix convolution (conv2d), 100 runs of dhrystone, a finite
response filter (fir), a fast Fourier transform (fft), and an implementation of the
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inflection point method (ipm). Moreover, we used two implementation variants
of the elliptic curve point multiplication (SECP192R1) that were internally
available at our department. Both ecc and ecc_opt are pure C implementations
targeted at microcontrollers. However, while ecc uses a generic implementation
of the underlying multi-precision integer arithmetic, the multi-precision integer
arithmetic in ecc_opt uses completely unrolled loops and only works for the
specific elliptic curve. We compiled all programs at optimization level -O3.
Since the manufactured ASIC was not yet available when writing the original
paper [Wer+18], all runtime values have been determined using cycle accurate
HDL simulation. Unfortunately, only a rather small number of short test programs
could be evaluated this way since cycle accurate HDL simulation is rather slow.

Table 3.3 shows the results of our evaluation of code size and execution
time. In particular, Table 3.3 compares the unprotected, standard executables
of our benchmark programs with the executables protected and encrypted via
our instance of AEE-Light. Both program versions have been executed on our
modified processor which features either a four stage (i.e., baseline) or a five
stage (i.e., AEE-Light) pipeline.

For our set of benchmarks, it shows that the overhead in code size due to the
inserted patch values ranges between 14.8 % and 25.6 % and averages to 19.8 %.
This overhead is mainly affected by the number of branches and function calls
in the binary. On the other hand, the runtime overhead ranges between 3.8 %
and 14.9 % and averages to 9.1 %. This runtime overhead is significantly lower
than the code size overhead and mainly depends on the number of branches and
function calls that are effectively taken during runtime. This becomes especially
visible for the two implementations of elliptic curves. Namely, as the inner loops
are unrolled in ecc_opt, the number of executed branches drops massively from
170 k taken branches to 20 k and hence the runtime overhead for ecc_opt is much
lower than for ecc. On the other hand, ecc and ecc_opt yet have very similar
code size and code overhead.

In terms of related work, only SOFIA [Cle+16; Cle+17b] comes with similar
security properties as SCFP. The most similar Prince-based SOFIA instance
features an average overhead of 141 % in terms of clock cycles and 203 % in code
size. However, this instance uses 64-bit tags and thus offers stronger authenticity
than the evaluate AEE-Light variant with 32-bit capacity. Still, regarding runtime,
even though it is hard to estimate, we are quite confident that AEE-Light is
faster than SOFIA even at equal security level. In terms of code size overhead,
on the other hand, we can assert with certainty that AEE-Light would be smaller.
After all the numer of patch values does not change and their size is directly
determined by the capacity size.

3.5.3 Power
As part of the tape-out, also detailed post-layout simulations of the manufactured
netlist under typical conditions at 50 MHz where performed. The gathered power
values reflect the consumed power during the main computation part of the
benchmark and are summarized in Table 3.4. These simulation runs predate the
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Table 3.2: Remus post-synthesis area breakdown (kGE) for different clock constraints,
using worst-case libraries (1.08V/125◦C).

Area (in kGE)
Frq. (in MHz) 33 50 75 100 150
IF-stage 3.3 3.6 3.4 4.0 5.5
SCFP-stage 10.9 10.9 13.4 25.3 26.0

Prince 8.9 8.8 11.4 23.0 23.3
ID-stage 15.3 15.4 16.0 16.7 17.6
EX-stage 14.4 14.5 15.5 16.2 16.7
WB-stage 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.4 3.2
MMU 3.4 3.5 3.7 3.8 3.9

iTLB 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.6
dTLB 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.6

CSR 8.9 8.9 9.9 10.3 10.3
Remus Total 58.3 58.8 64.2 79.0 83.6

Table 3.3: Evaluation results of AEE-Light in HDL simulation.

Code Size (text + data) Runtime
Baseline Overhead Baseline Overhead
[kB] [%] [kCycles] [%]

aes_cbc 10.0 14.8 43.4 9.5
conv2d 4.6 25.6 5.4 4.8
dhrystone 7.5 20.1 50.6 14.4
ecc 9.3 21.0 4282 9.2
ecc_opt 9.6 20.1 3032 3.8
fir 5.5 20.9 24.0 9.5
fft 7.1 16.8 45.6 7.0
ipm 8.8 19.4 4.5 14.9
Average 19.8 9.1
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performance simulations for the EuroS&P publication [Wer+18] and were much
more extensive (i.e., more benchmarks from the PULPino repository [ETH17a]).
However, although runtime performance was basically identical, we opted to
perform new performance simulations to ensure consistency after a libc upgrade
in our toolchain.

Taking only Remus into account, power consumption with SCFP increases
between 21 and 32 % (average around 25 %). For the full Patronus chip, the
power overhead of enabling SCFP is with 7 to 17 % noticeably smaller. As
with the area, the system level overhead is therefore much smaller and varies
depending on the executed software as well as the overall system composition.

The power consumption obtained through post-layout simulations have shown
good agreement with actual measurement results in this technology, and allow
us, unlike measurement on the chip which only has a single core power supply,
to identify the contribution of individual blocks at a much finer level. However,
to verify that the simulated results indeed are sensible, also actual measurements
of the Patronus ASIC have been performed. For example, the measured results
for the fir benchmark, that induced the highest overhead in simulation, is shown
in Table 3.5. Across different frequencies, the measured overhead varies between
17.8 % and 21.3 %, slightly above the simulated result. On the other hand, linearly
approximating the absolute values at 50 MHz based on the measurements at
40 MHz and 60 MHz yields with 11.44 mW and 13.78 mW a slightly lower power
consumption for Patronus than in simulation. Still, overall the measured values
are in line with the simulation results and make us confident that our evaluation
is correct.

3.5.4 Fast Error Recovery Latency
Failed attempts to tamper with SCFP result in an invalid decryption unit state
which thwarts any controlled further exploitation since the processor starts ex-
ecuting a pseudo random instruction sequence. As mentioned in Section 3.4.3,
Remus can recover from this state via its trap handling. However, how many
instructions are executed until a trap is triggered can only be answered proba-
bilistically and depends, besides other factors, on the density of the implemented
instruction-set architecture.

For Remus, the implemented RISC-V RV32IM instruction set is quite sparse
meaning that more than 80 % of the available 32-bit instruction encodings are
invalid. Subsequently, the expected detection latency is less than 1.3 instructions.
We practically verified this expectation on Patronus by deliberately destroying the
SCFP state via software and by measuring the number of executed instructions
via the performance counters. Interestingly, in this experiment, around 91.5 %
of the tampering attempts triggered a trap while or before the first instruction
has been executed. More than 99.2 % of the attempts where detected within two
executed instructions and all of our tries triggered a trap within four instructions.
The reason why our experiments perform even better than estimated is that also
other trap causes like, for example, memory access faults can cause traps and
therefore contribute when recovering from the random execution state.
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Table 3.4: Estimated power consumption for Remus and Patronus with and without
SCFP at 50MHz clock frequency.

Benchmark
Power (in mW)

Remus Patronus
basel. with SCFP basel. with SCFP

aes_cbc 7.45 9.25 (24.1 %) 13.59 15.36 (13.0 %)
bubblesort 6.18 8.16 (32.0 %) 13.21 15.05 (13.9 %)
conv2d 7.40 8.97 (21.2 %) 14.48 15.48 (6.9 %)
fdctfst 7.56 9.35 (23.7 %) 13.89 15.55 (12.0 %)
fft 7.31 9.13 (24.9 %) 13.93 15.42 (10.7 %)
fir 6.98 9.20 (31.8 %) 13.45 15.71 (16.8 %)
keccak 7.71 9.57 (24.1 %) 14.52 16.38 (12.8 %)
matrixAdd 7.18 9.06 (26.2 %) 13.54 15.50 (14.5 %)
matrixMul16_dotp 7.56 9.23 (22.1 %) 13.89 15.75 (13.4 %)
matrixMul8_dotp 7.36 9.13 (24.0 %) 13.94 15.68 (12.5 %)
sha 7.88 9.80 (24.4 %) 14.04 15.85 (12.9 %)
stencil 6.71 8.53 (27.1 %) 13.58 15.25 (12.3 %)
Average 7.27 9.12 (25.4 %) 13.84 15.58 (12.6 %)

Table 3.5: Measured power consumption for Patronus with and without SCFP for the
fir benchmark.

Frequency Power (in mW)
basel. with SCFP overhead

20 5.25 6.16 17.8 %
40 9.44 11.28 19.5 %
60 13.44 16.28 21.1 %
80 16.42 19.92 21.3 %
100 20.13 24.10 19.7 %
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3.6 Conclusion
Modern devices are exposed to a wide range of attacks, such as code injection,
code reuse attacks, and fault attacks. While there are suitable countermeasures
for each of these attacks, nowadays’ IoT devices hardly implement any protection
mechanism. On the other hand, it requires several of the existing countermeasures
to mitigate all of the mentioned attacks. However, a combination of different
countermeasures is hard to analyze and may result in overheads that are too
large for IoT devices.

To overcome this limitation, this chapter introduced Sponge-Based Control-
Flow Protection (SCFP). SCFP uses sponge-based authenticated encryption to
encrypt and authenticate software with instruction-level granularity. During
runtime, a hardware extension continuously decrypts instructions at the latest
possible point before the processor’s decode stage. As a result, SCFP effectively
protects confidentiality and authenticity of the software IP, and provides fine-
grained CFI to prevent code injection, code reuse, and fault attacks on the
control-flow. The CFI enforced by SCFP is compatible with interrupts and
standard operating systems. To emphasize the flexibility of SCFP, we further
introduced three different instances of SCFP for different application purposes.
While AEE provides all security features at cryptographic levels of security,
AEE-Light reduces the level of software authenticity in trade for smaller memory
overhead. In addition, IE is a very lightweight CFI scheme without any guarantees
w.r.t. software authenticity and confidentiality.

Finally, we demonstrated the practicality of SCFP by extending a RISC-V
processor core with an instance of AEE-Light and evaluating a set of benchmarks.
Our evaluations indicate that AEE-Light is suitable for many IoT scenarios with
low code size and runtime overheads of 19.8 % and 9.1 % on average, respectively.
The area and power overhead, determined from the manufactured ASIC, are in a
similar range and support this conclusion.

Interestingly, techniques like SCFP not only harden a processor against various
kinds of attacks but also introduce new opportunities for building additional
security features on top of them. In the following chapter, we explore one
particular extension idea and build a novel remote attestation scheme on top of
SCFP.



4
Remote Attestation and Licensing via

Secure Code Execution

The authenticity of devices and software is a central problem that any Internet-
of-Things (IoT) based service provider is challenged with. After all, counterfeited
gadgets as well as tampered software can harm a service’s reputation and/or cause
financial losses. Remote attestation is the proven tool to solve this authentication
problem that helps in establishing trust between communication partners.

Typically, remote attestation techniques provide evidence that a specific
software image has been loaded into the memory of a certain device. For this
purpose, the embedded device computes an authentic hash over the software
image before it is being used and sends this digest in a challenge-response protocol
to the remote verifier. However, such static attestation schemes [Eld+12; Noo+13]
do not include information about the actual execution of the software on the
embedded device. Static remote attestation hence inheres a Time-Of-Check
Time-Of-Use (TOCTOU) vulnerability as it fails to detect runtime attacks on
both hardware, e.g., fault injection and memory manipulation, and software, e.g.,
code-injection and code-reuse attacks.

To detect runtime attacks and prevent TOCTOU vulnerabilities, various
runtime attestation schemes have been proposed. Initially, these schemes focused
on preventing software attacks during runtime [Abe+16; Des+17; Sun+18] only.
More recent works [Zei+17], however, take specific physical attacks into account
as well, such as changing software in memory during the execution. Runtime
attestation schemes typically perform so-called path attestation and generate their
attestation report by computing an authentic hash of all executed instructions
and their respective addresses in memory. While this fingerprints the specific
execution, the remote verifier requires information about the concrete execution
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path, such as taken branches and return addresses, to be able to verify the
attestation report. Sending and processing this metadata within path attestation
eventually results in significant communication and verification overheads.

Contribution. In this chapter, we tackle this efficiency and security issues
of contemporary remote attestation schemes and present a new concept based
hardware-supported Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) schemes like SOFIA [Cle+17b]
and Sponge-Based Control-Flow Protection (SCFP) (see Chapter 3). In the fol-
lowing we denote such schemes—based on authenticating and executing encrypted
code—as Secure Code Execution (SCE) techniques.

In more detail, we present a concept for realizing both static and runtime
attestation on embedded devices in the presence of software- as well as hardware-
based attacks by making use of SCE techniques. In our concept, we introduce the
novel graph attestation, which leverages properties that are inherent with SCE
techniques in order to attest the execution of software at minimal cost. Namely,
SCE schemes feature a secret device state that is unique for each particular
instruction within a program. As this state reflects the sequence of all previously
executed instructions, graph attestation at runtime makes use of this device
state to determine the authenticity of execution. Using this approach, graph
attestation is capable of proving that the execution reached particular checkpoints
within a program.

Our remote attestation concept works at arbitrary granularity, which allows
to trade off between performance and detection accuracy. For example, graph
attestation may be used to attest a single checkpoint at the end of a program,
but our concept also allows to build a path attestation scheme by attesting
every executed instruction. While the first variant gives evidence that the
program executed validly until the end, the second attests the concrete execution
path. Hereby, our concept is compatible with previous techniques to encode the
execution path as it is transferred to the verifier for checking the attestation
report. However, our combination of remote attestation and SCE also is a
measure to remotely enforce the execution of specific code parts and to obtain a
proof of its execution. Moreover, our attestation concept supports the attestation
of runtime user data to tackle data-oriented attacks.

We further present an approach to realize online licensing for IoT devices
based on remote attestation and SCE. In this approach, an IoT device uses
remote attestation to prove to a verifier that its execution is authentic as it
reaches a certain checkpoint within a program. The verifier then responds by
sending a token to the IoT device for updating the state within SCE which allows
to proceed its execution. This licensing technique can, for example, be used to
unlock software features online.

To demonstrate the practicality of our techniques, we present a prototype
implementation of our remote attestation concept based on SCFP. This implemen-
tation uses the Keccak permutation in a sponge-based Message Authentication
Code (MAC) to generate the attestation report. The software implementation
is evaluated on an SCFP-enabled 32-bit RISC-V processor in terms of runtime,
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memory efficiency, and size of the Keccak permutation. This evaluation reveals
that the 800-bit Keccak permutation is the most suitable on the utilized platform
with an average attestation performance of 78 cycles-per-byte (cpb), an attesta-
tion call overhead of 300 cycles, and a code size of 3540 bytes for the attestation
part.

Outline. This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 gives an overview
on the state of the art of remote attestation and SCE. Section 4.2 presents our
concept for realizing remote attestation based on secure code execution and
in particular introduces our novel graph attestation and licensing approaches.
The implementation is part of Section 4.3, which is evaluated in Section 4.4.
Section 4.5 finally concludes this work.

4.1 Background
Remote attestation techniques allow to verify the authenticity of a program or its
execution on a remote device. On the other hand, SCE techniques are designed
to prevent malicious code from being executed on a device at all.

As this work aims to close the gap between these two mechanisms, this section
gives an overview on existing approaches to remote attestation as well as SCE.
We first focus on remote attestation and discuss current techniques to attest
program code and its execution paths. We then present state-of-the-art concepts
for SCE.

4.1.1 Remote Attestation
Remote attestation techniques are usually constructed as a challenge-response
protocol, where the verifier sends a challenge to a prover, who then returns an
attestation report to the verifier. Using this attestation report, the verifier can
determine whether the software run by the prover is authentic. However, the
hard- or software component generating the attestation report at the prover needs
to be trusted, i.e., to be part of a Trusted Computing Base (TCB). Commonly,
this TCB is formed by a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) or isolation techniques
such as ARM TrustZone.

Static Attestation

The easiest approach to remote attestation is static code attestation, such as in
[Eld+12; Noo+13]. Hereby, the prover generates the attestation report before
the attested code is being executed by computing a MAC or hash over both the
input challenge and a measurement of the program code. While this approach
proves to the verifier that the correct code has initially been loaded to the
memory, it does not prevent an attacker from changing the program binary after
the MAC has been computed, e.g., by injecting code from within software or
physically manipulating the memory. State-of-the-art technologies, such as Intel
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SGX [Gue16], hence additionally use access control and memory authentication
to counteract these kinds of TOCTOU attacks on static attestation. However,
all static attestation schemes are still inherently vulnerable to fault-injection and
code-reuse attacks, such as Return-Oriented Programming (ROP) [Sha07] and
Jump-Oriented Programming (JOP) [Ble+11]. These TOCTOU attacks can, on
the other hand, be prevented by attesting the actual program execution.

Path Attestation

The common approach to attest the actual program execution is path attestation.
Contrary to static attestation, path attestation prevents TOCTOU attacks by
taking into account the actually executed program path on the Control-Flow
Graph (CFG). In particular, the prover generates the attestation report by
computing a MAC over the input challenge and the measurement hash of the
sequence of executed Basic Blocks (BBs) on the program’s CFG. Such a BB is a
linear sequence of instructions with a single entry and a single exit point, i.e.,
without jumps, and a program’s CFG describes transitions between a program’s
BBs. In this respect, BBs are characterized by their start and end addresses.
Hence, a variant to implement path attestation [Abe+16; Des+17] is to hash
source and destination address of each Control-Flow Transfer (CFT).

While using BB address information to attest the executed control-flow path
protects against software attackers, it fails when attackers have physical access to
the attested device. In particular, physical access allows attackers to circumvent
such attestation scheme [Zei+17] by replacing the attested program with another
one having the same layout of the CFG, but different instructions. As a result,
Zeitouni et al. [Zei+17] additionally include the instruction encodings in their
measurement hash to protect against physical attackers.

However, path attestation includes information about the actually executed
program path, meaning that the measurement hash depends on the program’s
data inputs. The attestation report must hence include metadata about the
taken Control-Flow Path (CFP) in order to allow verification at the verifier.
Unfortunately, metadata about the CFP rises with the number of branches taken
during the execution, which leads to significant communication overheads and
computational effort to check the attestation report at the verifier. Consequently,
several proposals [Abe+16; Des+17; Sun+18] exist to minimize the metadata to
be transferred to the verifier, e.g., in case of loops.

4.1.2 Secure Code Execution
Path attestation allows to retrospectively find out whether a remote device
executed the wrong code, but yet cannot prevent a device from executing malicious
code. On the other hand, SCE techniques [Cle+17b; Wer+18] only execute code
if its authenticity has been verified beforehand.

For this purpose, SCE schemes typically use a modified processor core that
fetches encrypted instructions from the memory and decrypts them at the latest
point possible before they are fed into the processor’s decoder. In addition,
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the encrypted instruction stream can be augmented with redundancy such as
authentication tags that the processor can use to explicitly check the instructions’
authenticity. In this way, any attacker not in possession of the correct encryption
and authentication key is unable to create valid code for the target processor.
Instead, malicious code created by attackers either leads to the execution of a
pseudo-random instruction sequence [Wer+18] or is detected by the processor’s
authenticity check [Cle+17b].

SCE schemes additionally enforce that instructions are executed in their
intended order. For this purpose, SCE schemes use a stateful encryption and/or
authentication primitive where the state reflects the execution order of instruc-
tions. In particular, the state in a SCE scheme takes into account the concrete
location of an instruction in the program binary as well as information about its
predecessor instructions. However, such a stateful technique requires an unique
state for each instruction that must be available independent of which execution
path in the CFG led to the respective instruction. For this reason, secure code
execution schemes adjust the internal state at valid merge points in the CFG to
obtain a unique state value for each instruction in the program. As a result, the
encryption/authentication primitive is bound to the CFG of the program and
enforces that the execution adheres to its intended CFG.

Note, however, that SCE schemes provide only limited protection against data-
oriented attacks such as manipulation of function pointers or return addresses.
In this respect, code analysis aids to restrict allowable address targets at specific
call sites and shadow stacks can offer protection of return addresses. SCE-based
concepts, as in Section 4.2, naturally inherit many of the SCE security properties.

4.2 Remote Attestation Concept
As pointed out in Section 4.1, state-of-the-art remote attestation schemes suffer
from TOCTOU vulnerabilities or inhere high overheads. On the other hand, SCE
schemes fail to prove to a remote verifier which program is actually executed on
a device.

In this section, we overcome these shortcomings by bridging the gap between
remote attestation and SCE techniques. In particular, we introduce a holistic
concept for remote attestation, which does not only allow to implement conven-
tional static and path attestation, but also presents the novel graph attestation.
This graph attestation leverages SCE techniques to prove the authenticity of
execution at low cost. Besides, this section uses our attestation concepts to
further present an innovative method for implementing online licensing checks.

4.2.1 Threat Model and Trusted Computing Base
This work deals with the attestation of software running on IoT devices, which
face both software and physical attacks. Software attacks are assumed to remotely
exploit software bugs that enable arbitrary read and write accesses to the memory
as well as code injection and code-reuse attacks. Physical attacks, on the other
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Figure 4.1: Concept for remote attestation based on secure code execution. Blue
and red paths were added to support graph attestation and licensing,
respectively. Dashed paths are confidential.

hand, become feasible as attackers have direct physical access to the IoT device.
Physical attacks are very powerful and range from reading and manipulating data
stored in external memory to probing and forcing Printed Circuit Board (PCB)
buses. Moreover, physical attackers may also inject global faults into a microchip,
e.g., by using clock glitches, in order to exploit faulty computations. However,
we do not consider attackers performing invasive attacks such as probing of the
signals on a chip. Similarly, we regard side-channel attacks on hard- and software
implementations to be out of scope of this work.

In terms of the Trusted Computing Base (TCB), only the runtime components
that implement the SCE scheme and the implementation of the cryptographic
primitives for the remote attestation are part of the TCB. On the other hand,
the application that gets attested, as well as the protected functionality that
can be unlocked via the licensing extension, is outside of our TCB and can be
arbitrarily exploitable.

In the most minimal case, as discussed in Section 4.3, the TCB comprises the
SCE hardware, a working MMU/MPU with on-chip memory, and a small amount
of code—executed in the most privileged processor mode—that implements the
cryptographic operations. However, if needed, large parts of this cryptographic
software can also be implemented in hardware instead. Note also that all the
key material that is either stored (e.g., decryption key for the SCE scheme,
attestation device key), received (e.g., SCE metadata for the licensing feature),
or computed at runtime (e.g., internal SCE and attestation states) has to be
kept confidential and should only be accessible to the TCB components.

4.2.2 Overview
Our holistic attestation concept in Figure 4.1 combines ordinary remote attes-
tation with SCE. As usual, remote attestation receives a challenge nonce from
the verifier in order to attest data by computing and returning a tag. However,
to further attest the execution of code on the prover device, remote attestation
generates its report by including SCE states, which reflect the validity of all
previously executed instructions. To additionally realize an efficient licensing
technique, our remote attestation component is extended to receive licensing
tokens from the verifier and to transform them into SCE metadata, which allows
to unlock the execution within the SCE scheme.
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Figure 4.2: Dataflow of remote attestation for a prover. The white components form
a MAC and the block highlighted in red is a cipher.

Internally, remote attestation builds upon a MAC as shown in Figure 4.2.
In this MAC construction, first the internal attestation state is initialized using
a secret attestation key as well as some randomness. Both the prover and the
verifier should contribute randomness during initialization, either explicit via
nonces as depicted in Figure 4.2, or implicit as part of attestation-key agreement
or derivation. In the second step, the measurement phase, the data being attested
is iteratively injected into the attestation state. Hereby, the data being attested
may comprise internal SCE states as well as any kind of data that is stored inside
memory, such as the encrypted binary or data constants. Each measurement
iteratively updates the attestation state given the previous state and the injected
data. Similar to hash-based schemes, this permits to map an arbitrarily long
input stream to a fixed size and results in Measure being a compression function.

In our concept, we use the internal attestation state in two different ways. The
first use case is the calculation of authentication tags via a finalization function.
These tags are part of our attestation reports and are sent to the verifier, along
with metadata about the initialization and the measurements performed, for
verification. Since it is not necessary to invert the finalization operation, we
recommend instantiating Finalize with a one-way function to ensure that the tag
cannot leak the internal state to adversaries.

The second use case of the internal attestation state is the decryption of
metadata values from licensing tokens. The verifier can provide such licensing
tokens to the prover to unlock specific functionalities. Without this licensing
token, the underlying SCE scheme will be unable to run the respective code any
further. Unlike the tag computation, decryption has to be invertible, because the
verifier calculates the licensing token from the required metadata value and the
corresponding attestation state. From a cryptographic point of view, licensing
tokens can hence be considered to be ciphertext and the metadata values to
be plaintext. In this respect, our construction in Figure 4.2 is similar to an
Authenticated Encryption (AE) cipher where the attested data is considered
to be associated data. However, in our concept, explicit authentication of the
tokens and the metadata is not a requirement. Namely, authentication is already
done implicitly given that erroneous values result in a modified SCE state, which
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subsequently prevents further program execution. In addition, measurements,
(intermediate) tag generation, and token decryption can be interleaved arbitrarily
in our use case.

Note that to validate an authentication tag and to generate licensing tokens,
the verifier needs to have access to the attested data, the measured SCE states,
and the attestation key. When the verifier generated the executed program itself,
these requirements can be easily fulfilled. Otherwise, the respective information
has to be provided by the program creator and/or the prover.

Moreover, note that the dataflow visualized in Figure 4.2 bears high resem-
blance with a sponge construction. Our prototype in Section 4.3 hence builds
upon such a construction and showcases its suitability for realizing our concept.

4.2.3 Attestation Modes
In the following, we discuss how the various attestation modes can be implemented
using our attestation concept.

Static Attestation

Static attestation schemes typically calculate a hash or a MAC over a challenge
nonce and a specific chunk of memory. The resulting digest or tag is then sent to
the verifier and compared with a locally computed value. If the check succeeds,
the verifier is convinced that the prover possesses the attested code and/or data
is genuine.

Considering that the required MAC functionality is part of our concept,
implementing static attestation in this way is easily possible. Keys and challenges
can be injected into the attestation state either via the initialize step or via the
first measurement steps. Afterwards, the memory area that should be attested is
iteratively measured and a tag is generated.

Security. Francillon et al. [Fra+14] already mentioned that the attestation
function in a static remote attestation scheme is conceptually very similar to
the computation of a MAC. However, as they detail, certain properties need
to be fulfilled in order to achieve security. Namely, attestation keys have to be
exclusively accessible by the attestation implementation and are not allowed to
leak. Furthermore, the attestation process should not be arbitrarily interruptible
and must be invoked in a well-defined, controlled manner. Finally, the attestation
routines should be immutable. Note that all of these properties aim to protect
the implementation of the attestation routines itself against attacks. Our threat
model captures these properties by placing the implementation in the TCB.
However, for static attestation the immutability property is also a requirement
for the attested memory in order to prevent TOCTOU attacks. Nevertheless, all
these properties are considered to be implementation requirements that have to
be argued on a case-by-case basis as soon as the concrete instantiation is fixed.

Regarding cryptographic security, the strength of static attestation using our
concept is solely determined by the strength of the MAC. It is therefore advisable
to instantiate the MAC, that is formed by the Initialize, Measure, and Finalize
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functions in our concept, with well-analyzed building blocks. Our proof of concept
implementation presented in Section 4.3, for example, uses an instantiation of
the well-studied Keccak permutation that has, in a different parameterization,
been standardized as part of the SHA-3 hash function.

Graph Attestation

Graph attestation is a novel type of attestation for code and can be considered a
hybrid between static attestation and path attestation. In more detail, in the first
step, a key and a challenge are injected into the attestation state, either via the
initialize function or via a measurement call. In the second step, the SCE state,
e.g., from SCFP, is injected into the attestation state using the measurement
function. Finally, in the last step, a tag is generated and sent to the verifier for
validation.

The successful validation of the SCE state attests that, up to the measurement
point, all executed instructions have been authentic and in the desired order.
This is equivalent to ensuring that the executed path adhered to the CFG of the
program, hence the name. Interestingly, even a simple one-shot graph attestation
at the end of the program already provides very valuable information about the
execution of a program to a verifier. Namely, due to the use of a verifier-selected
challenge, and as long as all internal states and keys are properly protected by
the prover hardware, successful graph attestation affirms that the attested code
was actually executed on request of the verifier. Graph attestation can hence be
used to build proof-of-work systems for arbitrary (meaningful) code.

Graph attestation leverages the fact that SCE techniques like SCFP and
SOFIA require a unique mapping between the CFG and the SCE execution
state. SCE schemes establish this mapping by actively compensating the state
differences that result from different valid execution paths within the program.
Invalid execution paths as well as previously detected errors, on the other hand,
are not affected by this transformation. As a result, there is no need to record
the exact execution path and to transmit it to the verifier for validation.

Assuming that SCE is already deployed, one-shot graph attestation therefore
only induces little additional overhead. Namely, the attestation state must be
initialized during startup and only one measurement and the finalization have
to be computed at the end of the program. On the other hand, no additional
overhead during the execution of the program is induced.

Security. The security of the composition proposed for graph attestation in
Figure 4.1 naturally relies on both the security of SCE and remote attestation.
However, such composition must also avoid any side effects that may result from
establishing a link between these two components. In particular, this means
that revealing the internal SCE state to remote attestation must not break the
security of SCE and remote attestation. Fortunately, the security of remote
attestation is independent of the type of data being attested, i.e., the secret SCE
state. On the other hand, the security of SCE is lost in case internal SCE states
leak. This effectively imposes an additional requirement on the implementation.
Namely, besides the tag output, the implementation of remote attestation and
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the respective link to SCE must not reveal anything about the secret SCE states
being processed.

From another perspective, graph attestation slightly relaxes the needed protec-
tion for code compared to static attestation. In more detail, the used SCE scheme
already actively counteracts TOCTOU attacks by preventing the execution of
tampered code. For this reason, no additional arrangements have to be taken to
ensure the immutability of the attested code. The proper protection of the TCB,
comprising the involved keys and the attestation implementation, is however still
necessary.

Regarding cryptographic properties, the security of graph attestation is
determined by the security of both the attestation MAC and the SCE scheme.
Breaking either of the two building blocks defeats the overall attestation and
may even render the other component useless. Assuming that the SCE scheme
has the greater impact on performance, we anticipate that typically the SCE
scheme will dictate the level of security for most instantiations. On the other
hand, the MAC instantiation can usually be strong since only little amounts of
data have to be processed. Still, having the possibility to adapt the overhead
and security of the MAC in our attestation concept to the individual needs of
the application is highly valuable.

Path Attestation

Using graph attestation as a foundation, path attestation can also be easily imple-
mented in our attestation concept. In more detail, while the overall initialization
and finalization approach is the same as in graph attestation, path attestation is
achieved by simply performing multiple measurements of the SCE state during
the runtime of the program.

Performing attestation of the SCE state instead of the actually executed
instructions provides again a huge advantage over related work. Namely, the
position of the measurement points can be chosen arbitrarily. Any parameter-
ization between measuring the SCE state at every instruction and measuring
the SCE state only at the end of the program is possible. Between the single
measurement points, graph attestation is in use.

Note that to validate a tag in the path attestation concept, the verifier needs
to know the exact positions in the code where and in which order measurements
have been performed during the execution. In this respect, all generic techniques
that have been proposed in related work to capture this information can similarly
be applied to our concept.

Security. As our path attestation approach is a generalized version of graph
attestation, its security properties and requirements are very similar. Namely,
the SCE scheme implicitly provides code immutability and the implementation
of remote attestation must not reveal anything about the secret SCE states
other than the attestation tag. This requirement is typically fulfilled by remote
attestation using a MAC to iteratively absorb multiple SCE state values.

The cryptographic security of the path attestation approach is as well deter-
mined by the security of both the MAC and the SCE scheme. Therefore, the
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same basic instantiation considerations hold true. Note however that, due to the
increased number of measurements, performance of the MAC is getting more
important.

Interestingly, path attestation does not only rely on the security of the
underlying SCE scheme, but, in terms of attestation capabilities, also improves it.
For example, Data-Oriented Programming (DOP) attacks are not prevented by
solely enforcing CFI using the SCE scheme, whereas path attestation is capable
of detecting such DOP attacks. Furthermore, internal state collisions within the
SCE scheme are much harder to exploit when path attestation is performed.

Hybrid Approaches

The MAC-based attestation approach within our concept allows to arbitrarily
mix and match the different attestation variants. For example, it is possible to
use static attestation to measure code and constants after startup and combine
it with graph attestation at selected positions within the software. Similarly,
path attestation can be intertwined with attestation of static data as it is used
during runtime. For example, values from processed lookup tables and other
intermediate data like loop counters can be injected into the attestation state as
desired.

Interestingly, exposing the measurement functionality to the attested code
itself, e.g., via a syscall interface or as a special instruction, allows to delegate
the decision on what to measure completely to the software. This eventually
adds a high degree of flexibility to path attestation, because, contrary to previous
approaches, it is not any more required to perform measurements with fixed
granularity, e.g., every basic block or control-flow transfer. Even further, having
a software that itself defines the measurement points used for remote attestation
can also lead to very compact representations for the metadata to be sent to
the verifier for checking the attestation report. Our prototype implementation
in Section 4.3 will give a concrete example of how to realize attestation with
measurement points defined in software.

4.2.4 Licensing Extension
Remote attestation, as presented in the previous subsections, enables a prover
to convince a verifier that a certain program is executed and that it behaves
correctly. Our licensing extension augments these attestation concepts with the
capability to unlock the execution of protected code fragments.

The general idea behind our licensing extension is to embed special, protected
code snippets, i.e., some functions, into the program of the prover. Without
additional information from the verifier, these functions cannot be executed by
the prover. It is therefore up to the verifier to provide this additional information
to the prover in the form of an encrypted licensing token, typically after successful
remote attestation. Subsequently, the prover is able to perform the call to the
protected function.
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Note that the proposed licensing tokens are specific to the executed program,
the targeted function, and the current remote attestation state, which in turn
depends on the used keys, the selected randomness, and the previously attested
code and data. Each token is therefore a highly specialized piece of data that
enables exactly one call to one specific protected method. As a result, a multitude
of use cases can be realized with our licensing extension.

One of the most prominent use cases is Intellectual Property (IP) protection.
Licensing tokens can be used to unlock software functionality, which in turn
can enable hardware features, based on preceding attestation results. Another
potential use case is, for example, to enforce interactive attestation. In the
previous subsection, we described a hybrid attestation approach where a program
is statically measured before the actual execution is attested via graph attestation
at the end of the program. Guarding the transition between static attestation and
graph attestation via a protected call, for example, ensures that only programs
which pass the initial verification can be executed at all.

On the technical side, implementing this licensing approach relies on the
observation that SCE schemes have to embed some kind of metadata into the
program to deal with code reuse and for error detection. SOFIA, for example,
interleaves MAC words with the code and introduces multiplexer blocks to enable
code reuse. Similarly, SCFP intertwines patch constants that are applied on
control-flow transfers. Without access to the required metadata, executing the
SCE-protected code is simply not possible.

Our licensing extension utilizes this observation and protects code snippets
from execution by simply removing the metadata that is needed to call the
protected code. The code itself, given that it is encrypted anyway, can still be
deployed as part of the program. The licensing tokens, which are provided by the
verifier to the prover, contain exactly this missing information and subsequently
enable the prover to execute the protected code. Note, however, that the licensing
tokens are actually encrypted versions of the metadata, where the encryption
key/tweak depends on the current attestation state. Therefore, even though
the metadata itself is constant, a new licensing token is required as soon as the
attestation state changes.

Security. The licensing extension builds upon the attestation state from our
remote attestation concept. As a result, secure instantiations of both the MAC
and the SCE scheme are a prerequisite for having a sane overall concept also
in this use case. However, while pure attestation requires the SCE states to be
protected from being revealed as they are passed to and processed within the
attestation MAC, our licensing concept introduces another sensitive link between
attestation and SCE to facilitate feature unlocking. This link, which is also shown
in Figure 4.1, transfers sensitive SCE metadata from the attestation part to SCE
and must be kept secret. Otherwise, the licensing feature will break. However,
note that neither SCE itself nor attestation loses security if SCE metadata falls
into the hands of attackers, because for SCE without licensing enabled, this
metadata is anyway a part of the public binary to enable balancing of different
CFPs.
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Besides the SCE metadata link, the cipher used for decrypting the licensing
tokens is another component that interacts with the attestation state. This
cipher must thus neither facilitate attacks on the attestation scheme nor leak
the SCE metadata. Both the cipher decrypting licensing tokens and the SCE
metadata link are hence part of the TCB and need to be properly protected by
the implementation.

Note that the way we use licensing tokens further stresses the need for
fresh randomness during initialization of the attestation scheme. Namely, it is
imperative that the implementation of the attestation scheme on the prover side
injects fresh randomness during initialization in order to prevent replay attacks
of the licensing tokens.

4.3 Implementation
Section 4.2 presented a concept to extend SCE techniques to remote attestation
with comprehensive capabilities to trade off between performance and attestation
granularity. To demonstrate the practicality of our concept, this section presents
an implementation of the hybrid remote attestation approach using SCFP as
the SCE scheme. We first detail the cryptographic instance we used for remote
attestation and then describe our soft- and hardware implementation.

4.3.1 Instance
We realized the MAC in our attestation concept, comprising initialization, mea-
surement and finalization functionality, using a sponge-based MAC [Ber+12b;
MRV15] as shown in Figure 4.3. After initialization with a secret key K and
the nonce n, this MAC continuously absorbs the data Di to be attested into its
secret state, and then outputs an attestation tag T . In this sponge-based MAC,
the data absorption rate can be chosen to be as large as the permutation size b
without loss of security. During tag generation, however, security is bounded by
the size of the secret capacity c. In general, to achieve a certain security level κ,
the capacity c must be chosen such that it fulfills c ≥ 2κ [Ber+08].

Our instances of the attestation MAC target the 128-bit security level. We
hence use a 128-bit key K and a 128-bit nonce n and squeeze a 128-bit tag T . As
permutation fr, we utilize Keccak-p[b,r] with state sizes b ∈ {400, 800, 1600} bits,
which is also well suited to offer 128-bit security. However, depending on the
concrete application, the frequency of data attestation steps, and the underlying
architecture, a different state size b yields the best efficiency. Besides the state
size, the number of permutation rounds is relevant for security as well. As in the
CAESAR submission Keyak [Ber+16b], we use r = 12 rounds for Keccak-p[b,r]
in all state sizes b.
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Figure 4.3: Sponge-based MAC used in our prototype.

4.3.2 Hardware
The hardware for testing our attestation concept is the Patronus microcontroller
System-on-Chip (SoC) design (see Section 3.4). The integrated Remus processor
features a four-stage, in-order implementation of the RISC-V RV32IM Instruction-
Set Architecture (ISA) [WA17]. Most notably, this core provides support for
SCFP by integrating the SCFP decryption functionality into an additional
pipeline stage in between the processor’s fetch and decode stage and by adding
a set of new instructions to enable modification of the SCFP state in case of
branches.

The SCFP instance implemented in Remus is AEE-Light. This lightweight
SCFP instance uses the 64-bit Prince [Bor+12a] block cipher as a permutation.
For the 32-bit RISC-V ISA implemented by the processor core, this results in a
secret SCFP capacity of 32bits per instruction. Combined with the 96-bit security
from the keyed permutation, this is sufficient to resist common code-injection,
code-reuse, and fault attacks.

4.3.3 Software
We implemented our instance of remote attestation in a C library that can be
used by both the prover and the verifier. This library offers functionality to
initialize the attestation state, to absorb attested data into the state, and to
finalize attestation by squeezing a tag. To implement the respective sponge-based
attestation MAC, the library uses simple, readable C implementations of Keccak
without any architecture-dependent optimizations and which are based on the
implementation of Keccak-f[1600] by Saarinen [Saa16]. The library addresses
different attestation types by offering a set of measurement functions. For static
attestation, a measurement routine feeds the attestation MAC with data stored in
a specified memory region. For graph and path attestation, another measurement
function allows to inject the 32-bit secret capacity from the SCFP state into
the attestation MAC. In addition, it allows to absorb user-defined data into the
MAC, enabling the attestation of runtime data like program inputs and loop
variables.

Note that, in the general case this particular instantiation, due to the compa-
rably small secret SCFP state, does only provide probabilistic assurance that the
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correct software has been executed in one-shot graph attestation mode. However,
cryptographic certainty levels can easily be reached with just a few measurements
in a path or hybrid attestation mode. Moreover, in environments where, for
example, the verifier knows that only a limited number of programs have been
deployed for the prover, even one-shot graph attestation is sufficient to reliably
attest the software.

Prover

The prover runs the software to be attested and uses our attestation library for
generating the attestation report. The prover software is compiled for our RISC-V
architecture and post-processed to adapt and encrypt the binary according
to SCFP. This allows entangling attestation with SCFP. In particular, after
initializing the attestation state with a secret key K and a nonce n comprising
the challenge from the verifier and the randomness from the prover, the prover
software absorbs the SCFP state and user data into the attestation state as
desired.

The prover software is split among two different privilege levels. The function-
ality to be attested runs in user mode and is untrusted, whereas the attestation
library runs in machine mode as part of the TCB. As a result, the prover soft-
ware needs to switch to machine mode to perform attestation operations. For
this purpose, the prover software uses a supervisor call to trigger an interrupt
handler in machine mode. Depending on the syscall type, the interrupt handler
reads the provided syscall arguments from the Central Processing Unit (CPU)
registers and passes them to the respective function in the library. For path- and
graph-attestation calls, the interrupt handler further reads protected Control
and Status Registers (CSRs) to also provide the SCFP state and the instruction
address of the respective measurement call to the library. Finally, the interrupt
handler prints the instruction address and sends it as metadata to the verifier to
enable verification of the prover’s execution path.

Verifier

The verifier obtains an attestation tag and metadata from the prover. This
metadata includes the prover’s execution trace consisting of the instruction
addresses where the prover absorbed the SCFP state as well as runtime data
that has been absorbed. Besides this execution trace, the verifier is given a
list of instruction addresses and their respective SCFP decryption state for
the prover binary. This list is generated beforehand during compilation of the
prover software. Using this list, the verifier software looks up the valid SCFP
states belonging to the instruction addresses in the prover’s execution trace and
computes the correct attestation tag. In this way, the verifier can simply compare
the computed and the received attestation tag to check whether the prover’s
computation has been correct. Furthermore, comparisons between the program
and the measurement points can be performed to check if the executed path is
valid.
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4.3.4 Security
According to Francillon et al. [Fra+14], an implementation of remote attestation
has to fulfill a set of properties to be secure. In the following, we argue on the
security of our SCFP-based implementation of remote attestation with respect
to these properties.

• Exclusive Access and No Leaks: These two properties relate to the
implementation of the attestation library and are fulfilled by several, differ-
ent security mechanisms. In particular, both the secret key material used
by the attestation library and the attestation state are stored in secure
on-chip memory to protect it from attackers with physical access to off-chip
memory and PCB buses. To prevent malicious user software from accessing
key-related data, our attestation library is run exclusively in machine mode.
The Memory-Management Unit (MMU) hereby enforces that no code other
than the attestation library can access attestation keys and data in machine
mode. The attestation library itself does not leak any information about the
attestation key other than the attestation tag, assuming that the software
implementation is correct. In addition, SCFP protects the execution of the
attestation routines in that library and ensures its CFI.

• Immutability: This property refers to the attestation routines in our
TCB and TOCTOU vulnerabilities in the user software being attested.
For the user software, immutability is only relevant when performing static
attestation. In our implementation, we again rely on the combination of
on-chip memory and the access control features provided by the MMU
to achieve the desired immutability of code and constants. On the other
hand, in the context of graph and path attestation of code, our prototype is
immune to TOCTOU attacks anyway since code execution is protected by
the SCE scheme. In more detail, our implementation uses SCFP to ensure
authentic execution of the attested software by decrypting the software
directly within the processor’s pipeline. Hereby, any malicious modifications
to the attested software result in a modified SCFP state which prevents
subsequent program execution.
Concerning the attestation routines, again a set of different mechanisms
ensures their validity. While the attestation routines reside in on-chip
memory to hamper modifications by physical attackers, MMU access control
further adds protection against malicious accesses from within user software.
Moreover, the attestation routines are as well run using SCFP to maintain
their authentic execution.

• Uninterruptibility and Controlled Invocation: These two properties
relate to the implementation of the attestation library. Our implementa-
tion adheres to these security properties, because SCFP ensures that the
attestation routines can only be run in their intended manner. Namely,
SCFP enforces code execution to start at well-defined entry points and
to stay on valid CFPs. In addition, invocation of the attestation routines
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implies changing from user to machine mode via a well-defined syscall
interface, which taken by itself already hampers the malicious execution of
code fragments within the attestation library.

In addition to the aforementioned properties, Section 4.2 pointed out that, in
order to maintain SCE security, implementations of our concepts must further
ensure the confidentiality of the SCE states as they are passed to and processed
within the attestation routines. This section’s implementation adheres to this
additional requirement. Similar to the protection of attestation keys, MMU-
based access control for the machine-mode attestation code, on-chip memory
for processing SCFP secrets, and the application of SCFP to the attestation
routines themselves aid to prevent the leakage of a user application’s SCFP state.
Moreover, CPU-internal SCFP state registers are only accessible by code running
in machine mode, i.e., the attestation routines. As a result, SCFP states are
considered to remain confidential when the attestation routines’ implementation
in the TCB is assumed to be correct.

4.3.5 Implementation Aspects
Our remote attestation concept is highly flexible and offers a wide design space
for implementations. However, there are also several challenges such as key
management and support for multiple processes. In the following, we discuss
these implementation aspects in more detail.

Implementation Challenges

While this section’s implementation is confined to the attestation of bare-metal
embedded applications, a more challenging target are operating systems running
multiple processes. In this respect, SCE-enabled hardware typically provides
secure mechanisms to read and write SCE states that allow an operating system
to schedule multiple processes and threads. Our attestation concept can hence
build upon these capabilities by individually attesting multiple SCE-protected
threads and combining the results in a system-wide attestation report, which
besides a tag should contain sufficient metadata about all attested threads. On
the other hand, and as highlighted in [Sun+18], it will in many cases be sufficient
to protect and attest specific, critical operations on a target platform rather
than a complete system. Further note that more complex platforms featuring
multiple cores and out-of-order execution do not prevent the deployment of our
attestation concepts as long as SCE schemes are supported.

Quite noteworthy, implementations of our attestation and licensing techniques
do not require any hardware modifications to SCE-enabled platforms. As our
implementation shows, attestation can easily be implemented in software when
the trusted attestation routines are given access to the SCE state in hardware.
Hereby, note that a proper implementation of SCE must anyway provide access
to the SCE state to allow a trusted hypervisor or operating system schedule
multiple SCE-protected processes. In the same way, our online licensing technique
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may be implemented purely in software by applying the SCE metadata update
directly to the SCE state register and resuming program execution. Nevertheless,
additional hardware components can help to significantly speed up the attestation
routines, which seems particularly interesting for realizations of path attestation.
In such case, an attestation hardware component may be triggered by a dedicated
attest instruction or may compute the attestation MAC with BB granularity
completely in parallel to SCE. As for SCE, attestation states from multiple
scheduled processes can in this case be managed by a secure hypervisor or
operating system.

Key Management

For the sake of simplicity, this work so far focused on the interaction of SCE
with remote attestation when each of these components possess and share their
own symmetric key with the program vendor and the verifier, respectively. A
practical application, however, also requires a strategy to deploy these keys to a
target device. A common approach to tackle this problem is the use of public-key
cryptography. Hereby, each target device possesses its own pair of public and
private key. The respective private key is kept secretly within the device itself
and the public key is made publicly available to facilitate encryption of symmetric
key material for SCE and remote attestation. Upon startup, the target device
then loads and decrypts the respective key material by using its private key.
In the following, the target device uses the decrypted symmetric keys to run
deployed SCE-protected software and to attest its state to a remote verifier. The
benefit of such key management approach is that, completely independent of a
remote verifier, everyone is able to deploy SCE-encrypted software to a specific
device in the field. This further emphasizes the relevance of remote attestation on
SCE-enabled devices: Even when program execution is protected by SCE, remote
parties do not know which program is running on the target device. Remote
attestation hence complements SCE techniques by allowing remote parties to
ascertain that a specific program is running on the device they communicate
with.

4.4 Evaluation
The overhead of our attestation concept strongly depends on the particular type of
remote attestation being used, i.e., static, graph, path, or hybrid attestation. To
quantify the runtime and code size overhead of our prototype, we hence perform
a two-step approach. First, we perform micro benchmarks to characterize the
performance of our attestation library. Second, we use these numbers to estimate
the cost of arbitrary types of remote attestation based on our library. We then
verify these estimates by also performing macro benchmarks.
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Figure 4.4: Runtime performance.

4.4.1 Library Characterization
As discussed in Section 4.3, our attestation library supports the Keccak permuta-
tion in three different sizes, i.e., 400, 800, and 1600 bits. We hence characterize
our library by performing a micro benchmark for each of these configurations.
This micro benchmark invokes measurement syscalls, as used for graph and path
attestation, in a loop and hereby measures the syscall execution time tabsorb.

In more detail, the benchmark invokes the measurement syscall with 64bits
of data to be absorbed into the MAC. This syscall then either yields a high
execution time, when the permutation needs to be computed, or a low execution
time, when the data can be directly xor-ed into the Keccak state. The minimum
execution time for a measurement syscall, i.e., min (tabsorb), then gives a rough
estimate for the overhead of trapping to machine mode, extracting the SCFP
state, and xor-ing 64 bits of data to the attestation state. Similarly, the maximum
execution time, i.e., max (tabsorb), provides an approximation of the additional
cost for computing one permutation. Finally, by measuring the attestation of a
larger chunk of memory and by taking into account the number of bytes that
can be absorbed with one permutation, the expected net runtime cost for the
permutation in terms of cycles-per-byte (cpb) has been determined.

The runtime results gathered from this naive evaluation of our attestation
library are depicted in Figure 4.4. The visualization shows that the minimum
cost for absorbing data into the attestation MAC is roughly 300 cycles for all
configurations. However, the actual performance of the tested Keccak permu-
tations differs notably. While Keccak-p[400,12] consumes 106 cpb on average
for transforming its state, Keccak-p[800,12] and Keccak-p[1600,12] consume less
than 80 cpb. The reason for this discrepancy in performance is the amount of
data that can be processed with each permutation call and the performance of
the respective permutation. We captured this figure by measuring the maximum
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absorption runtime, which is dominated by the execution time of the permutation.
Even though, in this measurement, computing the Keccak-p[400,12] permutation
is the fastest with 5219 cycles, it can still not make up for the significantly smaller
state compared to the larger instantiations. Keccak-p[1600,12], on the other
hand, achieves a similar net runtime performance as Keccak-p[800,12], because
its state is twice the size and its permutation requires approximately twice the
time of the smaller configuration.

Note, however, that these results, while sufficient for our prototype, are still
far from optimized. In particular, the Keccak-p[800,12] configuration should in
theory be slightly faster than the Keccak-p[400,12] configuration given that the
same number of rounds is computed and considering that the 32-bit lane size
best suits the given processor architecture. However, less then optimal code is
currently emitted by the customized, SCFP-enhanced compiler, which explains
the current results.

4.4.2 Runtime Overhead Estimation and Validation
Based on our library characterization, the following formulas estimate the runtime
cost for initialization tinit, finalization tfinal, arbitrary measurement operations
tmeasure, and the whole attestation ttotal.

tinit = max (tabsorb)
tfinal = max (tabsorb)

tmeasure = nmeasurements · min (tabsorb) + nbytes · cpb
ttotal = tinit + tmeasure + tfinal

= 2 · max (tabsorb) + nbytes · cpb
+ nmeasurements · min (tabsorb)

In more detail, initialization and finalization each consist of a context switch
and exactly one permutation call and are hence approximated by the maximum
measured absorption time. On the other hand, the overhead of the measure-
ment operation depends on the concrete attestation type and linearly scales
with the number of absorbed bytes nbytes and the number of measurement calls
nmeasurements. Hereby, context switches induce an overhead in each measure-
ment call that is approximated with the minimum absorption time. In addition,
each absorbed byte requires cpb time in the permutation on average. Finally,

Table 4.1: Runtime overhead when attesting coremark.

Measured Estimated
[cycles] [cycles]

Static Attestation 4,615,903 4,629,993
Graph Attestation 13,547 16,242
Path Attestation 198,065 197,848
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the runtime cost for the overall attestation operation ttotal is the sum of the
individual components. Inserting the numbers acquired during library characteri-
zation yields a formula for ttotal that estimates the overhead of our prototype
for all the discussed attestation modes including the hybrid approach. Using
Keccak-p[800,12] within our library, e.g., yields the following overhead formula:

ttotal = 15334 + 284 · nmeasurements + 78 · nbytes

Note that the algorithmic complexity for the different remote attestation
approaches can directly be deduced from the derived formula. Namely, for
straight-forward static attestation, the overhead scales with the number of
attested bytes, i.e., O(nbytes), given that the number of measurement calls is
typically fixed to one. Similarly, one-shot graph attestation only performs a
single measurement of the fixed-size SCE state and thus has the complexity
O(1). Finally, traditional path attestation attests a fixed amount of bytes per
measurement call, i.e., nbytes ∝ nmeasurement, and hence its overhead scales with
the number of measurement calls and has complexity O(nmeasurements).

Validation. To countercheck that our overhead estimation provides sensible
results, we implemented different remote attestation approaches for coremark1
and compare the measured overhead with the expected value. In more detail, for
20 iterations of the program, we measure exactly how much runtime overhead
is introduced by computing attestation tags for static, one-shot graph, and
path attestation, respectively. For static attestation, we measure the SCE
encrypted code segment of the application, i.e., 59156 bytes, before executing
the program. For graph attestation, the SCE state at the end of the benchmark
including the total execution time of the SCE loop are measured. Finally,
for path attestation, additionally the SCE state as well as the result of the
core_bench_list, core_bench_state, and core_bench_matrix functions is
measured. Thus, already 201 measurements of 8 bytes each are performed when
20 benchmark iterations are calculated. Note that, even though reporting actual
values is not permitted when the benchmark code is modified, neither static nor
graph attestation negatively impacts the determined coremark score. Both modes
do not require to perform additional computations within the benchmarked region.
Path attestation, on the other hand, decreases the score given that additional
measurements are intertwined with the benchmark.

The determined runtime overhead values, for the Keccak-p[800,12] variant
of our library, are summarized in Table 4.1. It can be seen that even our
simple runtime overhead estimation approach already provides quite reliable
results on the benchmarked hardware. Considering that only the total number
of measurements and the total number of measured bytes has to be known,
the overhead of arbitrary hybrid schemes can therefore be estimated using the
formula. Alternatively, when the tolerable overhead is constrained by a maximum
value, inverting the formula and deriving the required performance characteristics
for the attestation implementation is also possible.

1https://github.com/eembc/coremark
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4.4.3 Memory
In addition to runtime, we determined the code size of our attestation routines
and the amount of data stored in memory. The respective results are visualized
in Table 4.2. It shows that the size of data held in memory is dominated by
the size of the attestation state. In terms of code size, the implementations for
the different state sizes differ considerably. For example, the implementation
using a 1600-bit Keccak state is with 5472 bytes the largest due to extensive loop
unrolling, more complex rotation operations, and additional memory accesses.
The implementations using the 400- and 800-bit Keccak permutations, on the
other hand, require around 3500 bytes for code, which is only 64 % of the code
size for Keccak-p[1600,12].

4.4.4 Further Remarks
As shown in our estimation formula, the attestation runtime overhead does not
only depend on the performance characteristics of the implementation, but also
on the selected attestation methodology and the attested application.

We therefore deliberately refrain from directly comparing the performance
and overhead of our prototype with related work. On the one hand, in terms of
graph attestation, there is yet no related work which features similar capabilities.
On the other hand, the software that has been attested by related work is
either not available or hardly meaningful. The commonly referenced open
syringe pump Arduino code2, for example, has to be heavily modified to be
runnable on custom hardware which defeats the purpose of being comparable.
Moreover, it only consists of a few nested loops with function calls and can easily
be replaced by any benchmark program. Finally, for path attestation in the
context of physical attacks, all the related work we are aware of solely relies on
hardware implementations. Considering that our prototype only implements the
SCE scheme in hardware and the remaining attestation functionality in hardly
optimized software, no sensible results are expected from such a comparison.

2https://github.com/naroom/OpenSyringePump/blob/master/syringePump/
syringePump.ino

Table 4.2: Memory requirements.

Code Size Data Size
[bytes] [bytes]

Keccak-p[400,12] 3,464 64
Keccak-p[800,12] 3,540 112
Keccak-p[1600,12] 5,472 216

https://github.com/naroom/OpenSyringePump/blob/master/syringePump/syringePump.ino
https://github.com/naroom/OpenSyringePump/blob/master/syringePump/syringePump.ino
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4.5 Conclusion
Remote attestation provides a tool to prove the authenticity of an embedded
device to a remote user. However, current remote attestation schemes have
significant drawbacks. While static attestation schemes are vulnerable to TOC-
TOU attacks, path attestation is able to detect runtime attacks, but requires the
transmission of the whole execution path for verification.

To overcome these issues, this work presented a novel approach to remote
attestation for embedded devices in the presence of both software and hardware-
based attacks. In this concept, we leveraged the properties of SCE techniques
to introduce graph attestation. Graph attestation is a highly efficient variant
to attest the execution of an embedded device. In particular, graph attestation
makes use of the instruction- and address-dependent secret that is used for
instruction stream decryption within SCE to prove that the execution has been
valid until a certain checkpoint. This approach is highly flexible and allows
to trade off between performance and detection accuracy. Namely, a single
checkpoint at the end of a program is sufficient to attest the validity of the
program execution up to that point. On the other hand, placing checkpoints at
arbitrary positions in the program, possibly even at every single instruction, is
feasible as well and permits to implement full path attestation on top of graph
attestation.

We further presented an approach to perform online license checks in embedded
devices by extending our remote attestation concept based on SCE. In particular,
our licensing extension provides a mechanism to remote parties that allows to
unlock the execution of protected code snippets at the embedded device by using
special licensing tokens. Namely, only if the embedded device executed correctly
and remote attestation yields a positive result, the device is able to decrypt
these tokens and to inject them into the SCE scheme to enable execution of the
protected code. Otherwise, correct decryption and application of the licensing
token is impossible for the embedded device.

Finally, we implemented our remote attestation concept using a sponge-based
MAC and the Keccak permutation with different state sizes. We evaluated
our implementations on an 32-bit RISC-V processor supporting SCFP-encoded
software regarding runtime and code size. This evaluation showed that on this
platform the 800-bit Keccak permutation is the most suitable for attestation as
it yields a code sized as small as 3540 bytes and a throughput of efficient 78 cpb
when performing measurements.
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Efficiently and securely interacting with memory is, after the actual computa-
tion, the second most important task of a processor. Unfortunately, contemporary
processors also fail in this domain as soon as physical characteristics of the device
can be monitored (e.g., side-channel attacks) or direct access to the memory is
granted (e.g., probing of PCB signals).

This second part of the thesis, hence, focuses on the protection of arbitrary
data in the memory subsystem by presenting a hardware framework for memory
encryption and a side-channel hardened cache architecture. The content of Part II
is largely based on two publications [Wer+17; Wer+19b]. The enumeration below
maps the individual chapters to the respective papers, clarifies my contributions,
and acknowledges the work of my collaborators.

• Chapter 5 is primarily based on the following publication that was presented
at FPL 2017 in Ghent (Belgium):
Mario Werner, Thomas Unterluggauer, Robert Schilling, David Schaf-
fenrath, and Stefan Mangard. “Transparent memory encryption and au-
thentication.” In: Field Programmable Logic and Applications – FPL. 2017,
pp. 1–6. doi: 10.23919/FPL.2017.8056797

I am the main author of this paper, wrote the majority of the text, built the
proof of concept, designed and implemented large parts of the presented
HDL framework, and performed all benchmarks. Thomas Unterluggauer
contributed to the text, the design, and heavily to the implementation of
the final framework. Robert Schilling and David Schaffenrath implemented
a prior memory encryption hardware module. While the initial implemen-
tation had to be dropped due to design issues, valuable insights on the
problem domain were gained. Stefan Mangard provided the original idea
on investigating memory encryption on Zynq FPGAs.

• Chapter 6 is primarily based on the following publication that was presented
at the USENIX Security Symposium 2019 in Santa Clara (California, USA):
Mario Werner, Thomas Unterluggauer, Lukas Giner, Michael Schwarz,
Daniel Gruss, and Stefan Mangard. “ScatterCache: Thwarting Cache
Attacks via Cache Set Randomization.” In: USENIX Security Symposium.
2019, pp. 675–692. url: https://www.usenix.org/conference/usenixsecur
ity19/presentation/werner

Again, I am the main author of this paper, contributed the initial idea,
and lead the design of ScatterCache in the numerous design discussions.
Furthermore, I wrote a major part of the text, built the Yocto-based software
stack, and performed final evaluations with gem5. Thomas Unterluggauer
contributed to the text, performed the initial gem5 simulations, and helped
greatly in shaping the concept as well as the analytical analysis. Lukas Giner
implemented the custom cache simulator, performed the SPEC evaluations,
and delivered numerical analysis results including the respective paper text.
Michael Schwarz, Daniel Gruss, and Stefan Mangard worked on the text
and provided invaluable guidance on the concept in terms of feasibility and
security implications.

https://doi.org/10.23919/FPL.2017.8056797
https://www.usenix.org/conference/usenixsecurity19/presentation/werner
https://www.usenix.org/conference/usenixsecurity19/presentation/werner


5
Transparent Memory Encryption and

Authentication

Techniques like disk/firmware encryption [Wil15], and to a certain degree secure
boot [San15], are established concepts for protecting software Intellectual Property
(IP) as well as sensitive data in Non-Volatile Memory (NVM). However, basically
every modern device additionally relies on substantial amounts of unprotected
Random-Access Memory (RAM) to process the increasing amounts of data.
Subsequently, attackers with physical access to the RAM are able to read from
and/or tamper with sensitive data.

There already exist several encryption and authentication techniques to
protect data in RAM. The concurrently developed SCM [Cle+17c] approach, for
example, provides authentication for read-only memory—usable for code. Also,
CBC-ESSIV [Fru05], XEX [Rog04], XTS [Sto08], and the counter mode [DK06;
Rog+07; SOD05; Yan+06] have been proposed for RAM encryption. While
these encryption modes ensure confidentiality, none of them provides authenticity.
Even worse, certain modes like counter mode encryption even lose confidentiality
in case of active attacks such as spoofing, splicing and replay attacks [Elb+09].
In spoofing attacks, an attacker simply replaces an existing memory block with
arbitrary data, in splicing attacks, the data at address A is replaced with the
data at address B, and in replay attacks, the data at a given address is replaced
with an older version of the data at the same address. To protect against these
active attacks, various tree-based RAM authentication techniques, e.g., Tamper
Evident Counter (TEC) trees [Elb+07], exist.

While previous work [DK06; Rog+07; SOD05; Yan+06] continually improved
RAM encryption techniques, virtually all lack practical implementations and do
only simulations to estimate the performance. On the other hand, recent imple-
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mentations of RAM encryption and authentication as in, e.g., Intel’s SGX [Gue16],
AMD [KPW16], remain closed source. Yet, there is a strong need for freely avail-
able implementations given the threat of physical attacks and the trend towards
custom hardware featuring embedded RISC-V System-on-Chips (SoCs).

Contribution. In this chapter, we present MEMSEC, a modular open-source
framework1 for transparent RAM encryption and authentication which is config-
urable for different ciphers, cryptographic modes, and block sizes. The building
blocks of our framework are written in VHDL and, while being developed for Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), are also suitable for Application Specific
Integrated Circuit (ASIC) designs. We evaluate our framework to give the first
comprehensive comparison of performance results of practical implementations of
RAM encryption and authentication in various cryptographic configurations. For
evaluation, we use the Xilinx Zynq platform and let the ARM Central Processing
Unit (CPU) access the memory via our transparent memory encryption module
in the FPGA. At 50 MHz, our implementations of different cryptographic modes
using Prince [Bor+12a; Bor+12b] and AES give a performance upper and lower
bound of 187 and 35 MB/s read bandwidth, respectively. We further show that
the Authenticated Encryption (AE) cipher Ascon [Dob+16] gives very practical
results for RAM encryption and authentication when replay attacks are not
concerned. For applications further threatened by replay attacks, we provide
an Ascon-based implementation of the TEC tree, reaching up to 47 MB/s read
bandwidth.

Outline. This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 describes the chal-
lenges and introduces the concepts of our memory encryption framework. Authen-
tication trees, including the implementation using our framework, are discussed
in Section 5.2. Finally, the evaluation and conclusion are content of Section 5.3
and Section 5.4.

5.1 RAM Encryption Framework
RAM is in general a very fast and heavily used system resource. Transparently
encrypting it, by placing an encryption pipeline between CPU and memory
controller (outlined in Figure 5.1), is therefore a challenging task. This section
discusses the various challenges involved and gives details on the functionality
and design rationales behind our framework. Furthermore, the application of
the framework to achieve transparent memory encryption for the AXI4 bus is
discussed.

5.1.1 Challenges
In modern FPGAs, RAM is typically exposed to the programmable logic via
memory controllers which feature standard bus interfaces (e.g., AXI4, Avalon, . . . ).

1https://github.com/IAIK/memsec

https://github.com/IAIK/memsec
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Figure 5.1: Zynq platform with memory encryption module.

Using such an interface, reading from or writing to memory can be performed
by simply issuing the respective bus request. Even though in practice most of
the memory requests have a well defined format (e.g., processor cache lines),
there are in general no restrictions regarding alignment and request size. On
the other hand, cryptographic primitives always have alignment and block size
requirements which have to be matched. These diverging constraints make the
transparent encryption of RAM quite challenging. Additionally, some ciphers and
modes of operation additionally require metadata (e.g., counters, nonces, tags)
to operate correctly. Processing this metadata at the correct time is essential
to achieve good performance and complicates the issue of data alignment even
further.

Finally, many optimizations and peculiarities of the used bus architecture
itself have to be considered. A common performance tweak to speed up cache line
fills is, for example, the use of wrapping burst. Such burst are problematic given
that the requested data order does not match the order of the data in memory.
Other peculiarities, which have to be considered for memory encryption, are
for example write strobes, narrow transfers, and even complete interface width
mismatches. In summary, every possible request which can be issued via the bus
interface also has to be supported with transparent memory encryption in place.

5.1.2 Framework and Application to AXI4
Even though each individual challenge is minor, the overall resulting complexity
is quite high. To cope with this complexity, a divide and conquer approach is
used in our framework. The result is a comprehensive collection of modular
building blocks which individually implement very limited functionality. However,
arbitrary memory encryption units, with support for any cipher and encryption
mode, can be built by arranging the individual modules in a pipeline structure.

Key to this flexibility are fully synchronized, unidirectional stream interfaces
to interconnect the building blocks. On the majority of blocks, these stream
interfaces receive and forward metadata (e.g., addresses, lengths, flags, . . . ) as
well as a configurable amount of memory data (i.e., depending on the external
interface widths). The synchronization ensures that neither timing issues nor
congestion cause data to be lost. Furthermore, registers and FIFOs can be placed
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Figure 5.2: Simple AXI4 memory encryption pipeline which processes write requests
using a RMW approach.

at arbitrary positions to cut combinatorial paths and to decouple the individual
modules for better performance.

Transparent memory encryption for the AXI4 bus can, for example, be realized
using a pipeline as shown in Figure 5.2. The depicted pipeline provides one slave
and one master interfaces (see boxes with white background). The boxes which
are shaded in light gray are used for reading from encrypted memory. Blocks
which are shaded in dark gray are dedicated to writing to encrypted memory.

The slave interface (denoted as CPU) receives unencrypted requests that
are serviced like without memory encryption. The master interface (denoted
as Memory) on the other hand is used to actually store the encrypted data to
the physical memory. The pipeline in Figure 5.2 is able to deal with all the
previously discussed challenges and supports the use of arbitrary block-based
cryptographic primitives or modes. Alignment and block size mismatches are
addressed by artificially widening every request during request modification. For
memory writes, this leads to the need for a Read-Modify-Write (RMW) approach
when writing small data fragments. Interestingly, a RMW approach is required
for AXI4 in any case to properly support write strobes. Therefore, all memory
writes in this example pipeline are performed as RMW, which even permits to
reuse the request modification, the memory reader, and the decryption for writes.
The following types of building block categories are provided by the framework:

Bus Interface

Depending on the FPGA vendor, different types of bus interfaces are used to
interact with memory. To outsource this dependency, interface converters are
needed to establish the connection between the external bus interfaces and the
framework-internal stream interface. The bus interface plays a major role in the
framework on both the unencrypted slave and the encrypted master side. On
the slave side, converters are involved in the translation of the initial request,
the decoding of written data, the encoding of read data, and the error reporting.
Similarly, on the master side, support for performing memory reads and writes
(e.g., request issuing, data encoding, response processing, . . . ) is required.
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Figure 5.3: Request modification for a nonce based encryption and authentication
scheme like Ascon [Dob+16]. CPU memory requests are split into chunks
with additional alignment to incorporate metadata for the AE scheme.

Request Modification

Probably the most important part of the memory encryption pipeline is request
modification. In this step, requests from the slave interface are translated to the
requests on the master interface. This translation takes the memory alignment
and block size requirements of the employed cipher mode into account and widens
the requests accordingly. Additionally, also metadata is considered in cases where
the encryption scheme is not length preserving and even additional requests can
be injected into the pipeline when needed.

An example for a translation, suitable for a nonce-based authenticated en-
cryption scheme, is shown in Figure 5.3. In the first step, the actually received
CPU request is split based on the data block size of the cryptographic primitive.
This splitting determines which logical blocks are affected by the request and
have to be fetched. In the second step, taking into account the logical blocks
and the amount of required metadata, it is then possible to determine the actual
physical memory request. Note that during request modification only the size of
the metadata is important. The actual semantic and positioning of the metadata
within the physical block on the other hand is not.

En-/Decryption

Encryption and decryption blocks contain the actual ciphers which can typically
be further decomposed into a cryptographic primitive and a suitable mode of
operation. The cipher blocks only have to support encryption/decryption of
memory requests with alignment and block size appropriate for the respective
primitive, which greatly reduces implementation complexity. Furthermore, the
actual layout of each block (e.g., what bytes are metadata) can be freely defined
by the cipher blocks. However, to keep latency as low as possible it is advised to
interleave the metadata with the ciphertext. By doing so, the metadata arrives
at the cipher exactly in the moment it is actually needed. Figure 5.3 shows such
an interleaving for a nonce based authenticated encryption scheme like Ascon.
In this example, the nonce, used for initialization, is placed at the beginning and
the tag, used for verification, is placed at the end of each block.
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Data Stream Modification

Operating with the data which passes through the pipeline is another important
part of the framework. Therefore, various building blocks which transform the
data stream are provided. This includes support for injecting new data beats into
the stream, for dropping existing data beats, for zero initializing whole requests,
for filtering data based on the address, and for replacing individual bytes by
taking into account address and write strobe information. Furthermore, the
support for reordering individual data beats, which is needed to process wrapping
bursts efficiently, can be assigned to this category of building blocks.

Miscellaneous

In addition to the main building blocks, also a comprehensive selection of support-
ing building blocks is provided by the framework. These blocks provide common
functionality to the main blocks and are further handy for newly developed
components. Examples for such supporting blocks are synchronization primitives
for handshake signals, register stages with synchronization, and serialization as
well as deserialization blocks for data rate conversions.

5.1.3 Optimizations
Performance optimization is in general a tough challenge given that detailed
knowledge about the usage profile is required. However, some simple tweaks
can also be performed by exploiting knowledge about the used hardware. For
example, a CPU cache with AXI4 interface typically refills cache lines by using
wrapping bursts to decrease latency. The framework’s WrapBurstCache permits
to implement such bursts efficiently (i.e., single memory read) by reordering data
beats within the pipeline.

Another important property of the framework regarding optimization is that
each building block is highly configurable via VHDL generics. This not only
is a necessity to support various ciphers, but also permits to perfectly adopt a
memory encryption pipeline to the expected workload. Aligning the cipher block
size (excl. metadata) with the expected request size (e.g., cache line size), for
example, typically maximizes the performance.

Finally, requesting data from and writing data to the memory controller has
been optimized. In particular, separate bus interface blocks are used for issuing
requests as well as for sending and receiving data. This separation permits to
place each operation at the earliest possible point into the pipeline which reduces
latency. Furthermore, even multiple sequential requests (e.g., several reads) can
be scheduled before any data block on the first request has been processed.

5.2 Authentication Trees
In this section we extend our pipeline in Figure 5.2 to implement authentication
trees that provide replay protection.
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5.2.1 Requirements
The pipeline depicted in Figure 5.2 facilitates the implementation of various
variants of RAM encryption and authentication that provide RAM confidentiality
and protection against active RAM spoofing and splicing attacks. However,
many applications also require protection against replay attacks, where an active
attacker replaces parts of the memory with valid ciphertexts (and tags) observed
at a previous point in time. Such feature can be obtained from using an AE
scheme like Ascon in an extended version of the pipeline in Figure 5.2. Namely,
this pipeline must store all nonces securely on the FPGA such that they cannot be
modified by attackers. In this way, nonces cannot be replayed and any malicious
modification is detected. However, since the amount of available secure storage
is typically limited, RAM authentication with replay protection usually relies on
authentication trees. By storing every block in RAM within an authentication
tree, only the tree root must be stored in a trusted environment. Since the tree
root reflects the current state of the tree and is authentic, any tampering in RAM
can be detected.

5.2.2 Functionality
The authentication tree used in this work is a variant of the TEC [Elb+07] tree
as depicted in Figure 5.4. Hereby, the data in RAM is split into blocks and the
blocks are authenticated and encrypted using the AE cipher Ascon. The nonces
required for AE are recursively stored in a tree where all nodes are authenticated
and encrypted as well. The root nonce is stored on the trusted FPGA chip. The
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tree nodes themselves are stored after the data nodes and are located at the end
of the RAM as visualized in Figure 5.5.

To support TEC trees, the pipeline in Figure 5.2 is extended as shown in
Figure 5.6. Its basic data flow is thus identical. Light and dark shades denote
modules required for read and write operations, respectively. Modules required
to support authentication trees are depicted with dashed edges. For both read
and write accesses, the pipeline traverses the tree in a single pass from the root to
the respective data leaf node by decrypting (and updating) the nonce of the next
lower level and verifying (and computing) the respective node’s tag. Hereby, the
RequestModifier injects all tree node requests additionally required to decrypt
and authenticate the data requested by the CPU. Besides, authentication errors
of all nodes accessed in the read part are accumulated to form the CPU response.

However, for uninitialized memory tag verification will typically fail. Hence,
zero-valued nonces are used to tag uninitialized memory. This works as follows.
The root nonce is initialized zero upon startup. On read accesses, verification
errors are suppressed whenever a zero-valued nonce is encountered on the path
from the root to the accessed leaf. On write accesses, the plaintexts of all nodes
are initialized zero on the path from the root to the leaf from the point on when
a zero nonce is encountered, and the actual write path is written as desired. In
this way, uninitialized subtrees are automatically assigned a zero nonce.

5.2.3 Optimizations
Authentication trees as in Figure 5.4 have significant memory and performance
overheads due to the processing of the additional tree nodes. An important
parameter to reduce this overhead is the tree arity since it has direct influence
on the tree height. The implementation thus allows the configuration of different
tree arities to find the setup with the lowest overhead.

Furthermore, on the implementation side, the design in Figure 5.6 uses a
NonceCache to optimize read performance. The NonceCache is directly mapped
using the least significant RAM address bits and can be configured for different
sizes. However, the NonceCache does not improve write performance. An
optimization that improves both read and write accesses are multiple tree roots
in the SecureRoot. While multiple roots increase the demand for secure on-chip
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storage, they effectively reduce the tree height. Our implementation can be
configured for an arbitrary number of on-chip roots.

5.3 Evaluation and Discussion
The proposed framework has been evaluated using a ZedBoard featuring a Xilinx
Zynq XC7Z020 SoC and 512 MB DDR3 RAM. This SoC provides a dual core
ARM Cortex-A9 Processing System (PS) and a Xilinx Artix-7 Programmable
Logic (PL) which are connected using AXI interfaces. Figure 5.1 shows how
the encryption pipelines from the previous sections are placed into the PL to
perform transparent memory encryption. To ease comparison, all designs have
been evaluated at 50 MHz FPGA frequency, provide 256 MB of protected memory
to the ARM processors in the PS, and use the 32-bit GP0 interface to the CPU
as well as the 64-bit HP0 interface to the memory. Note that operating the
32-bit interface at 50 MHz limits the maximum achievable bandwidth between
processor and memory to 200 MB/s. As benchmarks, tinymembench2 0.3 and
lmbench 3.0-a9 [MS96] have been used on top of the Xilinx Linux kernel3 4.4 (git
tag 2016.2). Note that not only the benchmarks, but also the operating system
itself has been executed within the transparently encrypted memory.

Cipher Modes and Configurations

The performance of the design in Figure 5.2 has been evaluated with the Ascon
AE cipher (64-bit nonce and tag) as well as the block ciphers Prince and AES in
ECB, CBC-ESSIV, and XTS mode. Additionally, the design in Figure 5.6, which
provides full memory encryption and authentication using an 8-ary TEC tree
with 1024 roots, has been measured using Ascon as the cryptographic primitive.
Depending on the cipher, different implementation strategies (Prince = fully
pipelined, Ascon + AES = round based) have been used.

However, we stress that these cryptographic primitives have only be chosen
to evaluate how the performance of the encryption pipeline is affected by the
cipher/mode. Namely, from the security point of view, we pronounce against
using AES and Prince in ECB mode. Furthermore, using Prince in CBC and XTS
mode is also not recommended given that the cipher does not offer related-key
security. In particular, both CBC and XTS use Prince in a related-key setting
where the whitening key is either eliminated or tweaked.

All configurations have been evaluated in their most promising parameteriza-
tion. In most cases, this corresponds to aligning the block size of the cryptographic
mode with the processor’s last-level cache line size (32 bytes). The only exception
is the Ascon-based TEC tree, which is configured with a data block size of
64 bytes.

2https://github.com/ssvb/tinymembench
3https://github.com/Xilinx/linux-xlnx.git

https://github.com/ssvb/tinymembench
https://github.com/Xilinx/linux-xlnx.git
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Figure 5.7: Memory bandwidth determined with tinymembench (NEON read
prefetched (64 bytes step), NEON fill).

Bandwidth and Parameter selection

Figure 5.7 depicts the memory bandwidth of the various ciphers and modes of
operation. The results for Prince clearly dominate the comparison, reaching
between 82 % and 67 % of the maximum possible read bandwidth. This is due to
the fully pipelined implementation which features only two cycles latency. The
performance achieved with Prince ECB is in fact even comparable to using the
pipeline without any cipher and for rate conversion only.

Regarding write bandwidth, all modes are capped at around 105 MB/s al-
though the non-tree modes are supposed to have identical read and write perfor-
mance. As it turns out, the reason for the observed write bandwidth limit is not
the encryption pipeline itself, but the sequential way write requests are issued
from the CPU cache in our setup. To achieve full write bandwidth, multiple
parallel write requests would be needed.

Compared to Prince, the bandwidth results for the round-based AES imple-
mentation show the other side of the spectrum for the ECB, CBC, and XTS
modes. Note that the use of multiple AES cores in parallel would be possible
to increase the bandwidth of the ECB and XTS mode. CBC on the other hand
would not benefit from additional cipher hardware at all given its algorithmic
dependencies.

Ascon covers the middle ground regarding bandwidth, but additionally pro-
vides spoofing and splicing protection. Interestingly, also the replay-protected
Ascon TEC-tree performs comparable to the AES modes regarding read band-
width. The write bandwidth of the tree on the other hand is worse. However, even
this number is comprehensible considering that, in the evaluated parameteriza-
tion, writing between 1 and 32bytes of memory actually requires to read, decrypt,
encrypt, and write 360 bytes. Decreasing the size of the protected memory as
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Figure 5.8: Memory read bandwidth determined with tinymembench of Prince CBC
with different block sizes and cache controller configurations.

well as increasing the cache line size of the processor are ways to improve write
performance for the tree.

At least for reads, the effect of bigger cache line sizes can be evaluated by
enabling the double line fill feature of the cache controller. Due to the bigger
requests, read bandwidth is typically increased. With double line fill enabled,
Prince-ECB even reaches up to 94 % of the possible bandwidth (i.e., 187 MB/s).
However, the correct parameterization of the pipeline is important as shown in
Figure 5.8. Unfortunately, the double line fill feature cannot replace a cache with
doubled line size since only read requests are widened. Namely, write requests
still have standard size and scale like standard read requests. Operating the
encryption pipeline with double line fill enabled and parameters that increase
read performance thus typically reduces write performance.

Latency

Compared to cache accesses, RAM accesses are slow and adding transparent
RAM encryption further exacerbates this situation. However, as shown in
Figure 5.9, the actual impact on the latency strongly depends on the used
cryptographic primitive. The 265 ns from the Prince ECB implementation again
can be considered as an estimate for the latency cost of our memory encryption
framework. However, taking the real memory latency of the hardware (∼ 80 ns)
into account, the actual overhead of the FPGA design is around 185 ns. At
our evaluation frequency (50 MHz), this corresponds to a minimum overhead of
merely 9 cycles. The Ascon-based TEC tree on the other hand has the highest
latency of all evaluated designs. Yet, it has to be put into perspective that the
tree mode has to decrypt much more data (4 tree nodes + 1 data node).
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Figure 5.9: Memory read latency determined with lmbench (lat_mem_rd 8M).

Frequency

The maximum clock frequency is also an important property given that higher
frequencies increase bandwidth and decrease latency. While we evaluated all
designs at the same frequency of 50 MHz, all of them can be clocked higher.
Namely, enabling optimizations in the Electronic Design Automation (EDA)
tool (Vivado) already increases the maximum frequency of the designs to values
between and 63 MHz and 75 MHz (up to +50 %). Nevertheless, even then, the
critical path is mainly determined by routing delay. This is due to the fact that
the used Artix 7 FPGA (speed grade 1) is an entry model. The next stronger
Zynq XC7Z030 speed grade 1 model with Kintex 7 FPGA, for example, can
already operate the slowest design (Ascon tree) at 93 MHz (= +86 %). Using
an XC7Z030 with speed grade 3 even yields a maximum frequency of 126 MHz
(= +152 %) for the tree design.

FPGA Utilization

Figure 5.10 visualizes the consumed hardware resources on our target SoC FPGA
in terms of flip flops and lookup tables. The XC7Z020 features a total of 53,200
lookup tables of which between 8.9 % (Prince ECB) and 19.2 % (Ascon tree)
are occupied by our designs. Similarly, between 2.3 % and 4.4 % of the 106,400
available flip flops are used. The use of the 36 kbit block RAMs is also negligible
(4.5 blocks of the available 140) given that they are solely used in the Ascon tree
design for the tree roots and as simple nonce cache. Considering that the used
FPGA is more or less an entry-level device, more than enough resources remain
available for other use cases.
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Figure 5.10: FPGA Utilization of the used Xilinx Zynq XC7Z020 SoC.

5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented an open-source framework of modular building blocks
to implement RAM encryption solutions. A simple, fully synchronized stream
interface is used to connect the individual blocks and permits to easily replace
specific components as needed. As the result, realizing arbitrary encryption
pipelines is as simple as connecting the needed blocks according to the data
flow graph of the design. The evaluation, using various cipher primitives and
modes, shows that our framework is very flexible and can easily support differing
block sizes and memory alignment constraints. An example that showcases this
flexibility is that also novel cryptographic modes, like the side-channel protected
MEAS [UWM19] scheme, can be implemented successfully with our framework.
The fact that the winning team of MITRE’s eCTF security competition4 in
2019 employed our open-source framework in their design further underlines its
usefulness. Finally, the results demonstrate that retrofitting memory encryption
to Zynq SoCs is feasible and that Ascon (with and without tree) is a decent choice
for memory encryption, when authenticity is desired in addition to confidentiality.

4https://mitrecyberacademy.org/competitions/embedded/

https://mitrecyberacademy.org/competitions/embedded/


6
ScatterCache: Thwarting Cache
Attacks via Cache Set Randomization

Caches are core components of today’s computing architectures. They bridge the
performance gap between Central Processing Unit (CPU) cores and a computer’s
main memory. However, in the past two decades, caches have turned out to be
the origin of a wide range of security threats [Ber05; Bul+18; GSM15; Koc+19;
Koc96; Lip+18b; Liu+15; OST06; YF14]. In particular, the intrinsic timing
behavior of caches that speeds up computing systems allows for cache side-channel
attacks (cache attacks), which are able to recover secret information.

Historically, research on cache attacks primarily focused on cryptographic
algorithms [Ber05; Liu+15; OST06; YF14]. More recently, however, cache
attacks like Prime+Probe [Liu+15; Mau+17; OST06; Per05; Sch+17] and
Flush+Reload [GSM15; YF14] have also been used to attack address-space-
layout randomization [Gra+17; Gru+16a; JLK16], keystroke processing and
inter-keystroke timing [Gru+16b; GSM15; Sch+18c], and general-purpose compu-
tations [Zha+14]. For shared caches on modern multi-core CPUs, Prime+Probe
and Flush+Reload even work across cores executing code from different security
domains, e.g., processes or virtual machines.

The most simple cache attacks, however, are covert channels [Mau+15a;
Mau+17; WXW12]. In contrast to a regular side-channel attack, in a covert chan-
nel, the “victim” is colluding and actively trying to transmit data to the attacker,
e.g., running in a different security domain. For instance, Meltdown [Lip+18b],
Spectre [Koc+19], and Foreshadow [Bul+18] use cache covert channels to transfer
secrets from the transient execution domain to an attacker. These recent exam-
ples highlight the importance of finding practical approaches to thwart cache
attacks.
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To cope with cache attacks, there has been much research on ways to identify
information leaks in a software’s memory access pattern, such as static code [DK17;
Doy+13; KMO12; MWK17] and dynamic program analysis [Ira+17; Wei+18;
Xia+17; ZHS16]. However, mitigating these leaks both generically and efficiently
is difficult. While there are techniques to design software without address-
based information leaks, such as unifying control flow [Cop+09] and bitsliced
implementations of cryptography [Kön08; KS09; RSD06], their general application
to arbitrary software remains difficult. Hence, protecting against cache attacks
puts a significant burden on software developers aiming to protect secrets in the
view of microarchitectural details that vary a lot across different Instruction-Set
Architecture (ISA) implementations.

A different direction to counteract cache attacks is to design more resilient
cache architectures. Typically, these architectures modify the cache organization
in order to minimize interference between different processes, either by breaking
the trivial link between memory address and cache index [Gal+19; Qur18;
Tri+18; WL07; WL08] or by providing exclusive access to cache partitions for
critical code [Pag05; Raj+09; WL07]. While cache partitioning completely
prevents cache interference, its rather static allocation suffers from scalability and
performance issues. On the other hand, randomized cache (re-)placement [WL07;
WL08] makes mappings of memory addresses to cache indices random and
unpredictable. Yet, managing these cache mappings in lookup tables inheres
extensive changes to the cache architecture and cost. Finally, the introduction of
a keyed function [Qur18; Tri+18] to pseudorandomly map the accessed memory
location to the cache-set index can counteract Prime+Probe attacks. However,
these solutions either suffer from a low number of cache sets, weakly chosen
functions, or cache interference for shared memory and thus require to change
the key frequently at the cost of performance.

Hence, there is a strong need for a practical and effective solution to thwart
both cache attacks and cache covert channels. In particular, this solution should
(1) make cache attacks sufficiently hard, (2) require as little software support as
possible, (3) embed flexibly into existing cache architectures, (4) be efficiently
implementable in hardware, and (5) retain or even enhance cache performance.

Contribution. In this chapter, we present ScatterCache, which achieves
all these goals. ScatterCache is a novel and highly flexible cache design that
prevents cache attacks such as Evict+Reload and Prime+Probe and severely
limits cache covert channel capacities by increasing the number of cache sets
beyond the number of physically available addresses with competitive performance
and implementation cost. Hereby, ScatterCache closes the gap between
previous secure cache designs and today’s cache architectures by introducing a
minimal set of cache modifications to provide strong security guarantees.

Most prominently, ScatterCache eliminates the fixed cache-set congruences
that are the cornerstone of Prime+Probe attacks. For this purpose, Scatter-
Cache builds upon two ideas. First, ScatterCache uses a keyed mapping
function to translate memory addresses and the active security domain, e.g.,
process, to cache set indices. Second, similar to skewed associative caches [Sez93],
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the mapping function in ScatterCache computes a different index for each
cache way. As a result, the number of different cache sets increases exponentially
with the number of ways. While ScatterCache makes finding fully identical
cache sets statistically impossible on state-of-the-art architectures, the complexity
for exploiting inevitable partial cache-set collisions also rises heavily. The reason
is in part that the mapping of memory addresses to cache sets in Scatter-
Cache is different for each security domain. Attacks on ScatterCache are
by construction probabilistic and require that targeted memory accesses can be
observed many times for both, the actual attack as well as the needed profiling.

Additionally, ScatterCache effectively prevents Flush+Reload-based
cache attacks, e.g., on shared libraries, as well. The inclusion of security do-
mains in ScatterCache and its mapping function preserves shared memory
in Random-Access Memory (RAM), but prevents any cache lines to be shared
across security boundaries. Yet, ScatterCache supports shared memory for
inter-process communication via dedicated separate security domains. To achieve
highest flexibility, managing the security domains of ScatterCache is done by
software, e.g., the operating system. However, ScatterCache is fully backwards
compatible and already increases the effort of cache attacks even without any
software support. Nevertheless, the runtime performance of software on Scat-
terCache is highly competitive and, on certain workloads, even outperforms
cache designs implemented in commodity CPUs.

ScatterCache constitutes a comparably simple extension to cache and
processor architectures with minimal hardware cost: ScatterCache essentially
only adds additional index derivation logic, i.e., a lightweight cryptographic
primitive, and an index decoder for each scattered cache way. Moreover, to
enable efficient lookups and writebacks, ScatterCache stores the index bits
from the physical address in addition to the tag bits, which adds < 5 % storage
overhead per cache line. Finally, ScatterCache consumes one bit per page-
table entry (≈ 1.5 % storage overhead per page-table entry) for the kernel to
communicate with the user space.

Outline. The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In Section 6.1,
we provide background information on caches and cache attacks. In Section 6.2,
we describe the design and concept of ScatterCache. In Section 6.3, we
analyze the security of ScatterCache against cache attacks. In Section 6.4,
we provide a performance evaluation. We conclude in Section 6.5.

6.1 Background
In this section, we provide background on caches, cache side-channel attacks, and
resilient cache architectures.

6.1.1 Caches
Modern computers have a memory hierarchy consisting of many layers, each
following the principle of locality, storing data that is expected to be used in the
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Figure 6.1: Indexing cache sets in a 4-way set-associative cache.

future, e.g., based on what has been accessed in the past. Modern processors
have a hierarchy of caches that keep instructions and data likely to be used in the
future near the core to avoid the latency of accesses to the comparably slow main
memory—usually Dynamic Random-Access Memory (DRAM). This hierarchy
typically consists of 2 to 4 layers, where the lowest layer is the smallest and
fastest, typically only a few kilobytes. The last-level cache is the largest cache,
typically in the range of several megabytes. On most processors, the last-level
cache is shared among all cores. The last-level cache is often inclusive, i.e., any
cache line in a lower level cache must also be present in the last-level cache.

Caches are typically organized into cache sets that are composed of multiple
cache lines or cache ways. The cache set is determined by computing the cache
index from address bits. Figure 6.1 illustrates the indexing of a 4-way set-
associative cache. As the cache is small and the memory large, many memory
locations map to the same cache set (i.e., the addresses are congruent). The
replacement policy (e.g., pseudo-LRU, random) decides which way is replaced by
a newly requested cache line. Any process can observe whether data is cached
or not by observing the memory access latency which is the basis for cache
side-channel attacks.

6.1.2 Cache Side-Channel Attacks
Cache side-channel attacks have been studied for over the past two decades,
initially with a focus on cryptographic algorithms [Ber05; Koc96; OST06; Pag02;
Per05; Tsu+03]. Today, a set of powerful attack techniques enable attacks
in realistic cross-core scenarios. Based on the access latency, an attacker can
deduce whether or not a cache line is in the cache, leaking two opposite kinds
of information. (1) By continuously removing (i.e., evicting or flushing) a
cache line from the cache and measuring the access latency, an attacker can
determine whether this cache line has been accessed by another process. (2) By
continuously filling a part of the cache with attacker-accessible data, the attacker
can measure the contention of the corresponding part, by checking whether the
attacker-accessible data remained in the cache. Contention-based attacks work
on different layers:
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The Entire Cache or Cache Slices. An attacker can measure contention
of the entire cache or a cache slice. Maurice et al. [Mau+15a] proposed a
covert channel where the sender evicts the entire cache to leak information across
cores and the victim observes the cache contention. A similar attack could be
mounted on a cache slice if the cache slice function is known [Mau+15b]. The
granularity is extremely coarse, but with statistical attacks can leak meaningful
information [Sch+18d].

Cache Sets. An attacker can also measure the contention of a cache set.
For this, additional knowledge may be required, such as the mapping from
virtual addresses to physical addresses, as well as the functions mapping physical
addresses to cache slices and cache sets. The attacker continuously fills a cache
set with a set of congruent memory locations. Filling a cache set is also called
cache-set eviction, as it evicts any previously contained cache lines. Only if
some other process accessed a congruent memory location, memory locations
are evicted from a cache set. The attacker can measure this for instance by
measuring runtime variations in a so-called Evict+Time attack [OST06]. The
Evict+Time technique has mostly been applied in attacks on cryptographic
implementations [HWH13; Lip+16; OST06; SP13]. Instead of the runtime, the
attacker can also directly check how many of the memory locations are still
cached. This attack is called Prime+Probe [OST06]. Many Prime+Probe
attacks on private L1 caches have been demonstrated [ABG10; BH09; OST06;
Per05; Zha+12]. More recently, Prime+Probe attacks on last-level caches have
also been demonstrated in various generic use cases [AES15; Liu+15; Mau+17;
Ore+15; Ris+09; Zha+11].

Cache Lines. At a cache line granularity, the attacker can measure whether
a memory location is cached or not. As already indicated above, here the logic
is inverted. Now the attacker continuously evicts (or flushes) a cache line from
the cache. Later on, the attacker can measure the latency and deduce whether
another process has loaded the cache line into the cache. This technique is
called Flush+Reload [GBK11; YF14]. Flush+Reload has been studied
in a long list of different attacks [AES15; Ape+14; Ape+15; GSM15; IES16;
Inc+16; Lip+16; YF14; Zha+14; ZXZ16]. Variations of Flush+Reload are
Flush+Flush [Gru+16b] and Evict+Reload [GSM15; Lip+16].

Cache Covert Channels

Cache covert channels are one of the simplest forms of cache attacks. Instead of
an attacker process attacking a victim process, both processes collude to covertly
communicate using the cache as transmission channel. Thus, in this scenario, the
colluding processes are referred to as sender and receiver, as the communication
is mostly unidirectional. A cache covert channel allows bypassing all architectural
restrictions regarding data exchange between processes.

Various cache attacks, such as Prime+Probe [Liu+15; Mau+17; WXW15;
Xu+11] and Flush+Reload [Gru+16b], can be used to build cache covert
channels. They achieve transmission rates of up to 496 kB/s [Gru+16b]. Besides
native attacks, covert channels have also been shown to work within virtualized
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environments, across virtual machines [Liu+15; Mau+17; Xu+11]. Even in these
restricted environments, cache-based covert channels achieve transmission rates
of up to 45 kB/s [Mau+17].

6.1.3 Resilient Cache Architectures
The threat of cache-based attacks sparked several novel cache architectures
designed to be resilient against these attacks. While fixed cache partitions [Pag05]
lack flexibility, randomized cache allocation appears to be more promising. The
following briefly discusses previous designs for a randomized cache.

RPCache [WL07] and NewCache [WL08] completely disrupt the mean-
ingful observability of interference by performing random (re-)placement of lines
in the cache. However, managing the cache mappings efficiently either requires
full associativity or content addressable memory. While optimized addressing
logic can lead to efficient implementations, these designs differ significantly from
conventional architectures.

Time-Secure Caches [Tri+18] is based on standard set-associative caches
that are indexed with a keyed function that takes cache line address and Process
IDentifier (PID) as an input. While this design destroys the obvious cache
congruences between processes to minimize cache interference, a comparably
weak indexing function is used. Eventually, re-keying needs to be done quite
frequently, which amounts to flushing the cache and thus reduces practical
performance. ScatterCache can be seen as a generalization of this approach
with higher entropy in the indexing of cache lines.

CEASER [Qur18] as well uses standard set-associative caches with keyed
indexing, which, however, does not include the PID. Hence, inter-process cache
interference is predictable based on in-process cache collisions. As a result,
CEASER strongly relies on continuous re-keying of its index derivation to limit
the time available for conducting an attack. However, as found by the au-
thor [Qur19], rekeying alone is not sufficient to make CEASER secure while
maintaining its efficiency. Therefore, a new skewed variant of CEASER named
CEASER-S [Qur19] has been proposed. Interestingly, the independently and
concurrently developed CEASER-S design (with nways partitions) is basically
identical to our ScatterCache design. Still, unlike in our design which relies
on established primitives, CEASER(-S) uses a custom low latency-block cipher
for index derivation. Unfortunately, this cipher fails to deliver the expected
properties [Bod+20] and needs to be replaced.

HybCache [DFS19], another concurrently developed cache architecture,
distinguishes between isolated and non-isolated execution domains. For non-
isolated workloads, contemporary caching behavior is maintained. Isolated
workloads, on the other hand, are restricted to a fully-associative subcache—
comprising n isolated cache ways—with random replacement. This approach
apparently limits interference to the cache occupancy channel. However, requiring
the fully-associative lookup, especially in large Last-Level Caches (LLCs), may
still be too expensive in terms of area and/or power consumption.
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6.2 ScatterCache
As Section 6.1 showed, caches are a serious security concern in contemporary
computing systems. In this section, we hence present ScatterCache—a novel
cache architecture that counteracts cache-based side-channel attacks by skewed
pseudorandom cache indexing. After discussing the main idea behind Scatter-
Cache, we discuss its building blocks and system integration in more detail.
ScatterCache’s security implications are, subsequently, analyzed in Section 6.3.

6.2.1 Targeted Properties
Even though contemporary transparent cache architectures are certainly flawed
from the security point of view, they still feature desirable properties. In particu-
lar, for regular computations, basically no software support is required for cache
maintenance. Also, even in the case of multitasking and -processing, no dedicated
cache resource allocation and scheduling is needed. Finally, by selecting the
cache size and the number of associative ways, chip vendors can trade hardware
complexity and costs against performance as desired.

ScatterCache’s design strives to preserve these features while adding the
following three security properties:

• Between software defined security domains (e.g., different processes or users
on the same machine, different virtual machines, . . . ), even for exactly the
same physical addresses, cache lines should only be shared if cross-context
coherency is required (i.e., writable shared memory).

• Finding and exploiting addresses that are congruent in the cache should be
as hard as possible (i.e., we want to “break” the direct link between the
accessed physical address and the resulting cache set index for adversaries).

• Controlling and measuring complete cache sets should be hard in order to
prevent eviction-based attacks.

Finally, to ease the adoption and to utilize the vast knowledge on building
efficient caches, the ScatterCache hardware should be as similar to current
cache architectures as possible.

6.2.2 Idea
Two main ideas influenced the design of ScatterCache to reach the desired
security properties. First, addresses should be translated to cache sets using a
keyed, security-domain aware mapping. Second, which exact nways cache lines
form a cache set in a nways-way associative cache should not be fixed, but depend
on the currently used key and security domain too. ScatterCache combines
both mappings in a single operation that associates each address, depending on
the key and security domain, with a set of up to nways cache lines. In other
words, in a generic ScatterCache, any possible combination of up to nways

cache lines can form a cache set.
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Figure 6.2: Flattened visualization of mapping addresses to cache sets in a 4-way
set-associative cache with 16 cache lines. Top: Standard cache where
index bits select the cache set. Middle: Pseudorandom mapping from
addresses to cache sets. The mapping from cache lines to sets is still static.
Bottom: Pseudorandom mapping from addresses to a set of cache lines
that dynamically form the cache set in ScatterCache.

Figure 6.2 visualizes the idea and shows how it differs from related work.
Traditional caches as well as alternative designs which pseudorandomly map
addresses to cache sets statically allocate cache lines to cache sets. Hence, as
soon as a cache set is selected based on (possibly encrypted) index bits, always
the same nways cache lines are used. This means that all addresses mapping to
the same cache set are congruent and enables Prime+Probe-style attacks.

In ScatterCache, on the other hand, the cache set for a particular access is
a pseudorandom selection of arbitrary nways cache lines from all available lines.
As a result, there is a much higher number of different cache sets and finding
addresses with identical cache sets becomes highly unlikely. Instead, as shown at
the bottom of Figure 6.2, at best, partially overlapping cache sets can be found
(cf. Section 6.3.3), which makes exploitation tremendously hard in practice.

A straightforward concept for ScatterCache is shown in Figure 6.3. Here,
the Index Derivation Function (IDF) combines the mapping operations in a single
cryptographic primitive. In a set-associative ScatterCache with set size nways,
for each input address, the IDF outputs nways indices to form the cache set for
the respective access. How exactly the mapping is performed in ScatterCache
is solely determined by the used key, the Security Domain IDentifier (SDID), and
the IDF. Note that, as will be discussed in Section 6.2.3, hash-based as well as
permutation-based IDFs can be used in this context.

Theoretically, a key alone is sufficient to implement the overall idea. However,
separating concerns via the SDID leads to a more robust and harder-to-misuse
concept. The key is managed entirely in hardware, is typically longer, and gets
switched less often than the SDID. On the other hand, the SDID is managed solely
by the software and, depending on the implemented policy, has to be updated
quite frequently. Importantly, as we show in Section 6.3, ScatterCache alone
already provides significantly improved security in Prime+Probe-style attack
settings even without software support (i.e., SDID is not used).
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Figure 6.3: Idea: For an nways associative cache, nways indices into the cache memory
are derived using a cryptographic IDF. This IDF effectively randomizes
the mapping from addresses to cache sets as well as the composition of
the cache set itself.

6.2.3 ScatterCache Design
In the actual design we propose for ScatterCache, the indices (i.e., IDF output)
do not address into one huge joint cache array. Instead, as shown in Figure 6.4,
each index addresses a separate memory, i.e., an independent cache way.

On the one hand, this change is counter-intuitive as it decreases the number
of possible cache sets from

(
nways·2bindices +nways−1

nways

)
to 2bindices·nways . However,

this reduction in possibilities is acceptable. For cache configurations with up to
4 cache ways, the gap between both approaches is only a few bits. For higher
associativity, the exponential growth ensures that sufficiently many cache sets
exist.

On the other hand, the advantages gained from switching to this design far
outweigh the costs. Namely, for the original idea, no restrictions on the generated
indices exist. Therefore, a massive nways-fold multi-port memory would be
required to be able to lookup a nways-way cache-set in parallel. The design
shown in Figure 6.4 does not suffer from this problem and permits to instantiate
ScatterCache using nways instances of simpler/smaller memory. Furthermore,
this design guarantees that even in case the single index outputs of the IDF
collide, the generated cache always consists of exactly nways many cache lines.
This effectively precludes the introduction of systematic biases for potentially
“weak” address-key-SDID combinations that map to fewer than nways cache lines.

In terms of cache-replacement policy, ScatterCache uses simple random
replacement to ensure that no systematic bias is introduced when writing to the
cache and to simplify the security analysis. Furthermore, and as we will show
in Section 6.4, the performance of ScatterCache with random replacement is
competitive to regular set associative caches with the same replacement policy.
Therefore, evaluation of alternative replacement policies has been postponed.
Independent of the replacement policy, it has to be noted that, for some IDFs,
additional tag bits have to be stored in ScatterCache. In particular, in case
of a non invertible IDF, the original index bits need to be stored to facilitate
write back of dirty cache lines and to ensure correct cache lookups. However,
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compared to the amount of data that is already stored for each cache line, the
overhead of adding these few bits should not be problematic (< 5 % overhead).

In summary, the overall hardware design of ScatterCache closely resembles
a traditional set-associative architecture. The only differences to contemporary
fixed-set designs is the more complex IDF and the amount of required logic
which permits to address each way individually. However, both changes are well
understood. As we detail in the following section, lightweight (i.e., low area
and latency) cryptographic primitives are suitable building blocks for the IDF.
Similarly, duplication of addressing logic is already common practice in current
processors. Modern Intel architectures, for example, already partition their LLC
into multiple smaller cache slices with individual addressing logic.

Suitable Index Derivation Functions

Choosing a suitable IDF is essential for both security and performance. In terms
of security, the IDF has to be an unpredictable (but still deterministic) mapping
from physical addresses to indices. Following Kerckhoffs’s principle, even for
attackers which know every detail except the key, three properties are expected
from the IDF: (1) Given perfect control over the public inputs of the function
(i.e., the physical address and SDID) constructing colliding outputs (i.e., the
indices) should be hard. (2) Given colliding outputs, determining the inputs or
constructing further collisions should be hard. (3) Recovering the key should be
infeasible given input and output for the function.

Existing Building Blocks: Cryptographic primitives like (tweakable) block
ciphers, Message Authentication Codes (MACs), and hash functions are designed
to provide these kind of security properties (e.g., indistinguishability of encryp-
tions, existential unforgeability, pre-image and collision resistance). Furthermore,
design and implementation of cryptographic primitives with tight performance
constraints is already a well-established field of research which we want to take
advantage of. For example, with Prince [Bor+12a], a low-latency block cipher,
and QARMA [Ava17], a family of low-latency tweakable block ciphers, exist and
can be used as building blocks for the IDF. Such tweakable block ciphers are a
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flexible extension to ordinary block ciphers, which, in addition to a secret key,
also use a public, application-specific tweak to en-/decrypt messages. Similarly,
sponge-based MAC, hash and cipher designs are a suitable basis for IDFs. These
sponge modes of operation are built entirely upon permutations, e.g., Keccak-p,
which can often be implemented with low latency [Arr+18; Ber+12a]. Using such
cryptographic primitives, we define the following two variants of building IDFs:

Hashing Variant (SCv1): The idea of SCv1 is to combine all IDF inputs
using a single cryptographic primitive with pseudo random output. MACs (e.g.,
hash-based) are examples for such functions and permit to determine the output
indices by simply selecting the appropriate number of disjunct bits from the
calculated tag. However, also other cryptographic primitives can be used for
instantiating this IDF variant.

It is, for example possible to slice the indices from the ciphertext of a regular
block cipher encryption which uses the concatenation of cache line address and
the SDID as the plaintext. Similarly, tweakable block ciphers allow to use the
SDID as a tweak instead of connecting it to the plaintext. Interestingly, finding
cryptographic primitives for SCv1 IDFs is comparably simple given that the block
sizes do not have to match perfectly and the output can be truncated as needed.

However, there are also disadvantages when selecting the indices pseudo
randomly, like in the case of SCv1. In particular, when many accesses with
high spatial locality are performed, index collisions get more likely. This is
due to the fact that collisions in SCv1 output have birthday-bound complexity.
Subsequently, performance can degrade when executing many different accesses
with high spatial locality. Fortunately, this effect weakens with increasing way
numbers, i.e., an increase in associativity decreases the probability that all index
outputs of the IDF collide.

In summary, SCv1 translates the address without distinguishing between
index and tag bits. Given a fixed key and SDID, the indices are simply pseudo
random numbers that are derived using a single cryptographic primitive.

Permutation Variant (SCv2): The idea behind the permutation variant
of the IDF is to distinguish the index from the tag bits in the cache line address
during calculation of the indices. Specifically, instead of generating pseudo
random indices from the cache line address, tag dependent permutations of the
input index are calculated.

The reason for preferring a permutation over pseudo random index generation
is to counteract the effect of birthday-bound index collisions, as present in SCv1.
Using a tag dependent permutation of the input index mitigates this problem
by design since permutations are bijections that, for a specific tag, cannot yield
colliding mappings.

Like in the hashing variant, a tweakable block cipher can be used to compute
the permutation. Here, the concatenation of the tag bits, the SDID and the way
index constitutes the tweak while the address’ index bits are used as the plaintext.
The resulting ciphertext corresponds to the output index for the respective way.
Note that the block size of the cipher has to be equal to the size of the index.
Additionally, in order to generate all indices in parallel, one instance of the
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tweakable block cipher is needed per cache way. However, as the block size is
comparably small, each cipher instance is also smaller than an implementation
of the hashing IDF (SCv1).

Independently of the selected IDF variant, we leave the decision on the
actually used primitive to the discretion of the hardware designers that implement
ScatterCache. They are the only ones who can make a profound decision given
that they know the exact instantiation parameters (e.g., SDID/key/index/tag bit
widths, number of cache ways) as well as the allocatable area, performance, and
power budget in their respective product. However, we are certain that, even with
the already existing and well-studied cryptographic primitives, ScatterCache
implementations are feasible for common computing platforms, ranging from
Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices to desktop computers and servers.

Note further that we expect that, due to the limited observability of the IDF
output, weakened (i.e., round reduced) variants of general-purpose primitives
are sufficient to achieve the desired security level. This is because adversaries
can only learn very little information about the function output by observing
cache collisions (i.e., no actual values). Subsequently, many more traces have to
be observed for mounting an attack. Cryptographers can take advantage of this
increase in data complexity to either design fully custom primitives [Qur18] or to
decrease the overhead of existing designs.

Key Management and Re-Keying

The key in our ScatterCache design plays a central role in the security of
the entire approach. Even when the SDIDs are known, it prevents attackers
from systematically constructing eviction sets for specific physical addresses and
thwarts the calculation of addresses from collision information. Keeping the key
confidential is therefore of highest importance.

We ensure this confidentiality in our design by mandating that the key of is
fully managed by hardware. There must not be any way to configure or retrieve
this key in software. This approach prevents various kinds of software-based
attacks and is only possible due to the separation of key and SDID.

The hardware for key management is comparably simple as well. Each time
the system is powered up, a new random key is generated and used by the IDF.
The simplicity of changing the key during operation strongly depends on the
configuration of the cache. For example, in a write-through cache, changing the
key is possible at any time without causing data inconsistency. In such a scenario,
a timer or performance-counter-based re-keying scheme is easily implementable.
Note, however, that the interval between key changes should not be too small as
each key change corresponds to a full cache flush.

On the other hand, in a cache with write-back policy, the key has to be kept
constant as long as dirty cache lines reside in the cache. Therefore, before the
key can be changed in this scenario without data loss, all modified cache lines
have to be written back to memory first. The x86 ISA, for example, features the
WBINVD instruction that can be used for that purpose.

If desired, also more complex rekeying schemes, like way-wise or cache-wide
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dynamic remapping [Qur18], can be implemented. However, it is unclear if
adding the additional hardware complexity is worthwhile. Even without changing
the key, mounting cache attacks against ScatterCache is much harder than
on traditional caches (see Section 6.3). Subsequently, performing an occasional
cache flush to update the key can be the better choice.

Integration into Existing Cache Architectures

ScatterCache is a generic approach for building processor caches that are
hard to exploit in cache-based side channel attacks. When hardening a system
against cache attacks, independent of ScatterCache, we recommend to restrict
flush instructions to privileged software. These instruction are only rarely used
in benign user space code and restricting them prevents the applicability of the
whole class of flush-based attacks from user space. Fortunately, recent ARM
architectures already support this restriction.

Next, ScatterCaches can be deployed into the system to protect against
eviction based attacks. While not inherently limited to, ScatterCaches are
most likely to be deployed as LLCs in modern processor architectures. Due
to their large size and the fact that they are typically shared across multiple
processor cores, LLCs are simply the most prominent cache attack target and
require the most protection. Compared to that, lower cache levels that typically
are only accessible by a single processor core, hold far less data and are much
harder to attack on current architectures. Still, usage of (unkeyed) skewed [Sez93]
lower level caches is an interesting option that has to be considered in this context.

Another promising aspect of employing a ScatterCache as LLC is that this
permits to hide large parts of the IDF latency. For example, using a fully unrolled
and pipelined IDF implementation, calculation of the required ScatterCache
indices can already be started, or even performed entirely, in parallel to the lower
level cache lookups. While unneeded results can easily be discarded, this ensures
that the required indices for the LLC lookup are available as soon as possible.

Low latency primitives like QARMA, which is also used in recent ARM
processors for pointer authentication, are promising building blocks in this regard.
The minimal latency Avanzi [Ava17] reported for one of the QARMA-64 variants
is only 2.2 ns. Considering that this number is even lower than the time it takes
to check the L1 and L2 caches on recent processors (e.g., 3 ns on a 4 GHz Intel
Kabylake [7cpb], 9 ns on an ARM Cortex-A57 in an AMD Opteron A1170 [7cpa]),
implementing IDFs without notable latency seems feasible.

6.2.4 Processor Interaction and Software
Even without dedicated software support, ScatterCache increases the com-
plexity of cache-based attacks. However, to make full use of ScatterCache,
software assistance and some processor extensions are required.

Security Domains. The ScatterCache hardware permits to isolate
different security domains from each other via the SDID input to the IDF.
Unfortunately, depending on the use case, the definition on what is a security
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domain can largely differ. For example, a security domain can be a chunk of the
address space (e.g., SGX enclaves), a whole process (e.g., TrustZone application),
a group of processes in a common container (e.g., Docker, LXC), or even a full
virtual machine (e.g., cloud scenario). Considering that it is next to impossible
to define a generic policy in hardware that can capture all these possibilities,
we delegate the distinction to software that knows about the desired isolation
properties, e.g., the Operating System (OS).

ScatterCache Interface. Depending on the targeted processor architecture,
different design spaces can be explored before deciding how the current SDID
gets defined and what channels are used to communicate the identifier to the
ScatterCache. However, at least for modern Intel and ARM processors,
binding the currently used SDID to the virtual memory management via user
defined bits in each Page Table Entry (PTE) is a promising approach. In more
detail, one or more bits can be embedded into each PTE that select from a
list, via one level of indirection, which SDID should be used when accessing the
respective page.

Both ARM and Intel processors already support a similar mechanism to
describe memory attributes of a memory mapping. The x86 architecture defines
so-called Page Attribute Tables (PATs) to define how a memory mapping can be
cached. Similarly, the ARM architecture defines Memory Attribute Indirection
Registers (MAIRs) for the same purpose. Both PAT and MAIR define a list of 8
memory attributes which are applied by the Memory-Management Unit (MMU).
The MMU interprets a combination of 3 bits defined in the PTE as index into
the appropriate list, and applies the corresponding memory attribute. Adding
the SDID to these attribute lists permits to use up to 8 different security domains
within a single process. The absolute number of security domains, on the other
hand, is only limited by the used IDF and them number of bits that represent
the SDID.

Such indirection has a huge advantage over encoding data directly in a
PTE. The OS can change a single entry within the list to affect all memory
mappings using the corresponding entry. Thus, such a mechanism is beneficial
for ScatterCache, where the OS wants to change the SDID for all mappings
of a specific process.

Backwards Compatibility. Ensuring backwards compatibility is a key
factor for gradual deployment of ScatterCache. By encoding the SDID via a
separate list indexed by PTE bits, all processes, as well as the OS, use the same
SDID, i.e., the SDID stored as first element of the list (assuming all corresponding
PTE bits are ‘0’ by default). Thus, if the OS is not aware of the ScatterCache,
all processes—including the OS—use the same SDID. From a software perspective,
functionally, ScatterCache behaves the same as currently deployed caches.
Only if the OS specifies SDIDs in the list, and sets the corresponding PTE bits
to use a certain index, ScatterCache provides its strong security properties.

Implementation Example. In terms of capabilities, having a single bit in
each PTE, for example, is already sufficient to implement security domains with
process granularity and to maintain a dedicated domain for the OS. In this case,
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SDID0 can always be used for the OS ID while SDID1 has to be updated as
part of the context switch and is always used for the scheduled user space process.
Furthermore, by reusing the SDID of the OS, also shared memory between user
space processes can easily be implemented without security impact.

Interestingly, ScatterCache fully preserves the capability of the OS to
share read-only pages (i.e., libraries) also across security domains as no cache
lines will be shared. In contrast, real shared memory has to always be accessed
via the same SDID in all processes to ensure data consistency. In general, with
ScatterCache, as long as the respective cache lines have not been flushed
to RAM, data always needs to be accessed with the same SDID the data has
been written with to ensure correctness. This is also true for the OS, which has
to ensure that no dirty cache lines reside in the cache, e.g., when a page gets
assigned to a new security domain.

A case which has to be explicitly considered by the OS is copying data from
user space to kernel space and vice versa. The OS can access the user space via
the direct-physical map or via the page tables of the process. Thus, the OS has
to select the correct SDID for the PTE used when copying data. Similarly, if
the OS sets up page tables, it has to use the same SDID as the MMU uses for
resolving page tables.

6.3 Security Evaluation
ScatterCache is a novel cache design to efficiently thwart cache-based side-
channel attacks. In the following, we investigate the security of ScatterCache
using both theoretical analysis and empirically via simulation. In particular, this
section presents our initial complexity results for building the eviction sets from
the original publication [Wer+19b] with small updates based on the generalized
and improved strategy by Purnal and Verbauwhede [PV19]. Moreover, necessary
changes to the standard Prime+Probe technique—to make it viable on the
ScatterCache architecture—are discussed.

6.3.1 Applicability of Cache Attacks
While certain types of cache attacks, such as Flush+Flush, Flush+Reload
and Evict+Reload, require a particular cache line to be shared, attacks such
as Prime+Probe have less stringent constraints and only rely on the cache
being a shared resource. As sharing a cache line is the result of shared memory,
we analyze the applicability of cache attacks on ScatterCache with regard to
whether the underlying memory is shared between attacker and victim or not.

Shared, read-only memory. Read-only memory is frequently shared
among different processes, e.g., in case of shared code libraries. Scatter-
Cache prevents cache attacks involving shared read-only memory by introducing
security domains. In particular, ScatterCache maintains a separate copy of
shared read-only memory in cache for each security domain, i.e., the cache lines
belonging to the same shared memory region are not being shared in cache across
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security domains anymore. As a result, reloading data into or flushing data
out of the cache does not provide any information on another security domain’s
accesses to the respective shared memory region. Note, however, that the cache
itself is shared, leaving attacks such as Prime+Probe still feasible.

Shared, writable memory. Exchanging data between processes requires
shared, writable memory. To ensure cache coherency, writing shared memory
regions must always use the same cache line and hence the same security domain
for that particular memory region—even for different processes. While attacks on
these shared memory regions involving flush instructions can easily be mitigated
by making these instructions privileged, Evict+Reload remains feasible. Still,
ScatterCache significantly hampers the construction of targeted eviction
sets by skewing, i.e., individually addressing, the cache ways. Moreover, its
susceptibility to Evict+Reload attacks is constrained to the processes sharing
the respective memory region. Nevertheless, ScatterCache requires writable
shared memory to be used only as an interface for data transfer rather than
sensitive computations. In addition, Prime+Probe attacks are still possible.

Unshared memory. Unshared memory regions never share the same
cache line, hence making attacks such as Flush+Flush, Flush+Reload and
Evict+Reload infeasible. However, as the cache component itself is shared,
cache attacks such as Prime+Probe remain possible.

As our analysis shows, ScatterCache prevents a wide range of cache
attacks that exploit the sharing of cache lines across security boundaries. While
Prime+Probe attacks cannot be entirely prevented as long as the cache itself
is shared, ScatterCache vastly increases their complexity in all aspects. The
pseudorandom cache-set composition in ScatterCache prevents attackers from
learning concrete cache sets from memory addresses and vice versa. Even if
attackers are able to profile information about the mapping of memory addresses
to cache-sets in their own security domain, it does not allow them infer the
mapping of cache-sets to memory addresses in other security domains. To gain
information about memory being accessed in another security domain, an attacker
needs to profile the mapping of the attacker’s address space to cache lines that
are being used by the victim when accessing the memory locations of interest.
The effectiveness of Prime+Probe attacks thus heavily relies on the complexity
of such a profiling phase. We elaborate on the complexity of building eviction
sets in Section 6.3.3.

6.3.2 Other Microarchitectural Attacks
Many other microarchitectural attacks are not fully mitigated but hindered
by ScatterCache. For instance, Meltdown [Lip+18b] and Spectre [Koc+19]
attacks cannot use the cache efficiently anymore but must resort to other covert
channels. Also, DRAM row buffer attacks and Rowhammer attacks are negatively
affected as they require to bypass the cache and reach DRAM. While these
attacks are already becoming more difficult due to closed row policies in modern
processors [Gru+18], we propose to make flush instructions privileged, removing
the most widely used cache bypass. Cache eviction gets much more difficult
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with ScatterCache and additionally, spurious cache misses will open DRAM
rows during eviction. These spurious DRAM row accesses make the row hit
side channel impractical and introduce a significant amount of noise on the row
conflict side channel. Hence, while these attacks are not directly in the scope of
this paper, ScatterCache arguably has a negative effect on them.

6.3.3 Complexity of Building Eviction Sets
Cache skewing significantly increases the number of different cache sets available
in cache. However, many of these sets will overlap partially, i.e., in 1 ≤ i <
nways ways. The complexity of building eviction sets for Evict+Reload and
Prime+Probe in ScatterCache thus depends on the overlap of cache sets.

Full Cache-Set Collisions

There are 2bindices·nways different possibilities to form one specific cache set in
a ScatterCache. For a given target address, this results in a probability of
2−bindices·nways of finding another address that maps exactly to the same cache
lines in its assigned cache set. Even state-of-the-art systems commonly do not
have sufficient number of physical addresses available to find such a full cache-set
collision. A 4-way cache with bindices = 12 index bits, for example, yields already
248 different cache sets. Mounting an attack based on full cache-set collision can,
hence, be considered impractical in real-world scenarios.

Partial Cache-Set Collisions

While full cache-set collisions are impractical, partial collisions of cache sets
frequently occur in skewed caches such as ScatterCache. If the cache sets of
two addresses overlap, two cache sets will most likely have a single cache line in
common. For this reason, we analyze the complexity of eviction for single-way
collisions in more detail.

Randomized Single-Set Eviction. Without knowledge of the concrete
mapping from memory addresses to cache sets, the trivial approach of eviction is to
access arbitrary memory locations, which will result in accesses to pseudorandom
cache sets in ScatterCache. To elaborate on the performance of this approach,
we consider a cache with nlines = 2bindices cache lines per way and investigate the
eviction probability for a single cache way, which contains a specific cache line
to be evicted. Given that ScatterCache uses a random (re-)placement policy,
the probabilities of each cache way are independent, meaning that each way has
the same probability of being chosen. Subsequently, the attack complexity on
the full ScatterCache increases linearly with the number of cache ways, i.e.,
the attack gets harder.

The probability of an arbitrary memory accesses to a certain cache way hitting
a specific cache line is p = n−1

lines. Performing naccesses independent accesses to
this cache way increases the odds of eviction to a certain confidence level α.

α = 1− (1− n−1
lines)naccesses
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Equivalently, to reach a certain confidence α in evicting the specific cache line,
attackers have to perform

E(naccesses) = log(1− α)
log(1− n−1

lines)

independent accesses to this cache way, which amounts to their attack complexity.
Hence, to evict a certain cache set from an 8-way ScatterCache with 211 lines
per way with α = 99 % confidence, the estimated attack complexity using this
approach is naccesses · nways ≈ 216 independent accesses.

Randomized Multi-Set Eviction. Interestingly, eviction of multiple cache
sets using arbitrary memory accesses has similar complexity. In this regard, the
coupon collector’s problem gives us a tool to estimate the number of accesses an
attacker has to perform to a specific cache way to evict a certain percentage of
cache lines in the respective way. In more detail, the coupon collector’s problem
provides the expected number of accesses naccesses required to a specific cache
way such that nhit out of all nlines cache lines in the respective way are hit.

E(naccesses) = nlines · (Hnlines
−Hnlines−hhit

)

Hereby, Hn denotes the n-th Harmonic number, which can be approximated using
the natural logarithm. This approximation allows to determine the number of
cache lines nhit that are expected to be hit in a certain cache way when naccesses

random accesses to the specific way are performed.

E(nhit) = nlines · (1− e−
naccesses

nlines ) (6.1)

Using nhit, we can estimate the number of independent accesses to be performed
to a specific cache way such that a portion β of the respective cache way is
evicted.

E(naccesses) = −nlines · ln(1− β)

For the same 8-way ScatterCache with 211 lines per way as before, we therefore
require roughly 216 independent accesses to evict β = 99 % of the cache.

Profiled Eviction for Prime+Probe. As shown, relying on random
eviction to perform cache-based attacks involves significant effort and yields
an over-approximation of the eviction set. Moreover, while random eviction is
suitable for attacks such as Evict+Reload, in Prime+Probe settings random
eviction fails to provide information related to the concrete memory location
that is being used by a victim. To overcome these issues, attackers may profile a
system to construct eviction sets for specific memory addresses of the victim, i.e.,
they try to find a set of addresses that map to cache sets that partially overlap
with the cache set corresponding to the victim address. Eventually, such sets
could be used to speed up eviction and to detect accesses to specific memory
locations. In the following, we analyze the complexity of finding these eviction
sets and present our original approach. In more detail, we perform analysis w.r.t.
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Figure 6.5: Eviction probability depending on the size of the eviction set and the
number of ways.

eviction addresses whose cache sets overlap with the cache set of a victim address
in a single cache way only.

To construct a suitable eviction set for Prime+Probe, the attacker needs
to provoke the victim process to perform the access of interest. In particular,
the attacker tests a candidate address for cache-set collisions by accessing it
(prime), waiting for the victim to access the memory location of interest, and
then measuring the time when accessing the candidate address again (probe).
In such a profiling procedure, after the first attempt, we have to assume that
the cache line belonging to the victim access already resides in the cache. As a
result, attackers need to evict a victim’s cache line in their prime step. Hereby,
hitting the right cache way and index have probability nways

−1 and 2−bindices ,
respectively. To be able to detect a collision during the probe step, the victim
access must then fall into the same cache way as the candidate address, which
has a chance of nways

−1. In total, the expected number of memory accesses
required to construct an eviction set of t colliding addresses hence is

E(naccesses) = nways
2 · 2bindices · t.

The number of memory addresses t needs to be chosen according to the desired
eviction probability for the victim address with the given set. When the eviction
set consists of addresses that collide in the cache with the victim in exactly one
way each, the probability of evicting the victim with an eviction set of size t is

p(Eviction) = 1−
(

1− 1
nways

) t
nways

.

Figure 6.5 depicts this probability for the size of the eviction set and different
numbers of cache ways. For an 8-way ScatterCache with 211 cache lines per
way, roughly 275 addresses with single-way cache collisions are needed to evict the
respective cache set with 99 % probability. Constructing this eviction set using the
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Figure 6.6: Number of required accesses to the target address to construct a set large
enough to achieve 99 % eviction rate when no shared memory is available
(cache line size: 32 bytes).

presented approach requires profiling of approximately 82 ·211 ·275 ≈ 225 (33.5 mil-
lion) victim accesses. Figure 6.6 shows the respective number of Prime+Probe
experiments needed to generate sets with 99 % eviction probability for different
cache configurations. We were able to empirically confirm these numbers within a
noise-free standalone simulation of ScatterCache. For comparison, to generate
an eviction set on a commodity cache, e.g., recent Intel processors, for a specific
victim memory access, an attacker needs fewer than 103 observations of that
access in a completely noise-free attacker-controlled scenario.

After publication, Purnal and Verbauwhede [PV19] generalized and consider-
ably improved our approach for finding eviction sets. When searching for colliding
addresses, their improved profiling strategy probes k′ different addresses in par-
allel which considerably reduces the number of required victim accesses. This
parallel search is possible due to the addition of a pruning step that guarantees
that all k′ addresses reside within the cache before the victim access is triggered.
The improved approach, therefore, reduces the number of victim accesses by
trading them against additional attacker accesses in the pruning step. In the
best attack parameterization, for the previously discussed cache configuration, as
little as 825 controlled victim accesses are required for building the eviction set.

Profiled Eviction for Evict+Reload. For shared memory, such as in
Evict+Reload, the construction of eviction sets, however, becomes easier, as
shared memory allows the attacker to simply access the victim address. Hence,
to build a suitable eviction set, the attacker first primes the victim address, then
accesses a candidate address, and finally probes the victim address. In case a
specific candidate address collides with the victim address in the cache way the
victim access falls into, the attacker can observe this collision with probability
p = nways

−1. As a result, the expected number of memory accesses required to
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build an eviction set of t colliding addresses for Evict+Reload is

E(naccesses) = nways · 2bindices · t.

Constructing an Evict+Reload eviction set of 275 addresses (i.e., 99 % evic-
tion probability) requires profiling with roughly 8 · 211 · 275 = 222 memory
addresses for an 8-way ScatterCache with 211 lines per way. Note, however,
that Evict+Reload only applies to writable shared memory as used for Inter-
Process Communication (IPC), whereas ScatterCache effectively prevents
Evict+Reload on shared read-only memory by using different cache-set compo-
sitions in each security domain. Moreover, eviction sets for both Prime+Probe
and Evict+Reload must be freshly created whenever the key or the SDID
changes.

6.3.4 Complexity of Prime+Probe
As demonstrated, ScatterCache strongly increases the complexity of building
the necessary sets of addresses for Prime+Probe. However, the actual attacks
utilizing these sets are also made more complex by ScatterCache.

In this section, we make the strong assumption that an attacker has suc-
cessfully profiled the victim process such that they have found addresses which
collide with the victim’s target addresses in exactly 1 way each, have no collisions
with each other outside of these and are sorted into subsets corresponding to the
cache line they collide in.

Where in normal Prime+Probe an attacker can infer victim accesses (or
a lack thereof) with near certainty after only 1 sequence of priming and prob-
ing, ScatterCache degrades this into a probabilistic process. At best, one
Prime+Probe operation on a target address can detect an access with a prob-
ability of nways

−1. This is complicated further by the fact that any one set
of addresses is essentially single-use, as the addresses will be cached in a non-
colliding cache line with a probability of 1− nways

−1 after only 1 access, where
they cannot be used to detect victim accesses anymore until they themselves are
evicted again.

Given the profiled address sets, we can construct general probabilistic variants
of the Prime+Probe attack. While other methods are possible, we believe the
2 described in the following represent lower bounds for either victim accesses or
memory requirement.

Variant 1: Single collision with eviction. We partition our set of ad-
dresses, such that one Prime+Probe set consists of nways addresses, where each
collides with a different way of the target address. To detect an access to the target,
we prime with one set, cause a target access, measure the primed set and then evict
the target address. We repeat this process until the desired detection probability
is reached. This probability is given by p(naccesses) = 1− (1− nways

−1)naccesses .
The eviction of the target address can be achieved by either evicting the entire
cache or using preconstructed eviction sets (see Section 6.3.3). After the use
of an eviction set, a different priming set is necessary, as the eviction sets only
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target the victim address. After a full cache flush, all sets can be reused. The
amount of colliding addresses we need to find during profiling depends on how
often a full cache flush is performed. This method requires the least amount of
accesses to the target, at the cost of either execution time (full cache flushes) or
memory and profiling time (constructing many eviction sets).

Variant 2: Single collision without eviction. Using the same method but
without the eviction step, the detection probability can be recursively calculated
as

p(nacc.) = p(nacc. − 1) + (1− p(nacc. − 1))(2 · nways − 1
nways

3 )

with p(1) = nways
−1. This variant provides decreasing benefits for additional

accesses. The reason for this is that the probability that the last step evicted the
target address influences the probability to detect an access in the current step.
While this approach requires many more target accesses, it has the advantage of
a shorter profiling phase.

These two methods require different amounts of memory, profiling time and
accesses to the target, but they can also be combined to tailor the attack to
the target. Which is most useful depends on the attack scenario, but it is clear
that both come with considerable drawbacks when compared to Prime+Probe
in current caches. For example, achieving a 99 % detection probability in a
2 MB Cache with 8 ways requires 35 target accesses and 9870 profiled addresses
in 308 MB of memory for variant 1 if we use an eviction set for every probe
step. Variant 2 would require 152 target accesses and 1216 addresses in 38 MB
of memory. In contrast, regular Prime+Probe requires 1 target access and
8 addresses while providing 100 % accuracy (in this ideal scenario). Detecting
non-repeating events is made essentially impossible; to measure any access with
confidence requires either the knowledge that the victim process repeats the same
access pattern for long periods of time or control of the victim in a way that allows
for repeated measurements. In addition to the large memory requirements, variant
1 also heavily degrades the temporal resolution of a classical Prime+Probe
attack because of the necessary eviction steps. This makes trace-based attacks
like attacks on square-and-multiply in RSA [YF14] much less practical. Variant
2 does not suffer from this drawback, but requires one Prime+Probe set for
each time step, for as many high-resolution samples as one trace needs to contain.
This can quickly lead to an explosion in required memory when thousands of
samples are needed.

6.3.5 Challenges with Real-World Attacks
We failed at mounting a real-world attack (i.e., with even the slightest amounts
of noise) on ScatterCache. Generally, for a Prime+Probe attack we need
to (1) generate an eviction set (cf. Section 6.3.3), and (2) use the eviction set
to monitor a victim memory access. If we assume step 1 to be solved, we can
mount a cache attack (i.e., step 2) with a complexity increases by a factor of
152 (cf. Section 6.3.4). For some real-world attacks this would not be a problem,
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in particular if a small fast algorithm is attacked, e.g., AES with T-tables.
Gülmezoglu et al. [Gül+15] recovered the full AES key from an AES T-tables
implementation with only 30 000 encryptions in a fully synchronized setting (that
can be implemented with Prime+Probe as well [Gru+16b]), taking 15 seconds,
i.e., 500 µs per encryption. The same attack on ScatterCache takes 4.56 · 106

encryptions, i.e., 38 minutes assuming the same execution times, which is clearly
viable.

However, the real challenge is solving step 1, which we did not manage for
any real-world example when writing the paper. In particular, even if AES
would only perform a single attacker-chosen memory access (instead of 160 to
the T-tables alone, plus additional code and data accesses), which would be
ideal for the attacker in the profiling during step 1, using our initial profiling
approach we need to observe 33.5 million encryptions. In addition to the runtime
reported by Gülmezoglu et al. [Gül+15] we also need a full cache flush after each
attack round (i.e., each encryption). For a 2 MB cache, we need to iterate over a
6 MB array to have a high probability of covering all cache lines. The time for
an L3-cache access is e.g., for Kaby Lake 9.5 ns [7cpb]. The absolute minimum
number of cache misses here is 65536 (=4 MB), but in practice it will be much
higher. A cache miss takes around 50 ns, hence, the full cache eviction will take
at least 3.6 ms. Consequently, using the original profiling approach, with 33.5
million tests required to generate the eviction set and a runtime of 4.1 ms per
test, the total runtime to generate the eviction set is 38 hours.

Using the improved profiling approach by Purnal and Verbauwhede [PV19],
on the other hand, time for the generation of the eviction set becomes more than
feasible and drops to less than 5 seconds. Still, these numbers only considers
the theoretical setting of a completely noise-free and idle system. The process
doing AES computations must not be restarted during the profiling and the
attack phase. The operating system must not replace any physical pages and,
most importantly, our hypothetical AES implementation only performs a single
memory access. With a second memory access, these two memory accesses can
already not be distinguished anymore with the generated eviction set, because
the eviction set is generated for an invocation of the entire victim computation,
not for an address. In any realistic setting with only the slightest amount of
activity (noise) on the system, the required time for mounting an attack easily
explodes.

6.3.6 Noise Sampling
The previous analysis considered a completely noise-free scenario, where the
attacker performs Prime+Probe on a single memory access executed by the
victim. However, in a real system, an attacker will typically not be able to
perform an attack on single memory accesses, but face different kinds of noise.
Namely, on real systems cache attacks will suffer from both systematic and
random noise, which reduces the effectiveness of profiling and the actual attack.

Systematic noise is introduced, for example, by the victim as it executes
longer code sequences in between the attacker’s prime and probe steps. The
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victim’s code execution intrinsically performs additional memory accesses to fetch
code and data that the attacker will observe in the cache deterministically. In
ScatterCache, the mappings of memory addresses to cache lines is unknown.
Hence, without additional knowledge, the attacker is unable to distinguish
the cache collision belonging to the target memory access from collisions due
to systematic noise. Instead, the attacker can only observe and learn both
simultaneously. As a result, larger eviction sets need to be constructed to yield
the same confidence level for eviction. Specifically, the size of an eviction set must
increase proportionally to the number of systematic noise accesses to achieve the
same properties. While this significantly increases an attackers profiling effort,
they may be able to use clustering techniques to prune the eviction set prior to
performing an actual attack.

Random noise, on the other hand, stems from arbitrary processes accessing
the cache simultaneously or as they are scheduled in between. Random noise
hence causes random cache collisions to be detected by an attacker during both
profiling and an actual attack, i.e., produces false positives. While attackers
cannot distinguish between such random noise and systematic accesses in a
single observation, these random noise accesses can be filtered out statistically
be repeating the same experiment multiple times. Yet, it increases an attackers
effort significantly. For instance, when building eviction sets an attacker can try
to observe the same cache collision multiple times for a specific candidate address
to be certain about its cache collision with the victim.

Random noise distributes in ScatterCache according to Equation 6.1 and
hence quickly occupies large parts of the cache. As a result, there is a high
chance of sampling random noise when checking a candidate address during the
construction of eviction sets. Also when probing addresses of an eviction set in an
actual attack, random noise is likely to be sampled as attacks on ScatterCache
demand for large eviction sets. As our analysis shows, for a single cache way
the distribution of cache line indices corresponding to the memory accesses of
profiled eviction sets (cf. Section 6.3.3) adheres to Figure 6.7. Clearly, due
to profiling there is a high chance of roughly 1/nways to access the index that
collides with the victim address. However, with p = (nways − 1)/nways the index
adheres to an uniformly random selection from all possible indices and hence
provides a large surface for sampling random noise. Consequently, for a cache
with nlines = 2bindices lines per way and nnoise lines being occupied by noise in
each way, the probability of sampling random noise when probing an eviction set
address is

p(Noise) ≈ nways − 1
nways

nnoise

nlines
.

Figure 6.8 visualizes this effect and in particular the percentage of noisy samples
encountered in an eviction set for different cache configurations and noise levels.
While higher random noise clearly increases an attackers effort, the actual noise
level strongly depends on the system configuration and load.
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Figure 6.7: Example distribution of cache indices of addresses in profiled eviction sets
(nways = 4, bindices = 7).
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Figure 6.8: Expected percentage of noisy samples in an eviction set for a cache
consisting of 212 cache lines.

6.3.7 Further Remarks
In the previous analysis, the SDIDs of both attacker and victim were assumed to
be constant throughout all experiments for statistical analysis to be applicable.
Additionally, systematic and random noise introduced during both profiling and
attack further increase the complexity of actual attacks, rendering attacks on
most real-world systems impractical.

Also note that the security analysis in this section focuses on SCv1. In a
noise-free scenario, SCv2 may allow to construct eviction sets slightly more
efficiently since its IDF is a permutation. This means that, once a collision in a
certain cache way is found, there will not be any other colliding address for that
cache way in the same index range, i.e., for the same address tag. Considering the
expected time to find the single collision in a given index range, this could give an
attacker a benefit of up to a factor of two in constructing eviction sets. However,
in practice multiple cache ways are profiled simultaneously, which results in a
high chance of finding a collision in any of the cache ways independent of the
address index bits, i.e., the nways indices for a certain memory address will very
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likely be scattered over the whole index range. Independent of that, the presence
of noise significantly hampers taking advantage of the permuting property of
SCv2.

6.4 Performance Evaluation
ScatterCache significantly increases the effort of attackers to perform cache-
based attacks. However, a countermeasure must not degrade performance to be
practical as well. This section hence analyzes the performance of ScatterCache
using the gem5 full system simulator and GAP [BAP15], MiBench [Gut+01],
lmbench [MS96], and the C version of scimark2 1 as micro benchmarks. Addi-
tionally, to closer investigate the impact of ScatterCache on larger workloads,
a custom cache simulator is used for SPEC CPU 2017 benchmarks. Our evalua-
tions indicate that, in terms of performance, ScatterCache behaves basically
identical to traditional set-associative caches with the same random replacement
policy.

6.4.1 gem5 Setup
We performed our cache evaluation using the gem5 full system simulator [Bin+11]
in 32-bit ARM mode. In particular, we used the CPU model TimingSimpleCPU
together with a cache architecture such as commonly used in ARM Cortex-A9
CPUs: the cache line size was chosen to be 32bytes, the 4-way L1 data and
instruction caches are each sized 32 kB, and the 8-way L2 cache is 512 kB large.
We adapted the gem5 simulator such as to support ScatterCache for the L2
cache. This allows to evaluate the impact of six different cache organizations.
Besides ScatterCache in both variants (1) SCv1 and (2) SCv2 and standard
set-associative caches with (3) LRU, (4) BIP, and (5) random replacement, we
also evaluated (6) skewed associative caches [Sez93] with random replacement as
we expect them to have similar performance characteristics as SCv1 and SCv2.

On the software side, we used the Poky Linux distribution from Yocto
2.5 (Sumo) with kernel version 4.14.67 after applying patches to run within
gem5. We then evaluated the performance of our micro benchmarks running
on top of Linux. In particular, we analyzed the cache statistics provided by
gem5 after booting Linux and running the respective benchmark. Using this
approach, we reliably measure the cache performance and execution time for each
single application, i.e., without concurrent processes. Since only the L2-cache
architecture (i.e., replacement policy, skewed vs. fixed sets) changed between the
individual simulation runs, execution performance is simply direct proportional to
the resulting cache hit rate. To enable easier comparison between the individual
benchmarks as well as with related work we therefore mainly report L2-cache hit
results.

ScatterCache IDF Instantiations. Both ScatterCache variants have
been instantiated using the low-latency tweakable block cipher QARMA-64 [Ava17].

1https://math.nist.gov/scimark2/

https://math.nist.gov/scimark2/
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In particular, in the SCv1 variant, the index bits for the individual cache ways
have been sliced from the ciphertext of encrypting the cache line address under
the secret key and SDID. On the other hand, due to the lack of an off-the-shelf
tweakable block cipher with the correct block size, a stream cipher construction
was used in the SCv2 variant. Namely, the index is computed as the XOR
between the original index bits and the ciphertext of the original tag encrypted
using QARMA-64. Note, however, that, although this construction for SCv2
is a proper permutation and entirely sufficient for evaluating the performance
of SCv2, we do not recommend the construction as pads are being reused for
addresses having the same tag bits.

While the majority of the following results are latency agnostic LLC hit rates,
all following results are reported for the zero cycle latency case. For QARMA-64
with 5 rounds, Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) implementation
results with as little as 2.2 ns latency have been reported [Ava17]. We are therefore
confident that, if desired, hiding the latency of the IDF by computing it in parallel
to the lower level cache lookup is feasible.

However, we still also conducted simulations with latency overheads between
1 and 5 cycles by increasing the tag_latency of the cache in gem5. The acquired
results show that, even for IDFs which introduce 5 cycles of latency, less than
2 % performance penalty are encountered on the GAP benchmark suite. These
numbers are also in line with Qureshi’s results reported for CEASER [Qur18].

6.4.2 Hardware Overhead Discussion
ScatterCache is designed to be as similar to modern cache architectures
as possible in terms of hardware. Still, area and power overheads have to be
expected due to the introduction of the IDF and the additional addressing logic.
Unfortunately, while probably easy for large processor and System-on-Chip (SoC)
vendors, determining reliable overhead numbers for these two metrics is a difficult
task for academia that requires an actual ASIC implementation of the cache.
To the best of our knowledge, even in the quite active RISC-V community,
no open and properly working LLC designs are available that can be used as
foundation. Furthermore, for merely simulating such a design with a reasonably
large cache, commercial Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools, access to
state-of-the-art technology libraries, and large memory macros with power models
are required. As the result, secure cache designs typically fail to deliver hardware
implementation results (see Table 6 in [DXS19]).

Because of these problems, similar to related work, we can also not provide
concrete numbers for the area and power overhead. However, due to the way we
designed ScatterCache and the use of lightweight cryptographic primitives,
we can assert that the hardware overhead is reasonable. For example, the
8-way SCv1 ScatterCache with 512 kB that is simulated in the following
section, uses two parallel instances of QARMA-64 with 5 rounds as IDF. One
fully unrolled instance has a size of 22.6 kGE [Ava17]2 resulting in an IDF size

21 GE conforms to the area of a 2-input NAND gate with driving strength 1.
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Figure 6.9: Cache hit rate, simulated with gem5, for the synthetic workloads in the
GAP benchmark suite with random replacement policy as baseline.

of less then 50 kGE even in case additional pipeline registers are added. The
added latency of such an IDF is the same as the latency of the used primitive
which has been reported as 2.2 ns. However, this latency can (partially or fully)
be hidden by computing the IDF in parallel to the lower level cache lookup.
Interestingly, with similar size, also a sponge-based SCv1 IDF (e.g., 12 rounds of
Keccak[200] [Ber+12a]) can be instantiated. Finally, there is always the option
to develop custom IDF primitives [Qur18] that demand even less resources.

For comparison, in the BROOM chip [Cel+19], the RAM macros in the 1 MB
L2 cache already consume roughly 50 % of the 4.86 mm2 chip area. Assuming
an utilization of 75 % and a raw gate density of merely 3 MGE/mm2 [Eur19] for
the used 28 nm TSMC process, these 2.43 mm2 already correspond to 5.5 MGE.
Subsequently, even strong IDFs are orders of magnitude smaller than the size of
a modern LLC.

In terms of overhead for the individual addressing of the cache ways, informa-
tion is more sparse. Spjuth et al. [SKH05] observed a 17 % energy consumption
overhead for a 2-way skewed cache. They also report that skewed caches can be
built with lower associativity and still reach similar performance as traditional
fixed set-associative caches. Furthermore, modern Intel architectures already
feature multiple addressing circuits in their LLC as they partition it into multiple
smaller caches (i.e., cache slices).

6.4.3 gem5 Results and Discussion
Figure 6.9 visualizes the cache hit rate of our L2 cache when executing programs
from the GAP benchmark suite. To ease visualization, the results are plotted in
percentage points (pp), i.e., the differences between percentage numbers, using
the fixed set-associative cache with random replacement policy as baseline. All
six algorithms (i.e., bc, bfs, cc, pr, sssp, tc) have been evaluated. Moreover,
as trace sets, both synthetically generated kron (-g16 -k16) and urand (-u16
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Figure 6.10: Cache hit rate, simulated with gem5, for scimark2.
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Figure 6.11: Scimark2 score simulated with gem5.

-k16) sets have been used. As can be seen in the graph, the BIP and LRU
replacement policies outperform random replacement on average by 4.6 pp and
4 pp respectively. Interestingly, however, all random replacement based schemes,
including the skewed variants, perform basically identical.

The next benchmark, we visualized in Figure 6.10, is scimark2 (-large
0.5). This benchmark shows an interesting advantage of the skewed cache
architectures over the fixed-set architectures, independent of the replacement
policy, of approximately 10pp for the total hit rate. This difference is mainly
caused by the 5x difference in hit rate for data accesses. Comparing the achieved
benchmark scores in Figure 6.11 further reveals that the fft test within scimark2
is the reason for the observed discrepancy in cache performance.

To investigate this effect in more detail, we measured the memory read latency
using using lat_mem_rd 8M 32 from lmbench in all cache configurations. The
respective results in Figure 6.12 feature two general steps in the read latency
at 32 kB (L1-cache size) and at 512 kB (L2-cache size). Notably, configurations
with random replacement policy feature a smoother transition at the second step,
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Figure 6.12: Memory read latency, simulated with gem5, with 32 byte stride (i.e.,
one access per cache line).
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Figure 6.13: Memory read latency, simulated with gem5, with 128 byte stride (i.e.,
one access in every fourth cache line).

i.e., when accesses start to hit main memory instead of the L2 cache.
Even more intersting results, as shown in Figure 6.13, have been acquired by

increasing the stride size to four times the cache line size. Skewed caches like
ScatterCache break the strong alignment of addresses and cache set indices.
As a consequence, a sparse, but strongly aligned memory access pattern such as
in lat_mem_rd, which in a standard set-associative caches only uses every 4th
cache index, gives high cache hit rates and low read latencies for larger memory
ranges due to less cache conflicts. This effect becomes visible in Figure 6.13 as
shift of the second step from 512 kB to 2 MB for the skewed cache variants.

Finally, as last benchmark, MiBench has been evaluated in small and large
configuration. The individual results are visualized in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15
respectively. On average, the achieved performance results in MiBench are very
similar to the results from the GAP benchmark suite. Again, caches with BIP and
LRU replacement policy outperform the configurations with random replacement
policy by a few percent. However, in some individual benchmarks (e.g., qsort in
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Figure 6.14: Cache hit rate, simulated with gem5, for MiBench in small configuration
compared to random replacement.

small, jpeg in large), skewed cache architectures like ScatterCache outmatch
the fixed set appraoches.

In summary, our evaluations with gem5 in full system simulation mode show
that the performance of ScatterCache, in terms of hit rate, is basically identical
to contemporary fixed set-associative caches with random replacement policy.
Considering that we employ the same replacement strategy, this is an absolutely
satifying result by itself. Moreover, no tests indicated any notable performance
degradation and in some tests ScatterCache even outperformed BIP and LRU
replacement policies.

6.4.4 Cache Simulation and SPEC Results
Lastly, we evaluated the performance of ScatterCache using the SPEC CPU
2017 [Sta] benchmark with both the “SPECspeed 2017 Integer” and “SPECspeed
2017 Floating Point” suites. We performed all benchmarks in these suites with
the exception of gcc, wrf and cam4, as these failed to compile on our system.
Because these benchmarks are too large to be run in full system simulation, we
created a software cache simulator, capable of simulating different cache models
and replacement policies. Even so, the benchmarks proved to be too large to
run in full, so we opted to run segments of 250 million instructions from each,
following the methodology of Qureshi et al. [Qur+07]. We made an effort to select
parts of the benchmarks that are representative of their respective core workloads.
To be able to run the benchmarks with our simulator, we recorded a trace of all
instruction addresses and memory accesses with the Intel PIN Tool [Int]. We
then replayed this access stream for different cache configurations. The simulator
implements the set-associative replacement policies Pseudo-LRU (Tree-PLRU),
LRU (ideal), BIP as described in [Qur+07], and random replacement, as well
as the two ScatterCache variants. The number of ways per set, total cache
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Figure 6.15: Cache hit rate, simulated with gem5, for MiBench in large configuration
compared to random replacement.

size, number of slices, and cache line size are fully configurable. Additionally,
the simulator supports multiple levels of inclusive caches, as well as a cache
that is split for data and instructions. All simulations were run on an inclusive
two level cache, where the L1 was separated into instruction and data caches,
both of which use LRU replacement. Figure 6.16 shows results for the cache
configuration, as described in Section 6.4.1, as the difference in percentage points
for last-level hit rates when compared to random replacement. While we can
see large differences in individual tests, the mean shows that both versions of
ScatterCache perform at least as well as random replacement and very similar
to LRU. Using the same cache configuration but with 64 B cache lines, we actually
observe a mean advantage of 0.23 ± 0.76 pp of ScatterCache over random
replacement, where LRU sees a marginally worse result of −0.21± 1.02 pp. On
a larger configuration with 64 B cache lines, 32 kB 8-way L1 and 2 MB 16-way
LLC, the results show a slim improvement of 0.035± 0.10 pp for ScatterCache
and 0.37± 1.14pp for LRU over random replacement.
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Figure 6.16: Average cache hit rate for SPEC CPU 2017 benchmarks compared to
random replacement over 10 runs.

6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented ScatterCache, a novel cache architecture designed
to make eviction-based cache attacks unpractical by eliminating fixed cache-set
congruences. Internally, ScatterCache combines the individual cache-way
addressing from skewed set-associative caches with a lightweight keyed mapping
function. Additionally, usage of an optional software-controlled tweak, i.e., the
SDID, is supported that enables ScatterCache-aware operating system to
control if data, while shared memory in RAM, should also be shared in the cache.
The resulting design is, in terms of hardware, still very similar to traditional
caches which eases possible migration efforts. Moreover, also runtime performance
of the software on ScatterCache-enabled processors is not curtailed.

In terms of security, attacks on ScatterCache are by construction proba-
bilistic and require that targeted memory accesses can be observed many times
for both, the actual attack and the needed profiling. Furthermore, novel security
policies can be implemented using the added SDID parameter. ScatterCache
is, therefore, definitely an improvement over regular set-associative caches. How-
ever, given that we currently only have comparably simple models to analyze
the design and the resulting security implications, quantifying the security gain
against real-world attacks is still an unsolved problem that requires further
research.



7
Conclusion

In this thesis, we worked towards fixing the shortcomings of current architectures
in the context of physical attacks. To make progress towards the ambitious
goal of building more secure systems, we followed the approach of augmenting
contemporary system architectures with minimal hardware extensions. These
hardware extensions were then used as security-anchor for building further
countermeasures efficiently in software. Following this methodology, we presented
several novel techniques that can be deployed in general-purpose processor-cores
and their memory subsystems, respectively.

In terms of code protection, two hardware-supported CFI schemes were devel-
oped that harden CPUs against software and physical attacks. Both techniques
have been implemented in real processor designs, come with appropriate toolchain
support, and were tested in simulation and/or on actual FPGA/ASIC hardware.

The first scheme, as discussed in Chapter 2, is based on GPSA and extends a
stock processor core (i.e., no added instructions) with a none-invasive signature
monitor that is capable of computing signatures over the executed instructions.
Checking full computed signatures against compile-time derived expected values
is possible at arbitrary programmer defined positions. Additionally, CSM can
be used to check a few bits with every executed instruction. Various signature
functions have been evaluated and the best, in terms of fault attack complexity,
has been implemented in a processor with ARMv7-M instruction set (i.e., similar
to an ARM Cortex-M3). The achieved runtime and size overhead—< 75 % and
< 120 % with 4-bit CSM—is very reasonable for a software-heavy prototype.

Compared to our GPSA implementation, the second scheme—named SCFP—
is more invasive in exchange for stronger security properties (e.g., added confi-
dentiality) and better performance. As presented in Chapter 3, the idea of SCFP
is to place a stateful sponge-based cryptographic primitive between a CPU’s
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fetch and decode stage that continuously decrypts and authenticates instructions.
Programs for such a CPU, hence, have to be encrypted by taking into account the
sequence in which individual instructions have to be executed. During execution
of such a program, any tampering with instructions or their sequence leads to a
pseudo random instruction stream that can hardly be predicted or controlled by
an attacker. SCFP yields fine-grained control-flow integrity and thus prevents,
for instance, code reuse, code injection, as well as fault attacks on the code and
the control flow. For evaluation, we built a RISC-V core with SCFP support
named Remus, which was even fabricated as part of the Patronus chip. On this
chip, code size and execution time overheads of 19.8 % and 9.1 %, respectively,
indicate that SCFP is quite efficient and even meets the requirements of typical
embedded devices.

Following our methodology of building upon minimal hardware extensions,
utilizing SCE techniques like SCFP, a new remote attestation concept featuring
graph-based attestation has been introduced in Chapter 4. Given SCE capable
hardware, this new concept can be implemented purely in software and addition-
ally provides online licensing capabilities. Furthermore, commonly used static
and path-based remote attestation, or any hybrid scheme that combines these
approaches, can be implemented with our attestation scheme too. Our proof of
concept implementation for the Patronus chip, even though it was not highly
optimized, showcases this flexibility.

In the second part of this thesis, two techniques for protecting data in the
memory subsystem of a processor have been investigated. The first contribution
in the memory subsystem domain, as discussed in Chapter 5, is our open-
source framework for building transparent memory encryption and authentication
pipelines. The building blocks of our framework are written in VHDL and, while
being developed for FPGAs, are also suitable for ASIC designs. In addition to
the building blocks, we provide example encryption/authentication pipelines that
feature an AXI4 Interface and showcase the use of various ciphers (e.g., Prince,
AES, Ascon) in different modes of operation (e.g., ECB, CBC, XTS, TEC tree).
The evaluation of all configurations has been performed on a Xilinx Zynq-7020
SoC FPGA where the full memory traffic of the ARM processors running Linux
gets transparently encrypted/authenticated. Our results show that the data
processing of our encryption pipeline is highly efficient and utilizes up to 94 % of
the achievable read bandwidth.

Finally, ScatterCache—a novel cache design that hardens CPU caches
against timing attacks—has been presented in Chapter 6 of this thesis. To ease
adoption, we aimed for building a cache that is as similar as possible to traditional
caches and, at the same time, considerably harder to attack than commodity
designs. In particular, in ScatterCache we retrofit skewed set-associative
caches with a lightweight cryptographic primitive as keyed mapping function.
This approach breaks the fixed cache-set congruences that are the cornerstone
of Prime+Probe attacks and even enables ScatterCache-aware software to
selectively control if memory shared in RAM should also be shared in cache.
Attacks on ScatterCache are by construction probabilistic and require that
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targeted memory accesses can be observed many times for both, the actual attack
as well as the needed profiling. In terms of performance, our evaluation using
the gem5 full system simulator as well as custom cache simulations show that
performance is on par with traditional fixed-set designs with random replacement
policy. Hence, ScatterCache is a viable drop-in replacement for traditional
cache designs that considerably complicates practical attacks and that features
an extension point on which further policies can be implemented in software.

Outlook
The approaches and techniques developed in this thesis notably advanced the
field of protecting general-purpose processors against physical attacks. However,
although our countermeasures are a solid foundation, we certainly did not manage
to address all problems in this domain. The mapping of our techniques to the
affected attack classes in Figure 1.1 already visualizes a few potential areas
that can be explored in future work. In the following, we discuss some of these
opportunities in addition to selected topics that complement this thesis.

Proactive Protection of Data and Addresses. In terms of processor core
extensions, one of the most important topics for followup work is the protection
of on-chip data and addresses. GPSA and SCFP exclusively protect code but
the actual data—including the corresponding address information—within the
processor, on busses, and in caches, is not yet protected by any of our hardware-
supported countermeasures.

The current approach to deal with this deficiency is to utilize software-
based redundancy approaches, i.e., data encoding, re-computation, round trips.
However, all these approaches have serious drawbacks when they are applied
to general-purpose code. To complement our CFI techniques, future work on
finding suitable hardware-supported data/address protection schemes, or generic
software based-approaches, is needed.

Evaluation of newly added Side Channels. Another interesting avenue for
further research is the evaluation of our techniques regarding newly introduced
side-channels. In particular, most of our designs use cryptographic primitives
as building blocks to achieve their respective goals. However, except for the
RAM encryption, analysis of the leakage for these building blocks, is still an
open research problem.

It would, for example, be interesting if power or EM side-channel leakage from
the permutation within SCFP can effectively be exploited to recover the capacity
of the sponge. Moreover, investigating how the choice of the cryptographic mode
(e.g., keyed vs regular permutation, APE vs SpongeWrap) affects side-channel
leakage would provide important insights regarding the best parameterization.

Development of Special-Purpose Cryptographic Primitives. Finding
suitable new cryptographic primitives for implementing our approaches is another
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challenge that should be tackled in future work. Currently, lightweight primitives
like Ascon, Prince, and QARMA are used in most of our designs. However,
more specialized primitives could greatly improve our techniques in terms of
applicability, security, latency, and hardware costs.

Having access to a fast block cipher with configurable block size (e.g., between
64 and 128bits) would, for example, permit instantiating AEE-Light in stronger
configurations and with faster error detection on dense ISAs. ScatterCache
would also profit from such a primitive (e.g., with 5 and 15 bits) and enable us,
for example, to actually build SCv2.

Quantifying the Security of Caches against Real Attacks. Another very
interesting opportunity for future work is to quantify the security gain of secure
cache-architectures like ScatterCache against real-world attacks. Neither
our current analytic models nor the available simulation-based approaches can
reliably estimate the actual strength of a cache-architecture.

The used models are still comparably minimalist and consider only isolated
and simplified settings. Full system simulation, on the other hand, is simply
to slow to gather sufficient amounts of usable data. Moreover, building actual
hardware is also not that simple and requires considerable amounts of resources.
Considering the sheer number of recently proposed secure cache-architecture
designs, finding an approach to systematically solve this challenge would be an
important and valuable contribution.

Evaluating our Concepts on Larger Processors. As detailed in Chapter 1,
physical attacks are not only a threat to IoT devices but can also be mounted
on server and cloud hardware. Moreover, features like remote attestation are
especially important in cloud scenarios since the hardware is under the physical
control of an untrusted third party.

It would, therefore, be interesting to investigate if it is sensible to use tech-
niques like SCFP on larger processors—possibly as part of a TEE like SGX. We
expect, for example, that some current properties (e.g., decryption of individual
instructions) have to be sacrificed to reach the required performance target.
However, most likely an actual hardware design is needed to determine how far
our techniques can be pushed and what compromises are needed.
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